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ABSTRACT -

This report, is the second to appear in a series of
studies carried out by the Organisation for EtonoMid-Cooperation,,and
Development's Centre for Educational Research and Inno/ation (CER)
during the past 5 years.'The first report concerned the integration
of handicapped, young people into ordinary schools. The_present report.
deals with what-happens to handicapped young PP01:04 when they leave
education' anctattempt to enter the labor market. How well pre'they,
prepared? What obstacles do they meet? How difficult-is it to.find
employment? After-a discussion .of the ObjectiVes of transition:and-
the enhancement of employab'il'ity-, "the. central part' of the reportis
devoted to exampleS of arranrgements in different countries and more
general, related topics. Transition programs are diScussed in part 2:
(1) The Years of Schooling arid Transition to Work in the Departement

. de l'Orne,. France; (2) Work Training in the DerArtement de la- Somme,-
Northern France; ,(3) The Integration of'Pupils with Seripu5 Learning
Difficulties into Normal Working Life in Norway; (4) The Integration
of Handicapped Youth in Italy; (5) DeveIaping, Vocational
Opportunities for Handicapped Persons'; ,(6).- Employing the Handicapped

Swedish Industry; (7) The Roles and Needs of Parents of
Handicapped Adolescents; and (8) Alt/ernatives to Work for the
Handicapped. (A brief overview ofithe completed CERI project with
recommendations for future-practice is included -..) (RH)
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In recent years significant developments have taken
place not only in the eduction of young people with dis-
abilities in school but also in their preparation for
and transition to adult and working life.' There have
been substantial shifts in attitudes and policies but
there is a relative lack of evidence df.current pra-c-

tices-and research. In 19`78 the Governing Board of the
Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) of
the OECD took the view that attention\tq'thoadolescent
stage' was particularly called for as'more work he'd:been
done in relation to provision for younger 4hildreTr7con-
sidered handicapped and because concern aboUt employment
prospects for the disebied-was,universal:-u A project en-.
titled "The Education of the Handicapped Adolescent" was
therefore initiated that year with the aid of a generous
grant from the United States Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services.

, In the last four years many Member 'countrieS,have
contributed by docuMentation and participation_ n sem-
inars to a consideration of the two themes given priority,
in the project, namely integration in the final years of
schooling, and effective strategieS in the transition df
young people with handicaps to adult and, working life.
A report on the first theme has already been published
under the title The Education of the Randica ed Ado-
lescent - Inte=rs T_ e prese pu

a ion on __e secon_ e-; o± ransition attempts= to
summarise trends and innovations and illukrate them
with specific examples.

Thie bodk is aimed not only at those responsible
for developing,' administering and providing services at
national and local level,.including those working in
schools, colleges, sheltered workshops and social wel-
fare servibee and those in-voluntary organisations, but
also the handicapped themselves and their families.

Two people have made major contributions to this
study, both in terms of writing major sections and over-
all editing:. they are Mr. Barry Taylor, Chief Education
,Officer, Somerset, and Consultant to the CERI, and
Mr. John Fish, formerly Senior Inspector, Department df
Education and Science, United Kingdom and now part -time
consultant to the CERI on the programme on the Handi-
Capped:Adolescent.



it'should be noted here that this rep.ort covers a
Wide And complex area which will need.further Anquiry.
This will be, carried out by the CERI,in'a programme-on
transition to working life of young people with handiCaps,
again'supliorted,by a very substantial'grant from the
'United States Department of Education.
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INTRODUCTION

1

The CERI project "'The Handicapped Adolescent" - sets

out to study Many of the c=omplex -issue s which beset the
individual with a disability during the.fnal years-of

and'the'transition toL adult and working life.
As well as international discussion of common concerns,'
examples. Of successful-prabtices in different countries
were identified and ubed-as a basis for the exchange of'
information and'ideas,in meetings and zeminars., Finally
the knewledge was further extended by the 4issemination
of the results of=new approaches and practices.

s . .

The method has been to commission studies in Moat,
if -.not all, of the Rarticpating countries and use these
as basic documentation for Seminars, arranged by
natiohal authorities with the Centre, on aspects of
,particular significance to thella. ,Cduntriea h6iding
seminars included Australia,. France, Japan,-New Zealand,
Sweden, Switzerland; the United Kingdom and the United
States and all included widespread international rep-
resentation- One of the last acts of dissemination :
goes even further: it has been to procure the production
of three half-hour television Elms in France,-Italy;
Norway: concerned with the integratiop of handicapped
students into ordinary schools andthe'problems of their
entry into working life.

The werk.of the project has oc centratedion tWo
Major themes: 4 -(

1) th/iiteeration of young' ped1)10 wfth handicaps'
into -ordinary echoolb during the last years of
schooling, And

ii) their transition from school to adult life.

Results of work in the first of ,these themes has
already been published by the OECD in "The Education o

Ithe Handicapped Adolescent_, Integration in the Ochool'.
The seconds provides the substance of this volume.

The method here has .alsd been two-pronged. First,
as a result of contributions to various profebsiona'l
seminars and discussions within them, it hae been pose- ,
ible to assemble an overview, defining common. blems

s
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, .

and examining approaches to them in Member colintries.
This is-presented in Part One where:eight topics are
examined,. namely:

, .

curricula in the final years of schooling; -

- work pieparation and vocational Orientation
courses beyond school; .-

- careers advi6V and personal ceunse1ling;,
relationships' between the education' system and

- potential employers;
sheltered work;
modification to the xorking'environment;

- the enhancement ofsemployment 015portunities;
facing unemployment,
.

The bulk of'the book, Fart;Twp, °continues the Work
of dissemination by giving ewider readership to 6,-
selected number of reports and,case'studiee.. These have
been drawn, inevitably, from.a minor.1,ty of the countries
andthe individuals who have centri:bUte&-to the analysis,
and interchange of experience that has taken placesover
the past four years.

But first, it is necessary to .make a-few-ot;er-
vations about the scope .6f the work, the limits to the
overview and the definitions being used.

Coverage of the Project

We can be reasonably sure that in most countries
the percentage of the population withAlsabilities,*or
significant difficsulties- which might be handicapping,
is greater than those for whom special provision is made
in childhood and adoleagence. For example, in the Unite&

,Kingdom between 1.5 per cent and 2.5 per cent of children
are planed in special' schools or units and another small
percentffge receire some special help in-mainstream othoolE
On the other hand, research hab demonstrated that between
10 and 15 per cent have learning difficult es arising
from a variety of causes which require spebial help for
at least part of the-tr school career. In the United
States 9 per eent,of the school population is assumed
to require special education, but the numbe receiving
such help, vary ffom State to State.

A precise definitioK of the extent of disabilities_
and _significant difficulties in the population is seldom
possible Since criteria vary and the availability of

_services may influence statistics, Thus in tIlie report
definition has been consciously avoided but the presump-
tion is made that The project is concerned with 10-15
per cent of the population-and not simply-those who, at
the end of the. school period, are,receiving special edu-
cation as defined in the country conCerned. ;However,
the incidence of handicapping conditions , does vary be-
tween different communities even in the same region.



While it has been appreciated from, the outset that
sbcial and-economic disadvantages are inevitably associ-
ated with sensory, physical and-mental ditabilities, and
are particularly'cruolal during-the period of transition,
no attempt 'has been made to include handicaps arising
solely from these.dieadventages.. This issue was dis-
cussed by participants some of whom wereanXioup.to in-
elUde socially and economically handicapping conditions,
Within the international context it was, nevertheless,
decided that work should -be concentrated on those young
people siblith physical, mental or emotional handicaps. In

'part this was toavoid duplicaing---theworkralready
being undertaken by other internhtional organisations
condentrating'en'social disadvantage, but also theee
was a general feeling thatactivities could become too
diffuse-and,Oonsequently pi leas value to practitioners
in tha4field.,. 4 -

Definition of. Terms

In recent years there has been a marked move away
from specifio-labelling. or categorization of handicaps,
partly because no one system is appropriate for all the
professions concerned or even the whole__ age range,.and:
partly because improved assessment has indicated_ a
larger percentage of those concerned as having a combi-
naltion of disabilities and difficulties. This trend has
been recognised within this volume with a clear presump
tion that a dcsoriptive approach to'an indivius.I's
special needs together with a prescription of the set
vices, experienoet and methods required to meet them,
drafted jointly by education,' health, social"welfare
and other professionals together with parents, is the
right way forward.

The age span covered by adolescence and by he
period of transition is not_: easy to define ahropoloAi-
ca1ly. For.the form0 a wide span between the final
years of compulsory schooling, say 12 or 13 years of
--age and lq or 20, has been assumed. However, the period
.of transition presents glvater difficulties since the
age o-f leaving the school syntem and -entering employment
with or without an intervening. vocational preparation
period varies markedly in Member countries. In some
countries a relatively smell percentage of tht target
popUlationremains in:full-time education beyond the
compulsory period,. while in others the majority may do
so. For example; in Sweden those whp are mentally
handicapped ark. likely to remain in school until 21
years of age and in other countries young people are
still in the tranition stage at this age.,_,

The transition stage can, however, be seen to have
three phases, at whatever age they occur:



the -final-- years of schooling -and the steps
to prepare 'for leaving school,

) _transitipnaI arrangements including vocational
preparation and the -first :period of litorr_i_
and.
to--the maximum_ extent probsible; ineependent

is with all these stages that discussion and
examples in this volume- are concerned.

The Des

A common problem reveale by the' project is the
percentage of this laydr group who ate considered in
any country to be severely and profoundly UandiCapped.
Criteria are uncertain, means, of prbviding a significant
life with meaningful occupation are less well developed,
but there is a constant thrust from their families and
-advocates for education and training opportimi ties which
develop. their capabilities to the full and normalize
their lifestyle.

In =most pa'ticipatin countries the point is made
_with_ increasing .ford- by .self-advooacy_ movements and- --
voluntary organisations . The rights of the ais-gbled
are increasingly- aseerted.'both by them and by others,
often relatives or friends who group together to- speak,
for them. The case made is not wholly, or usually even
primarily, a financial one; more fundamental is the=
quest, for self- esteem, an acceptable place in society,
personal fulfilment and integration within the community
- and for all of these, a regular job. is seen to be the
threshold of personal achievement.

Th e is, of course, another compelling motive for
the disabled to seek work. Even in those countries with
the most highly developed social welfare system, the un-
employed are likely to be amongst the poorest members of
society. :Equally the relationship between disability
and relative poverty- has been well catalogued. For-ex-
ample, in 1978 in the United Kingdom 32 per cent off, adult
handicapped males were officially judged to be below the
poverty,line, a far higher proportion than for the gen-
eral population, and 62 per cent of, single disabled women
bore this additional handicap.

Low incomes not only affect the material standard
of living bUt often the qUality of life to a greater
extent because of the =implications of particular .dis-
abilities. Dependence upon parents, other relaIiires,
support organisations or. institutions. is likely to -be
increased; mobility can simply be too expensive to:-
achieve and social life virtually ruled out.-



Nor are generous disability pensions mere, than a
partial answer. Such paythents often, quite unfairly,
carry a stigma and rest on identlfwing-underprivileged
groups, amongst the physically or mentally handicapped,
for "special" treatment. Thus pensions--have, custom-
arily, an adverse impaat on self-esteem. In. pweden--

during he early seventies there was a dramatic improve-
ment In thescope of the disability pension scheme. Yet
in spite of this -We disabled in Sweden are as deter-
mined, peithaps more determined,-than those of other Mem-
ber. countries in demanding the right to work.

Obstacles to Work for All

Throughout theprojeot anumberof barriers to em-
Tl9yMent have been%identified, ,Some of these relate to
general conditions within societies .and- others to the
nature of disabilities At the same time a number of
key issues lays:erystallised which influence the' effect
of these barriers'. These include the curriculum in the
final years of schooling,. special' work preparation
schemes, counselling and soclarwelfaresupporting'
arrangements and modifications'to-the working environ-',
ment. .

_ .

The first and sOmetitheerPerhape-ltpenetrable:bar
rier is,:obviouOly, the severity and variety of dis-
ability of the individual: At one extreme are those,
usually, the severely and multiply handicapped,-for whom
even sheltered paid work is not commonly achievable, at
the other those mildly.diaabled who withoappropriate -
training can play a full role in an unmodAfiedmork
place; the vast majority, which it must be remembered,
will probably be between 8 per cent and 15 per cent of
school-leavers, fallsomewhere between.

However,-it is clear that in all countries the over-
wheIming-majority of the group defined as handicapped
are perceiVed as capable of holding down. a Yob - if one
is available. It is. this,factor that has given a new
urgenty to the issues of-work preparation and the level

dining and sheltered workshops which should be pro-
_ :;014ncreasingly the generalill'ecarcity of jobs is

putting:pressure on sheltered workshops to accept young
peopiftwho formerly would have gone into Open employment
but if not taken into a,workbhop have no alternative to
idleness. Obviously every youngster of this kind who is
given sheltered employment'displaces someone more severe-
ly disabled, unless there is slack in the system, which'
is virtually unheard of.' Yet to increase the number of
shelIered work places appears to negate the universal
des=ire- to maximise the integration of the adult disabled=
into normal society. .The problem is further exacerbated
in most countries by the increasing proportion of the
most peverely:disabled who in the last few years survive
into adUlthood as asreSult of Medical and other advances.

13
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,lbs-treadpr isst of tie extent to which. al 'handl--
capped people_ should be4suppertdd by social end other
agencies within the community is universal. Exceptional.
treatment-,- whether in the educational pystem nLvia en= I-
hanced social welfare provisions - ft6ancial or otherwise_

can Se often insulete-the disabled individual against
the-normal pressures and challenges of society thereby
napping, net enhanain6 independent living Clearly this
consideration is ventral to an almost universal dealrej
often as opposed to realisation, of the handicappedand
those who are their advocates, for ixitegration within'
mainstream school. systemer._ Butthe:unemployed_will
usually be an unrelleved-financial burden upon the
state's resources-- unless they undertake voluntary work,
which ia still relatively are amongst- the disabled.
Costs will be at their highest where institutionalisation
is deemed to be necessary; the US Association -.for,

Citizens has estimated'that this can be as igh-
as $400,000 during an individualle life .pan Mut the
combined-total of, employment benefit, other social
welfars- payments and support services for those living
in their own homes, whilst lees -dramatic, are by-no means
insubstantial.
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THE OBJECTIVES7OF T

Moving frok childhood; through adolescence, to-adult
life ft a transition -all expezience with varying degrees -:-.
cf-'help from -families, echools and colleges,_local co0.-
munities,-social,,services and employers. It is nmark'
of,deyeloped' countries that this transition has become
el-tended more difficult EducatiOn and training
take pl_ e over_e longer peried, life chplces are :varied
.and the competences expected of adults to-live-:and Work.
effectively:Are increasing in complexity. Such _societies-,
have, been lAcreasingtheir-expeotations of.citizens'-who
in their turn are seeking greater participation-in de-1-.
cision making'and more say in matters which affect their-
lives.

The major components in a successful transition may
be summarised as apprbpriate ecluontion4.:opbrtunities
for acAUiring an acceptable aegree ofperSonal_autenomY.,-,
peeparation for a social lifestyleincluding personal
and recreational pursUlts and an ability to-earn one's
own living.: There are barrie're on the way to maturity,
and fullvcitienship which oan handicap the. individual,
many of which are economic.and soeial,in origin. tethers,
as in the case of. those who are the subject of this study,
have disabilities whic14- make it much harder to achieve
full participation. in Society for a variety of reasona..
The principal one is that g-reasonable degree of-perbon-r
el autonomy and economic-independence Is,- far them, much
harder to achieve. his for thia reason that arrange-
ments duri_ ----th4.trans- on;phase are so important and
central to these'arrgre- ents is preparation for a use-
ful working life.

Why Work?

"I have _een unemployed for=2 mcinths-an4 am very
ciepreesed; no one see mo to want: me, I'd be bVtter off
-dead",.. So spoke, a disalled youngster to his careers
counsellor Iaet4ear in .a part of the United lingdom
suffering less acutely from unemployment amongst school-
leaVers thah most other In doing so he captured the
basip,reason Why partic mis in the project have assumed
thdt,educatieh and trai g,m st above all, maximise
the-disabled young persons' a ility to get'a job Eyen

s,more_than those withoUt'disablitiea they look-to work'
to provide a sense of purpose-and usefUlness as well as
the social contacts which may only be ssible through



Another handicapped Adq.esc t said: "I'm 18
_d haven't got-a boyfriend - might if went t

work". It is the totality A dependence upon work-to
providd-lifp's satisfactions which so often distinauishes
those with handicaps from their contemporaries.

While-paid employment remains the-principal cri-
terion fdr-mature adult citizenship and status/in society
it is not surprising that it is'of such Wide-ranging sig-
nificance to those who are disabled. Work makes you
feel You are normal like , everyone else and ,givets you self
respect".

In most developed countries unemployment has In-
creased and-young adults have been most affected by more
limited job opportunfties. 5IR idea that individuals
cam achieVe reasonab4,status in society even if unem7
pleyed-has yet to gain widespread acceptance. It re--
quires- great self-assurance for most-young people to
accept uneMployment and considerable inventiveteps to'_
lead fulfilling lives without the disciplines and oppor-
tunities of work. Those with handiqeps have-difficulties
enough in achieving'an acceptable place in society and- f. d
certainly they, and the voluntary organisationy

be'the
ho speak

for them, are' in no doubt that useful work-sho
object of transition. To 'add the objective of_signifi-
cant living 41thant work-to the other burdens af-dis-
ability is seen as wrong. and manifestly unfair. For
this reason preparation for employment remains en essen-
tial and central feature of the transition from sehool
to adult and working life.

Separate provision, whether before or after the
statutory School leaving age, is being increasingly
-questioned .and.only-supported when It clearly creates=
graduated experiende for those,witA disabilities-to de7-

velop experienceb, skills and independence'outside the
relatively sheltered communities of=speciallschools,
colleges or workshops.

In the same way social welfare agencies and hospi-
tals have in recent years deliberately undertaken pro-
'grhmmes.to develop the skills of independent living-.
Yet the risk remains,, that unless these ghogramme& are
started at-an early age, the morpluniversal the caring
service, the greater the possibility that .some of those

-. who are handicapped andtheir families win* be reluctant
--to venture into the unfamiliar environment of work and
independent-living.

alt is this factor rather than _Ate financial and
other safety' nets provided for The unemployed by all
Member countries in varying. degrees, which can militate
against a-positive determination to seek employment.
As has already been remarked there has been no indi-

.

cation, of a reluctance to work an the part of the dis-
; abled.because of lack of financial need - just the
reverse.



Structural Unemyloyment

, The availability employment is declining for
everyone at a.time when more disabled young people are
recogniging-the importance of work as the key to their
participation in society .and when new technologies are
increasingly used to...rehabilitate severely handicapped
people. In the past three year only Austria and .

Switzerland have not.sliftered a atbstantial increase
unemployment among school leavers.

= Agriculture, which heat-traditionally proVided em-
ployment'for many of the least academic schOol leavers-
and for many w1c are mentilly'retarded, has cCntradted /
its labour fora. -For exaMple in parts of the United0 .

Kingaom the labour-force has.shronir toohalf its size-of.-
iten years ago eventhough-producton h_s IncrZased.--

Equally -imphrtant, mechanisation and more sophisticated
management have demanded-higher qualifications andApOills
from reduced labour force. The number of routine end
umskilled jobs in industry, commerce and publid services
-hag declined*markedly. The impact of microelectronic
technology is only justbeginning to'be felt bit -its
itplicatinns for employent- have already been experienced
in Japanese car making and Swedish 'shipbuilding. This
Structural change is elp6st certainly irreversible and
ail the governments of developed countries assume it -w1114--

--continue, Oftan:with increased momentum in the next few
year-S.

The influence of .these- trends op the employment
prospects -of all young pebple has yet: barely_ re-
cognised and for the wide range of disabilities_ and
difficulties,encbmpasSed group6±,Young people
cOnsidered_handicapped the effects may-result in more

- barrierg to a useful working life.

Tilscession and.--the-EmeRence-
.

The period which the pr e t has spanned has co-
inoided with the deepest wort ide recession since the
Second World War.,-The hope iathat this, like earlier
recessions, wiAl' pass; that it is pat of the conventiona
cyclical pattern. In any case Western Europe, North -

impridaand-Atatralabia haVe, in general, seen every
sucoeSsive acaasicatof'the. past 10-15 years accompanied
by,progreesively,worse unemployment levels-and a less
satisfactory improvement as the redessio4 has receded.

The di_abled form.a disproportionately large pro-
portion(Of the unemployed and therefore recession bears
=particularly hard upon them. In 1977 a survey condioted
in the United. Kingdom by the National Children's N 1.1reatz'

=
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identified 15U-per Oent:Of handicapped sChOpl leaver0
as unemployed compared with 4.4 per centLfor schbol
leavers-as A-whole, Three:Years later general unemploY-.-
meat_ had more than doubled anditie Probable"that a
deterioration in theiprospectsfonthe handicapped bad
occurred in ratio.

This is not the place torattoMpt far-rea
speculation about the futnre.of,the economies of.the-
developed countrigla or, their' nelafionship-With the Third
World. Etowever, it must be extremely'unlikely-'that.the
generally buoyant economies of 1950-70',.dependent as
they were lin.part upon a pletiful-supply of-cheap raw ,:

materials from the under- developed easily
be re-established. Consequently the extremely high
employment enjOyeiby many countries. during those 20 -

years may have-zone for good. The disabled .are not noW
virtUallyIthe-only people to fade long-zterm_unemployment
in many communities but have to eompete for amelioration
of their difficulties"; fei. special proiramm0--and fqr -
positively discriminatory,employment Policies with large
and increasing numbers Of contemporaries.

The High Cot of Labour
- .

in recent years the cost of laboUr hat become an
increasingly dominant factor in the economies of indi-
vidual firms, in providing public'Servioes and in the -

,calculations-of national governments.-, Thus,productivity,,
is all, not only in manufacturing industry butequally
in the offices, schools and hospitals of central and
logal government, where substantial reductions in ex-
penditure can only be achieved by shedding staff.= The
more labour intensive the operation the more'crucial-is
optimua,productivity. Yet many of the disabled, whilst
perfectly capable of ,meeting the demands of a-particular_
job, will take somewhat longer to dbsti, The blind
shorthand typist,the Mildly mentally handicapped retail
sales'assistant or the physically disabled data pro-
cessor, may be simply unable to meet-the work rate norms,
demanded by management and which often provide the basis
for pie rates Or bonus payments for a whole group of
workers. No doubt many disabled would be prepared to

knowledge this and accept,a slightly lower rate of pay
rather than not.have_a job; but this raises.extremely,
sensitive issues about the "rate for the job "` -and "cheap
labour" discrimination and so on It is not a practice
which commends itself, understandably, either to trade
unions or to disabled advocacy groups.

Yet the ever greater emphasis placed upon maximising,
productivity oftbn militate8 against the employment.Of -

even the mildly disabled One consequence is an even
more' profound dilemma as to whether individuals with '

partidular disabilities should be pointed-towards, an
t
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trained only,tho (occupations where their productl
ity can match the non- dicapped. To do so would, be
negation of the recent ogreSs'in many cbuntries.in open-
ing up 4 much wider range of career opportunities and could
encourage a retreat to the "ghetto" approach, back tb, for
_instance, piano-tuning or basket-weaving for the blind.

Lack of Educational and _Training Opportunities

In Marbh 1978 the *Australian Schools-Commission
called for "effective all-round training_so that all
handivapped people can acq re the 'skills_needed toApe-
cbme :contributing self-s icient members' cif society "!.
The Commissfbners recogn sed tDat*vocational train.
begins as soon,--as chil en begin to talk and to COuntl"

'land that'the_attempt to distinguish between general.edu-
cation and vocational aining.is quite artifcial.
Therefore., the quality f teaching and le ring through-
out the educational proc -ss, both at. ,pschool and ost-

ool, will be fundament determining a'youngster's
em yability.

Yet the opportunities available to ma 'oT'the'handi-
.

cappe particularly after the statutory so 'ol- leaving
age,-are often grossly'inadequate, In 1977 -the Weraook
Committee set up by the United-Vingdom Governmnt to in-
vestigate'educational provithidn for children with
special needs, learnt that whilst'29,2 perffcent of all
young people remained In full-time education after the
legal leaving age, only 5.6 per cent of those: handl-. ,

capped did 'so. Some-institutions of higher education,-
have made notable efforts tb .accommodate those who are
handicapped, particularly the physically disabled, but
,in general the picture is a depressing One. The able
young handicaPped person who graduates, qualifies as a
daIyer or a doctor is much remarked upon but even'
amongst the highest levels of intellectual-ability there
are proportionately Tar fewer of the disabled realising
their full academic potential.

The general position amongst those of average or
somewhat above-average ability is likely to be as, if
not more, inequitable, whilst those of below-Average
ability are unlikely to have any access to education or
training beyond the statutory school-leaving age. Admit-'
tedly_in some countries the pattern is altering; now
all education authorities irk the United States` must
categorise Ate further educational and training oppor-
tunities pn offer to the individual handicapped school
leaver.,--But generally, whether provision is integrated
or separate during schCol years, afterwards too often
nothing is done to enhance the handicapped individualls
employability -'and this at a 'time when the non-
handicapped are receiving, and heeding,the clear mess-
age that post-school qualifications are more and more
importantin44e battle for jobs.
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There ii increasing evidence'-too, notably:in the
United Kingdom, that the provision.,of special work ex
perience and preparation courses for the youmg unemployed'
is lees universally achieved f the disabled than for
others In spite of examples ofr good and sweessful prac-,
tice in this respect Jteferred to later in thlif review.

In ttia context of a generally bleak 'outlook for
post -schooi opportunities; there is'the further ditfroicm
as to whether the objective ought to be to pmovide places
for the handicapped on normal further education and
training courses, or to construct specially designed pro -.
gramMes:to meet their particular needs. Clearly any
rational policy must be'a fusion of the twe-but the .

special provision often seems easier. to get off the ground
in post- school institutions, although there are then'tte'
twin' attendant dangers of-narrowing the focu4 af-jobpos-
sibililaes ap.d not allowing full-rein for the poteittial
of the _ore able handicapped students increasing,press-
ure- on further educatiorhand-training places in MInX
countries froM more qualif-'_ed school leavaie..than:,cante

Iaccommodated militates agnst the development of special
arrangements to enable t Cele who are ,h6Sdicapped-tto take
.their place -on the normal spread of courses alongside
their nen7handipapped contemporaries.

'Attitudes of Em lo ere and the Workforce

Througkeut this :project, the sympathy of individual
employers has been highlighted,as a crucial - and often
the most crucial factor in the_ job placement of the
disabled." Whether or not a country operates etuota ays-
tem or a disabled persons register appease to haVe rela-
tively little impact* on employer attitudes. Of more
importance are contacts with former teachers, careers
coutpellors and the initiaLimpression created by the
handicapped themselves.

P.A. Koestler, commentineuna_ the situation in New
York to the Public Affairs Committee, said, "the average
person has ,no hesitation in contributing to philanthropic
causes that benefit handicapped people but thinks in en-
tirely different terms when asked to itoept a disabled
person as an employee or fellow worker. Pity inste of

equity, charity instead of opportunity"tedulgence in-
stead of accountability.7 these are attili-des that are
stumbling blocks on the road toy equal opportunity. 'In
other word a substantial educational tasP remains in
modifying attitudes of the non-handicapped towards the
less fortunate members Of society. In this respect the
thrusts towards the integration of the handicapped at
school level in many countries might be expected to pro-
duce changes, although inevitably the process is likely
to- be a lewthy one.
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e meantime eo-ordinkted efforts ofMAthosmime
whose task it is to help and support the handicapped
through :the period of transition from school to work 'lanai
be the key determinant in encouraging employers to ie
the disabled a chance to 'prove themselves; in'propoa
modifications to the work environment and accepted Wmcrk-
ing conditiens and in ensuring that the potential wor3Ek-
mates awe ready to accept the disabled and helpaocon
modate their disabilities.

0

The mein'objective of thid boOkJsMet.eimplyt
finethe difficulties in normalizing the futm'ClifeF9.4.d

'enhancing the employment prospects of school. ealtera %la:1h°'
are handicapped. Although the considerations outline.
in the previous chapter provide an important backgronamad
to the e on of reasticatrategtes, pc=pal-
tive asp et e project which should be stressed. As
the exam les which 'follow this chap-tea; the
project identified. examples ol,good practice Troia -

which Luc -anfte_learned. 7Seminare and papers written
fOrdt_ha ill- hate& isaues-_of ,w de, sigpiricancead._
illustrated principles of general relevance..

There' are, however, no universal panaceas, cafe
the _yariables are almost infinite The legislativ
framework of the particular country, itddixt3ions
national, regional and local responsibilatitSbetween
different services, social attitudes; the general avaLW11-4
ability of work and ways in whiclAandicips.uedefiteed
in nature and ,severity are only- some of theme obvicua.
Nevertheless, in recent years there has beenanalmos--L,
universal acceptance that society'chas a respcnabilV5Q7
to accord full citizenship to those who are MalicOnd
and within this context to maximise work oppatnnities.
In the Uni:ted States, for exatple, this has teenearniaked
in Sections 503 anon 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation .

which extend to people who are handicapbed theeiliploy=nent-.
and service-related civil rights enacted earlier for
et is minorities and women. The vecationalend reel
denTial segregation of those who are handicapped are 1=thu
challenged as were "separatp but equal" educational
.arrangements for lAack children. Other countries haTEB
extended the "right to work" principle to thpse who
disabled, even those who are severely handicepped no
tably in Scandinavia.

For a number of reasons iat-is not fbssibleto i4L:Jnt-
ify a common approach adopted by all countriee', Amonsgg
these are different patterns of responsibility for the
post-school-period involving education, health AA soc=ial
services, significant differenees in-the percentage off'

II Fl HANQING EMPLOYABILITY
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young:peel:Ile remaining in full-time education after th$
'compulsory period and_a wide variation in . entitlements
to benefitS, penSiOnVand-training 'aqd supportive :pro-
grammes'.: Nevertheless, most countries now try to provide
opportUnities efter:sahool-ranging from day.centre6:iwiih
a welfare eMphasis, through various,forms of sheltered
workshops,and supporting arrangements iSt the ordinary
work place, to open employment; Often it is assumed that
those who are hgndicapped will "flow through" these en-
vironments as their competence is enhanced by training
imd,practice from the most restricted to the least re-
stricted environment. HdWever, there are seteralreasons
why this does not occur in practice. Individuals 'stick
at various stages beoause their independence or their
.productivitY deveT.op to only a limited exten and there

. is a tendency to retain effective operatives in sheltered
workshops to maintain production;. but above all the.e
feet of more limited employment:4Portunities makes the
outcome,ofsuccessfuI training procedures much less cer-,
tat-. in -s of paid employment. ,

4

If approach, involving an assumption that the
primary a of all transitional arrangemehts is useful
work and maximum autonomyiis to succeed, there Est be
a determined and co-ordinated effort to enhance the corn-.

.,_petermeef,all_who_are disabled from the earliestyears_
The rest of this chapter will consider t s process under
three sections - school period, tranlitign and the
early years of working life although it,isiVecognised
that each stage is dependent on Vekothers and that a
continuity in approach is important to success.

t_
The School Period

Before turning to some of the common and essential
ingredients of education in the final years of schooling,
two major issues merit consideration, educability and
integration. Very few of even those with the most severe
handicaps are now excluded from what is recognisably an
educational 'betting. For at least ten years there has
been a general acceptance,' af least, among educators, that
all are educable.' In 1971 responsibility for children.-

severe degrees of mental retardation passed from -7
thd health to the education services iv England and Wales.
Local education authorities became responsible for the
education of all children in these areas. Similarly, in
the United States, Public Law 94-142 made free public
education available, for the first time, to all children,
however severely handicapped. -These developments have
not been paralleled elsewhere but even where responsi-
bility remains with health and social welfare authorities,
the importance of an educational programme is now recog-
nised. Thus in considering transitional arrangements we
ssume that there is no cut -off point at the lower end of
the range of competence,, however handicap is defined.



The general thrust -Cowards integration-has, been re-
.corded in the OECD Vublication "The Handicapped Adolescent
-_integration in. SchoolIn many Oottntries'aMte young
_eople,who are handicapped are being OdUbated,n:-associ7-
ation with their contetporaties'in ordinary schools,
-although separate special :schools continue tb play _an.
itDorlaAt part in some of thet. IntSgrative arrangements
are seen to offer'SocialadVantages And, certainly for
the More able,-improved access to awider range of aca-
demic courses. It is also argued that experience in the
ordinary schloolmay'reduce the gulf that a young person
With a handicap May have to cross- between school and et:-
ployment beCauselie 'has become fatiliar with many gore,*
of the demands of everyday life than,exist:in special
schools.

It Is not at a clear that intqgratian,
facilitates employability. Indeed it some co triae-the
prog47fHes evolved in epecial schools have been-very
sucossful in preparing youngipeople for transition to
the world of Work. In widesptead.and dispersed inte-
grative arrangements it is by no means pertain that the
needs of individuals and small gtoups,can be mpt effect-
ively'and theip potential fully' identified, let alone
analysed The design of curricula-for small groups with

;specific disabilities mannot be easily achievable. '--
N eitheiess, it id widely,appteciated that the special
school environment can, be more protected and cat off from
the mainstream unss.special measures are taken. .

the imperatives of the transitional process urge strongL.
ly for the maxim= normalisation of th school setting,,
along with the realisation that course design and work
preparation tailored particularly for those who are handi
capped may be much more difficult to achieve withinreg-
ulax schools.

There appears to be a -caisensus as to the key el-
ementb of the curriculum-in the last three years'or so-
of compulsory schooling. Predictably these are, as-for_

other young people, the enhancement of communication
skills, including nIfteracy, social education programmes,
outreach into the Wider world and the maximum connec-
tion:between home' and school Aesthetic.and.physicaa
aapedte---are-,-giNRn_more'variable eMphasis frot country to
country and school 'to schbol

The crucial faCtor is, of'conrse, the way in which
these general features are translated into activities.
within and outside school. Perhaps most importantof
all is the preparation given to assist the handicapped
youngster leave the sheltered and protective pnviron-
tent of school - and perhaps family - and cope.. with the
threatening and unpredictable environment outside. Pro-
grammes in the last two years at'school will often have
not only this objective but also,-Vhe parallelonW of
assessing what is the best destination or each pupil.
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Major eomponentall,'In addition to cohtinUed attention:`
to literacy _and speech are likelY,to include health, hy-
glete and safety, mobi4ty and competence it the envdron-
ment,,personal deyelopment InOluding.persollaelatiOn-
ships, selfzcare, familiarisatrOn with commuafty facili-
ties, social welfare.services'and the range 6f -aMnidYme32-,.
opportunities and alternatives -Le employment.

The extent to which the should:,beNve-,
ationally oriented;_ both in,genstral and tile'particUiar.
is thesubject of considerable; debate: The debate also
relat'es to the extent-to-lpic4 such concerns should be
included within the last - years' of compulsory AOhoo-4ng"
or in-prograkmes.whiehtfollow.Particularly li-Jeere
,proportion 'of the school population enter such:-programmeth-
Most yoUne-peOPla May:be introduced'to:the-reUtines
work e%gt-faMiliarizaElon-witli the -dtsciprines.and re-
strietions.of work piaces,,,time-keeping, -travel and how,
to apply; for. job. There_is more marked variation 'in
AIM emphasis given to' specific preparation for :paktic-

. ular kinds of work. In some countries this is tincommoiL;
in_others, such as the example from France= wlaich follows,
dhere is preparation for fields of work, andlulnyet'others
specific skill training occurs.in the-last-school -years;

On balance,- general preparation'tehdste be,favoured it-
eluding familiariSation with'fielda of work laince-It-is--.
argued that too, early concentration en;a particular job
may restrict the school leaver's.range of opportunities.

.

In general, thencurricula before leaving school
are not job_dbecific. There is usually a thruughgoing, .

'57Tempt to develop skills, knowledge and attitudes1which
will stand the youngster in good stead whether-h sub-
-sequently lives at home or net, and whether he is_ea-
ployed or unemployed.

For admintstrative convenience most _countries group
young people with handicaps in categories or develbp
criteria-for'entry to different courses. Moat of what
is' said in thin book is general to all, but there are
some issues where, the nature and degree of disabilitie6
are relevant to the school programme.. the purpose
of-this discussion three kinds, of problem are dealt with
separately. They -are: young people with mild and mod,-
erate degrees of mental retardatiOn, thosq,with severe
and multiple handicaps and those with sensory and physi-
cal disabilities. It is not suggested that these. are
:discrete categorieQehA they have many educational needs
in common. Nevertheleas, a focus-on each of these groups
in the _last years of school illustrates different aspects
of preparation for .transition.

- Mild and Moderate MentalRetardatiot

The first group is the largest single identifiable-
group in schools, whether spboial.schoelsdr
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although obviously many have additional disabilities,'not
least social and economic ones The characteristic ob-
stacles to learning are,vby adolescenee;-limited
communication skills, poor ,concentration, lack of con-
fidence, and, often, a culturally impoverished background.
A typiaal two-year programme designed to ameliorate these
problems might include the following key elements, and
many models of this kind which take no account of arti-
fic4a1 subject divisions and may be covered by'two or
three teachers and sometimes one, have been identified
in,a number of countries.

Getting on with People

..This element, or something very like it, is seen as
fundamental, net only by teachers but -also careers counts
sellors and petential employere'.!- As well as the import
ance of listening, conversing, telephoning, writing
letters ab.d so on, understanding the other person's point
of view is stressed. The disciplines of all societies,
including the work places, -are prepared for by examining
routines and rules in school. The making and keeping of
(friends and the sharing-of-possessions-,and-itterests ia- -'"--
alSo explored as welWas the more mechanical social skills
of entertaining and running a party. MuCh of the method-
ology is based upon observation of people working to-
gether_in school and the work place as well as playing
together. This element is also seen as the base for the
development of moral concepts and notions of laW, order
and justice.

Citizenship. This element covers the institutions
and practices of the young person's local community and
the knowledge and skills required to understand and pa
ticipate in them. Local studies and practical experie
are essential. Young people may attend local committed_
and groups, visit a wide range of community facilities
and organise activities such as charity collections, clubs
and outings.

VThe Fami This is often a difficult area when
throug_lou-' e developed world up to one third of the
school population may live' in single'parea&families or
come from broken homes. Nevertheless, pers6hal and social
developthent within a family context, parental skills and
similar topics form an important part of preparation for
an adult role in society. At the same time the links
between families and welfare services are explored.

Home Management: This area envisages that personal
autonomy for both b6ys and girls will include the ability
to care for themselves in their own home in adulthood.
Cooking care of clothes, planning and budgeting are

.

common topics as are the ramifications of setting up home.
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=
Social Arit etio: A study of financia and related_

_ -sues- or young 601 letavers hy-the Lothiah'_(Scotland)
_duaation Department runs to seven closely typed pages
illustrating the complex pattern of employment and wel-
fare payments. In many developed, countries wage, tax
and benefit systems-are coMplidated and courses need to
cover these topics in. addition to shopping and money

'--management,includlig banking and saving.and knowledge of
the common domestic and transport measures and timetables.

loyment

All curricula,.in varying waye, deal with choosing a
job - security, conditions, pay, hours, companionship
and working life. Usually an attempt is made to relate
educational and personal qualities to various jobs and
here there is a bridge to the careers counselling nor-
mally provided from outside the individual school's
own resources. In spite of many employers, beliefs to
the contrary, it is customary to practise school leavers
in application form-filling and interview techniques as
well as provide a first-hand impresSibn of local work
places.

It can be seen that many of these facets are depen-
_ dent for realism and immediacy upon the co- operation and

provision of access by employers and others in the local
community. Where these courses appear to be most succesi-
ful then degree of involvement in and support by the lo-
cal co ii is a determining factor. Often these care-
fully structured curricula are supplemented by, a network
of contacts for work experience. The subsequent contact)
between individual pupils and employers can lead to the
offer of a job and accounts for theimuch remarked phenom-
enon that those. with mild mental handicaps who have been
provided for separately at school often fare better in
difficult employment markets than the non-handicapped
or below-average school leavers.

fi

HoWever, it has been noted that the almost univer-
sal increase in difficulties facing employers in the
last two or three years has,led to a reluctance - or
inability -.to provide placements for school pupils=
Also the,dramatic extension in many countries of special
post - school work preparation and bridging courses re-
ferred to later has tended to squeeze out of the work
place the pre-school leaver. Undoubtedly greater
-co-ordination between the two phases needs to be devel-
oped; for example if post-school work preparation
courses are to become a permanent feature of provision
for those who are handicapped - and thenon-bandicapped.-
in most countries, does the curriculum in school need
to be quite de /"employment' oriented?' What about the
relative balance between the development of employment-
related skills and knowledge And the aesthetic-, physical,
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moral and soOial- aspects o the curriculum9 In some Mem-
ber countries, the content, And methodology, of bourseeL
at both the 'pre-' and post-school leaving stage has ap-
peared virtually identical, sometimes without aneappreci-
ation on the part of= the respeetive teachers arid-course
tutors that individual youngsters were cevering very,
similar ground twice over.

. Those with_Severe and Multiple Handicaps

One of the main issues to emerge during the project
is how this-group is defined, particularly-the upper
borderline. Associated with this is the question of
appropriate proVision for them. Uncertainties are-due:
to conflicts between-ideals and realities which result
in confused expectations.' Whereas theeobjectives for ,.'.
those young people discussed in the previous section are
clear, namely to,enter empttyment and lead, albeit in
some cases_With aupport the same kind of life as other
citizens, objectives. for those with profound handicaps
are often more limited. Some, but by no means all,
individuals may have very severe degrees of mental im-
pairment,. ethers,-.-however-have- such.a-MixtUre-af-phyeical-
disabilities, Communication difficulties and learning
problems that the active mind behind them is hard to re4
Cognise d the individuals concerned find adequate ex= ,
pressidn -:ensely difficult. For all-with severe and
multiple handicaps, appropriate educational pr irammes

)4
from an early age are crucial. The developmentof these
programmes and-their-implementation is indicative that
more ogress owards autonomy and a satisfactory life
can be achiev than was at one time supposed.

One of the essential aspects of provision is that
the pattern of daily life should' be as normal as possible.
This normalisation principle, now widely accepted has
implications for where education takes place. It is with
respect to this group that integrative practices vary
most widely frot country to country. In parts of Italy
-there is the presumption - and the practice - that even -
those with the most severe disabilities should be edu-
cateclin mainstream classes of schools-. The same it true
in some parts of the United States, at least to the ex-
tent of ecial programmes which take place in mainstream
schools. Elsewhere it'is-this group that most often re-
main in d and boardin& special schools or receive their
education schools in hospitals or social institutions.

It is clear that placements in mainstream schools
requires great understanding and tolerance on the part
of teachers, non-teaching staff and,parents and close
collaboration with other professions.- It remaitis_an
open question whether this strategy is in the bestin-
terests of all concerned. Pew would now dispute that
placements in isolated institutions should be avoided,
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:,butthe debate ,.betweex epegial schools and provlSien
AtilaLin:ordinary'soho01,8:18 tuehMore fin balanced in
relation to'th6m0St severely diSabled.

..
Whe ver education takes place-it is more-often a

ganulnel
_

co--ordinated tUiti-disciplinary 'approach-with
priority'given,to- ocial competence and communication

_,-- Skills. Vocational training and preparation for adult
-: life is less generalised with the development of specific-
motor skills and training for particular work being-given
more prominence.

Nevertheless, tfor the majority, work may not be-,a
realistic option after school and this of itself pro-
vides substantial difficulties in curriculum bull ing.

a
Often activities in.andaround schoolcentre_onw --t
would be regarded in other contexts as peripheral
leisure activities, days out to,places of interest, the
seaside, the country, the shops; horse-riding, swimming-
and.the-like Thus emphasis is on the provision of a
happy environment and experience as much as preparation
for the future,, although the hope, zao doubt, is that the
latter will flow from the former.

Those with Physical and Sensory Disabilities

The thrust towards integration has, in recent years,
been most obvious in respect of those with physical and
sensory disabilities who are not severely or multiply
handicapped.. This has been particularly true where chil-

en have_shown intellectual ability and need rigorous
acadetic courses. Progress has been dependent on ade-
quate supporting services such aschealth care and ther:-
apies.for the physibally disabled, interpretation 0±-
language support for the hearing impaired, and brailling
and other resources for the visually impaired. Results
have been promising in the early school years, but as
specialist subject teaching and acadetic demands in-
crease there are often pressures on scarce supporting
resources and, as already mentioned, some difficulties
in providing specifiC preparation for transition for
small groups in ordinary schools. These problems have
led to greater emphasis on separate preparation courses
immediately after the school period. But in some coun-
tries opportunities for those yoUng people who are not
academically able but have no serious learning diffi-
culties are often limited and not .sufficiently demanding.

It has been the practice in a number of countries
to provide very specific training during the last years
of,schboling for a varied range of occupations that
have become associated with particular disabilities,
for example massage and acupuncture for the blind in
Japan. But the young people _and their families are
seeking a much' wider range of employment possibilities
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d_an_ effect on- preparation
the '- school

It'has already been noted that the age at'which
those. w_ ho are handloapped'leave-full-time education
-varies considerablytrom country to country-and obviousr
ly between individuals in the same country.' In Scan--
dinavig, attendance at, -high school or 'college id=over-
whelminglY'the norm at*ISior,even 21 years 'ofiage.
Recent legislation in the. United States lays., upon edu-
cation authorities the duty:ta_draft an educational and
training progratMe for every gour:grperson-receiving
special education up. to and. - beyond 21. years of age. Else-
wtere, even in countries with relatively sophisticated
provision'below school-leaving age,'such as the United-
Kingdmg, opportnrities beyond 16 years of age are
more restricted-and'haphazard and only.recently has
cess to further education and trairing dome to be seen .

as a right. Clearly those countries (such as Spain and
Portugal) where general full -time -education to 16 years
cf age-ta-not-autamatia- fa -a-11-have relatively tic
pzovision beyond this stage except for the More'-intel-
lectually able who may gain places at the universities..

- Thus the options facing the young disabled school
leaver vary widely in their scope (see Figure 1). Some
may be able to remain at their school, or transfer to
another-schoel for an additional year or years of full-
time education; thin. opportunity may be particularly
critical for those suffering from mental handicap, but
whose intellectual deVelopment may 'be accelerating at
the normal leaving age, or for those who are particularly
emotionally immature for whatever reason. Further edu-
catiQn via a placement on a mainstream full-time college
,course will normally be restricted to the intellectually
more able whose disability is physical, although even .

here severe practical difficulties can be encountered.
The most dramatic grclwth in recent years has been in the
availability of special work preparation courses, usually
college-based. Some are designed specifically for the-
disabled, such as the French and United Kingdom examples
described later, others for any school leavers at risk
of long-term unemployment, an increase in which has been
the common stimul--_t in the development of those courses.

However, st young people who are,handicapped, often
a higher propo ion than in the populaticn.generally,
will be seekl full-time employment at the end of com-
pulsory school Those with severe handicaPs are likely
to be guided to sheltered employment or day centres
some of which provide training such as adult training
centres in the United Kingdom. Those who succeed in
getting a job may also accept a commitment to off-the-
job part-time training in those countries where that
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dition-is strong. BUt much" more commonly tie die
Abled in_employment:are to receive no additional .
gsneral education or Significant vocational training
after leavi-r-g_school._ Finally some of those_vho are
handicapped, and not by _any means always :the most severe--
ly disabled, will find themselves Unemployed, Often
without even the amelioration of special bridging courses
aimed at vocational preparation. The evidence in most
ountries is that this group is increasing dispropdrtion
tely, to the rest_of the-population.

Assessment _and qameers CoUtselling'

e range of opportunities= facing,m0st young people
whO-:are_handicapped on leaving school has increased in
compld*ity in most developed countries, either because -

the' pattern of possible continuing education and training
has become more comprehensive or pecause the range of --
posaible employment has increased. Erwever the risk
of Was- oyment is acknowledged universally to be greater,

(::r

-so th-t 4hecomplex decisions which face them may be
limit d by ladk of genuine choice. But. while work re-
mains- he-MajOr-objectiVS-of:tranSition from- school?,-
is not --pr sing that the teachers are very cdnscious
of their responsibility to prepare young people who are
haudiqapped for the world of work.

.

We have seen earlier that work experience is often
ah integral part-of the school curriculum as indeed is .
careers education in the wider sense. The extent to
which education and training at the school level ought:
properly to be job-specific le a common issue and often
hotly debated. It may well be that enhanced levels of
unemployment will lead to a task-oriented approach to
vocational education in schools - learning to opera e
a cash till rather than about the retail trade gene ally.

Bearing all these consideratiohs in mind it is
therefore important that parents and young people should
have adequate guidance and counselling at all stages of
transition, starting when individua* programmes for the
final years of schooling are planned. Such guidance and
counselling should be based on adequate procedures for
multi-disciplinary assessment of the individual and knowl-
edge ofthe range of possibilities. In Yugoslavia, for
example, the team customarily consists of a doctor, who
is a specialist in educational medicine, another doctors
with a knowledge of industry, a psychologist, a special
educato(Tdefectologistt) and a social worker, usually
trying to achieve a close co-operation with the parent.
Elsewhere teams may be different and include other proo-
fessions. In the United Kingdom the specialist. careers
officer makes a major contribution, working with schools
and employers to discover job opportunities.
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1eeeaement is atits most effective wheninextri-
°ably bound up-wit h-curriculUm-planning; -the pupills. .

response to the curriculum, his relative sUccesses and
tallures,6!are fundamental to the process 'of assessment
and equally an assedsment of current abilities and dis-
abilities should determine curriculum design henaeforth..
The work of Hobbs and others in the United States rests
on:classification-for employment being undertaken not
on the-basiS of handicap' but of services required: in
order-to gain-emploiment and remain'productive.

A stimulus to more rational assessment of disabled
youngpeople has been the growth of the 'right to work'
movement In many countries. In Norway it is axiomatic
that everyone has this-right in the same sense that the
franchise is universal. Achieving meaningful employment
for all is of course another matter. Until_recently a
generally held-view in_ New Zealand -was.that the ',bread-
winners' needed permanent employment and if this was
achieved then social and economic policy was successful;
employment for others was simply a bonus. Now employ -
ment is seen much moreas the right of all; married
women, the socially and educationally_ deprived, ethnic

end tN.e "-disabled.

the imperative placed upon the multi-disciplinar
group , the teachers or the careers counsellors, whoever
is eventually responsible for placement, is in all coun
tries to maximise the employability of the disabled, by
identification at the earliest stage of latent skills,
careful advice and preparation for ,job application. Need-
less to say'the general raising of expectations in this
ray, paralleled as it is in most countries with a shrink
age in job opportunities; can create considerable tensions
and consequently an increasing tendency to consider al-
ternatives to work. Nevertheless most disabled school
leaver's will want a job, either immediately or after
further training. In order to help them, the key requir
ments are likely to be:.

) effective and early assessment of individual
. potential;
b), improved job requirement analysis - often em-

ployers have an erroneous concept of the knowl-
edge and skills required to perform a partic-
ular job within their ovn organisatian;

c) more pr- employment prefaration for the work
place;

d) for the more severely disabled, more sheltered
employment opportunities.

P

All these require a. ohreers or vocational guidance
service - whatever its title - with adequate numbers of
staff specialising in the particular needs of the dis-
abled. Responsibility at national government level for
this function sometimes site rather Uneasily between
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aboUr market and education minist ies, as forexample
New-Zealand and the linited W igdon . -However, the :.c

lal_test=is whether thsdpractitioners 'oh -the ground!
are able to co-operate mrteacher with-,eareere-counsellor,
medical practitioner,. psychologist or socialNiorker -
so as to identify 'the-individual pupils strengths,
build on them and compensate for his disadvantages.

_ -

Work Preparation Courses_

has already been remarked that both:in
schools and ordinary secondary,echools.there is-ceoneid
Orable and'increasing- emphasis directed towards
preparing for-the work place and sometimes even the im-
parting of job specific skills such as typing or animal
husbandry_ . 'However, it is at the poat,schopl stage, that
the most Marked-development of special courses haa--oc=.-
curved in the,labt'five years.-- Experience in- Japan, and
through work with the aeverely-handicapped centred on
the University of Oregon, euggests:that-whereas thote
with mild or moderate disabilities may more appropriately
be given a. general preparation, the severely dipabled

------befiefit-MbatfrOM"Spetific-trAining-for-A-definad4Work
placement. However, there is some evidence that latterly
courses for the former have come to be directed at:_
particular job opppr ities, no doubt under the pressure
of increased competition for available ,jobs. The
achievement of balanbe in educational provision betwOen
the speCific; which limits breadth of opi3ortunity, and
the general, which may dissipate - energies of teacher and
taught alike, is a- quest common to all curriculum build-
ers whether pre- or post-school leaving..

Over the whole-range of disabilities the same, social
trends and aspirations which have promoted- integration
in 'education are producing a greater awareness of the
need to prepare for access to open employment. The tra-
ditional pattern of'separate vocational training for a
limited range of occupations, or even a single 'reserved:
occupation,, piano- tuning for the blind in Western Europe
or acupuncture (until it became very profitable) in Japan,
is rapidly being changed by-the growth of vocational
education and training in ordinary colleges. This growth
goes hand in hand with a more thorough identification on
the labour Market of those occupations that young people
with handicaps can perform effectively.

However, the maze of options4is often hard to pene-
trate even when the disabled, youngster has opted for
work preceded by training rather than more full -time
general education or sheltered employment. Resptonsi-
bilities for sponsoring and running special courses care
often shared by national, regional or ideal education
authorities; health, social welfare and employment and
manpower planning services. Sometimes there is a Big-

, nificant contribution from voluntary organisations.
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aonseqUently a first!sseentlal: to
qivert.is that young- peo -thy
haVe-completel=informatift.'aa to-
:area. or areSidential basiefv-

.he scope and Objectives 7.and the length of'
special preparatory cOurses.atthe -st-school.stage
vary considerably-between countries, and within _the -same,
country.- _ten the Courses are.-open ended with students.
leaving whe-eVer they obtain a suitable job. an Alla
tralia,' for example, the CoMmonWealth Department of
Social Security:has established two work preparation
centres for slow learning and mildly handicapped ado-
lescents. The centres are equipped for light manufacr
tmre'but also provide social competence training and
fUndtional academic skills. Work training aime,at
establishing -goad work-habits and job-performance Skills.-
The environment is deliberately, indUatrial-with work
sub-contracted by-private firms. The staff are a mix
of trAdesmen, social workers,_ vocational counsellors,
and t%achers, and the co- ordinator is a paychologist.
Recruitment can take place at any time between-15 and
19 years of age but the intending.student:muett recently
have left .fulltistediid'Atitiii-,--ReirerraIttreati-be-tade'"'
1b3rschools,, social workers, employment'agencies or
parents and selection follows an orientation_progr
at :t1)4 Centre. The students receive a speciAl ems
grant,quIvalent/to the current level of unemployment
'benefit, exceptzthose-under 16 who receive a smaller
grant. The Centre judges when they have reached open
employment standard and then helps them find a job - in
other wordsithe'course has no fixed.. term but is geared
to individual prOgress and attainment', The Centre'main-
tains A-watching brief once open employment has been
secured._ In some Cil.ses it becomes evident that the
student will not be ready for open employment in the
foreseeable future and a transfer to ',sheltered employ-,
ment is usually arranged.

At North Nottinghamshire College; of Further Edu
cation, and elsewhere in the United Kingdom, similar
provision is made to that of the Australian centres al-
though this time in a setting which is fundamentally
educational rather than industrial. NeVertheless there
is a purpose-built. workshop and a high level of co-
ordination with potential local employers. Another
distinguishing feature is that, as well as the specially
designed and separate courses for those with hearing
and visual disabilities and moderate physical and mental

.handicap, support is given to disabled students_

21

attend-
ing.normal college courses leading torecognised_quali-
fieatins and Advanced study. In addition special
1prid 'ng courses are provided to enable disabled:school
leav rs subsequently tojptake normal courses. Between
1970 and 1980 the college *s ability to provide for the
disabled has grown from 10 student places to between'



Zate==4,si-:
. .

150 and 200 and -this is by no mean
-sion in =Way ddlintrite

In Norway and other Scandinavian countries _courses
at tie post-16 stage =tend to-be more lengthy, in line
with-the more universal pattern of full-time education
for the non-handiaapped to at least -19 years of age.
Hence the Birkelid residential school for oPIldren-with-
learning difficulties' and moderate mental retardation,
as well as catering for 7- to 16-year-olds, has a pro-
gramme of further education for the 16- to 19-year-olds.

Work training in the-, first year of this three-year_
course starts in the school workshops and in the laundry
and other service areas of the school. It is seen, as a
-diagnostic period to-assess the students skills in
relation to job opportunities in his home area.
,the second year up to three days per week ar ent in

ea public or private company with at least three place-
ments for each student during the course-of a year The
third year continues the combination of work and school
but fulltime work placements are made as opportunities
_occur._ _The_Student , lives .independently.in-a-room-Or
flat and is encouraged to manage his owh shopping, cook-
ing, budgeting and leisuz time Sixty to seventy
training places are avails. le in small private companies
and service industries and these opportunities are-of
course fundaMental to the success of the scheme. Re- .

cently the generally wars ing employment situation in
many countries, Including Norway,"has made for even
greater difficul in - ecuring short-term work experi-
ence placements for the handicapped. It is likely that
this factor, more than any other, will act as a brake
upon the extension of-schemes such-as this one and.the
others referred to which are, by common consent, in-
valuable in smoothing the transition from education to
work.

Potential Emplo-ers

So far we have concentrated on the preparation of
the .potential employee; however, he is entirely depen-
dent for his opportunity to work upon the identification
of a sympathetic employer prepared to give him his
chance. We have seen in Chapter I that the world-wide re-
cession has intensified the pressures upOn employers not
only in the private, but also the pablic'sectors,'to
seek ever greater productivity. Labour costs are an
increasingly significant proportion of total costsoin
almost all spheres of activity; consequently even the
well-disposed employer may find it more and more dpffi-
cult to accept a disabled youngster who may be able to
undertake the tasks required but at a slower rate.
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om an eMpIoyerts point'ofviewHthe degree of handi-
be of prime importapee; he must avoid either
an employee in abazardous situation or creating'

a tIenebk in production- .As the President of the-New
Zealand EmplOyeras Federation sald'recently, ..ffany-con7
tribution that employers can make may- only benefit the
few Who- can keep up with 'the almost remorseless.require-
Amente of industry".-

Nevertheless in all countries there is mot only-a
-substantial number of employers who judge thedisabled-,
applicant solely upon his ability to do the jobbut-
`there are many who are prepared to make some allowance
in terms of speed of completing tasks and therefore pro-
ductiVity, whether or not disablement employment quotas
happen to be operative. .

._ .

The closer relationship between those responsible_
for educAting the disabled and ptitential employers,
particularly as a result of vocational orientation of
curricula in the later school years, and post-school
work preparation courses, are undoubtedly the most pro-

_Auctive way, of._ enabling_ths disabled to gain_a_foothold_
in open employment. The work of specialist careers
counsellors'` as well as-teachers in bullding these re-
lationshipe.and ensuring that employefb.understand what
the education world is trying to do, as well as giving
teachers generally an insight and experience of the
world of work, is crucial.

The F ily and Personal Develo pment

During growth !through adolesdenc all young people
are particularly vulnerable to feelin of inadequacy
and insecurity as they seek a senseio their own ident-
ity and develop a capacity for'personal autonomy. This
probess can be enhanced by appiiCpriate education, family
support and above all by successful participation with
others in work and recreation. Thosa'with disabilities
and significant difficulties may be additionally handi-
capped during the phase of personal developmeAt if
opportunities are not afforded to discuss and come to
terms with their disabilities, to take a realistic
appraisal of future prospects and to help them partici-
pate as-fully as possible in a range of community and
social activities. The parents of these ydung people
may need help in encouraging independence and accepting
reasonable risks after years of protective care. Tran-
sition to work is often only effective where young people
are helped to develop realistic job and social aspir-
ations and to extend to a maximum their capacity for
independent living.

In both these respects the role of parents and the
family can be crucial. Often in the past,.professianala
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responsible tor prOviding services for the disabled have
planned;tht:onlk edudatiOnal but.
also the future' social-cirdntatahoes of their clients;
not because of a deliberate rejection of the importance,
=Of-the family but-because of an estimation-that-the-per*
sena': inadequacies of parents in_pattioular make it
hecessary for others to take -over th6'-i normal role;

Ol'h

More reCerOly it.Aias come to be appree_ tad that even
parents of limitedabilities play a key° art in lthee-
sonal,deleloPment of their disahled dren. Cense-
quently-it-ie now mote'the rule than the exception:for--
patents to ba involved in thembiti4disciplinary con-
sideration of appropriate provision for their children-.
In the-United States, for example, recent federal legis-
aation,Iaya a duty upon,all education authorities to
agree an individual programme with the parent not only
at the school stage but,also in relation to preparation
for employment, job seeking and further education.
Nevertheless, status as true partners still remains to
be accorded to parents by many professionals.

A consideration of the future lifestyle of young
-people -Whoare, handicapped is crucial- in-planning-tra*----
sition. Many may continue to live at home or return
home permanently from residential education._ Those with--
severe handicaps, whether going out to Open or sheltered
employment, or attending day centres, may"eqntinue to
make demands on patents long after others of the same -'
age have left home. The pobition.of parents is dis-
cussed in detail in the paper by littler,'-Cheseldine
and McOonachie later in this volume.- This also mentions
an example from Nebraska of sheltered, small grou
living away from the family. There are a number o
similar developments in other' countries to provide-a
normalised semi- independent lifestyle which have their
.mplications for education and training programmes during
transition, Those less severely handicapped may In-
creasingly opt for independent living at a relatively
early age as has become more=common among their contem-
poraries. Clearly these Considerations are as vital'as
choices between open and sheltered emplbyment, continued
education and day care and inextricably interwoven one
with the other and should be-reflected in education and=
training programmes.

The World of Work

The movement towards a greater degree of inte---
gration at the school stage has been paralleled in most
countries by a determined effort in recent years to pro
vide as normal' a life as possible after school. 'Funda-
mental to this is, of course, provision of a job and

mipreferably one alongside the non - handicapped. In some
countries this desirable goal is enshrined in. legia-
lation: Sections 503 and 504 of the United States
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Rehabilitation Act of -.1973 are intended to provide the
basis for integrated community-based services-available
to all the disabled as a means-of maximising Independent
living and Acceoe td open employment. In the United-
-Kingdom-the-recent-Warnock Repbrt opts uneqUivocally for
the` normalisation of liVing and. working opportunities
and has-been acceped in principle by GoVernment.i These
general Dositions are paralleled by governmentSrin all
Scandifiavian countries whatever the distinction-Of de,
tailed policy-and the same is'true in most other °bun-.
tries. Also there is now a greater_awareness of the
desirability of these goals in the population generally)
newspapers and radio and television programmes highlight
and espouse the cause of integration at,work,as did, for
example, both the Wall-Street Journal Andthe Manchester
Guardian in March 1979. The International Year of the
Disabled in-1981 provideds..further_opportunity to
heighten public awareness of issues relating to empley-
msnt of the handicapped.

-A further spur is the increasing recognition of the
considerable cost of maintaining the disabled in unpro-
ductive capacities. - SocialSecurity benefits
siderably as between countries,but universally the
fundingfunding Of disability and unemployment, benefitslalufrthe
cost of support services are a not inconsiderable part -

of total Social-welfare budgets. In the Netherlands,
for example, the unemployed disabled receive from the
Government, SO per cent of previous earnings or, if they
have never been employed, a grant dependent upon'their
degree Of disability, both of which are indexed to =rises
in the cost, of living;,- in nb circumstances is the
guaranteed income from the state allowed to fall below
the minimum legal wage (n'et).

Thus the thrust towards normalisation on hUmani-
tarian grounds is increasingly supported by a hard-headed
calculation of the social cost of unemployment.

On Employment

As we have noted in Chapter 1, there is a funda-
mental disagreement as to whether disablement quotas,
whereby governments require or induce employers to make
up a proportion of their workforce from those on a dis-
ablement register, are-usefuI. In the United States, for
instance, 'affirmative action' must be taken in this
direction by firms with Federal Government contracts of
more than $2,500, including provision of 'reasonable
accommodation'; experience in the United Kingdom and
elsewhere is historically that many handicapped-have
been given jobs,: particularly in the public sector,. which
they might not have been offered in the absence of some
kind of requirement.
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waver, individuals and rights groups oftenlresent
4e-St ot-apeniaL2registration andconalds=_that_az_
catego satidn-ae !different! and as an lobligatiOnr_ which
the -f to carry militates against-genuine'lnte

. F - _ -grat
r

.

(:)n, :the other hand explicit governmental policies to
wards t_e employment of the disabledi7as in Italy, appear
to be- g nerally welcomed.- These polities -are easiest to
reallae'in the public Sector, where recruitment can
Controll d directly by central or local,governmentw--A
recent.survey throughout the United StateebytheFresi-,
dentts C mmittee for the'handicapped'showed that:thavast
majOrity of local .authorities` had,positiVe policies and
Often a itten action plan: For example in Burbank,
California the-authorities have committed themselves
publicly to:

1. Remove architectural barriers to the employment
of the disabled.

2 Maintain job check-lists identifying matching
abilities.

3. Ensure that the disabilities of those to be em-
ployed must be Istablel and any illnesses non-
communicable (no doubt a valuable reassurance
to potential work-mateS and Management).

4. Check that the qualifications for the job held
by the disabled match those of non-handicapped
people in' similar jobs.
Insist that departmental managers make them
sOlVes faMiliar with etployeesT particular
abilities and special needs.

The emphasis Here, whilst enabling, is so that
the disabled must be able to hold their own with the
rest of the wdl!kforce, although the principles do not
exclude the-pcissibfility of a lower level of productivity.

The City Government in Philadelphia has appointed
a Project Co-ordinator who is himself handicapped and
who conducts detailed interviews with disabled job appli-
cants concentrating on the identification of their abil-.
ities rather than disabilities. It is generally accepted
that those with handicaps may need a more thorough in-
duction programme; the Wisconsin Civil Service, for
example, provide special on -tie -job training for 94 en-
trants per annum with a wide range of disabilities after.
which they take their place within the nOrmal workforce.
They are paid the standard minimum wage from the outset.

Modification of the Working Environment

In the public,sector also it may be easier to
achieve necessary physical modifications toe the working
environment. The private employer can often face the
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-1.-

ossibility, or certainty, of lower productivity, allied
o standard- Wage-l'atmr-for' his-disabled-employeesr-- -it
then asking a great, deal of him to invest, in what can

be fairly substantial capital items. In any case the
provision of curb cuts,, rips,= wide doors for wheelchairs
modified door knobs-, special toilet facilities or tele-
phone dialling aids are all much easier of realisation
If considered when buij_dings are first designed. In all
countries there is inevitably a gigantic backlog of
necessary modifications to buildings both in the public
and private sectory--Howeve , much can be done via the
provision of portable meta ramps, the designation of
special parking bays, the ntroduction of speech record-
ing and other micro-technology and so on.

Income Levels

It has already been remarked that positive recruit -;
ment policies are easier of achievement in the public
sects'. - although here too demands for increased pro-
ductivity go hand in hand with manpower reductions cur-,'
rently. But particularly in the first months of employ-
ment the handicapped may simply be unable to justify
their place as an leconomic'unit-of production'. In
Norway, to try'to counter this disincentive, the first
two years' wages can be paid by the Department of Mental
Health. The work experience courses already described
and common to many countries normally involve a paytent
of a wage by the state while the:disabIed are -operating---'-
on employers' premises, or a continuation of unemployment
benefit. Thus for the employer any contributiOn Made by
the disabled is a -bonus which he does not have to fund
in the early sttiges.

However, when an employer decides to place A dis-
abled person in a permanent job,'whether after a special
induction period or not, he has to consider not 'only the
firm's financial interests but also frequently the
financial interests of. at least part of his work force,
Often workers in manufacturing industry, and increasing-
ly in other, jobs, will be paid a was calCulateA at

in part on the basis of their productivilY or per-
formance. Consequently, they or their trade union speak-
ing for them may be, at best, lukewa411 about*the re-
cruitment of someone who may jeopardize maximum pro-
ductivity and therefore bonuses.

Thus, whilst practically all indudtries can provide
some appropriate opportunities for the disabled - truck
loading, making carton's, welding, retail selling or
whatever - the attitude of fellow workers, as well as
potential employers, can be crucial. In Paaa, Italy,
for example, considerable success has been achieved in
placing young people with Downs syndrome in public sec-
tor jobs; but despite a clearly defined government
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Predictably the greatest achievements appear to be.
where those responsible for educatingstraining and
counselling the disabled make determined efforts'to-pave
the way with potential employers and workmates.' The con-
cept of the 'named personl propoqed by the United Kingdom
WarnoCk Report, but not accepted- by the Gove&iient, can ---
be particularly valuable- in_thie respect. _ named per-
son-may be social worker,teaaher, careers counsellor or
any one of A number of professionals responsible for
supporting the disabled, and the choiCA should be made by
the multi-disciplinary group as seems most appropriate
in each particular case. There is this one person who
is the initial reference point who bAhl'Apek out potential
job placements, accompany the disabled4erson'to inter-
views and also talk-to possible workmatelk, In. Scandinavia
the Identification of one sympathetic supporter for the
disabled amongst the work force, not necessarily or even
perhaps usually, the supervisor, has been foundto be
efficacious. In Sweden Adjustment Groups of employers,
employees and members of the Labour Market Board have
also been shown to make a positive contribution within
places of employment to creating job opportunities for
the occupationally handicapped.

Just as the disabled are becoming more organised
and articulate collectively within the community, so
there are signs that the forwarding of their special
interests in the work place is being sought. In Germany,
for example, since 1974 handicapped workers in many in-
dustries elect their own representatives at'enter&ise
level to works or staff councils-. The law now requires
that this opportunity must be provided in all establish-
ments with a minimum of five substantially disabled
workers. Whether this helps to ipromote integration or
normalisation is, of course, debatable.

Sheltered Employment
.

4

Here, there are two broad categories, but with,con
siderable overlapping and duality of purpose in-many 1
workshops. There are those workshops, centres or Indus-

1tr al enclaves which aim to provide extended employment
OA -near as possible an economic basis. Secondly,
ther are those establishments wholly or primarily con-
cerned with relatively short -term training and preparation
with the objective of preparing for open employment. The
former must have a close concern with marMeting and
financial control, the latter will place a much heaVier
emphaais upon training and sociali welfare support with
relatively minor, or perhaps nollkinancial return from
sales. Bellamyls paper demonstrates the high degree of
investment of time, imagination and skill training
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theseverel disabled-from
nto open employment

2

Clearly much prolrision involves a comb ation of the
two functions and one factor is almost nmliaraaily appar7
ent whether the objective is extended sheltered employ-
ment or short-term preparation for open employment. That-
1s the inadequacy of available places-whether residential
or at day centres. This hai been exacerbated-recently.
in many countries by the growth of unemplOyment among
the more mildly handicapped. This presents those respon-
sible for placement with the dlilemma whether-Ao allocate
sheltered opportunities to this group who are likely to
be more prodUctive_in'the longer term and also have a
greater chance of securing open employment after.training,
or to continue to reserve available places for the
severely handicapped.

This problem is paralleled by-an increasing dffi
culty in securing work which can be undertaken in the,_
centres. Manufacturing industry is often now operating
below capacity and therefore more reluctant to make or
continue agency arrangements with sheltered workshops.
At the same time those workshops which-manufacture
directly for the open market have been hit at least as
hard as other manufacturers by the world-wide recession.

Such work as is available is often boring and re-
petitive and it may be that these difficulties will
encourage Sheltered workshops to increase the .liberal,

Di educational and also recreational elements in their
programmes. In other words there will be a shift of
emphasis away from the economic productive units towards
centres providing for the needs of those attendi4g - or
resident - in a more comprehensive way. Even thase
centres that concentrate exclusively on production can
often only afford to pay wages much below the accepted
rate_ in the surrounding community. In 1976 the average
throughout the United States was only half the national
minimum wage. In other countries payments are seen much
more as 'welfare' rather than 'wages'.

One of the most encouraging development of recent
years has been that of 'half-way houses' between shel-
tered and open employment sometimes under the aegis of
a University Department as in Oregon or as an enclave
within a normal industrial enterprise and subsidised by
local, or central government.

The Communita di Capodarco in Rome has 170 residents
20 per cent of whom are disabled. The Communita is self-
managing and occupies a row of apartment houses indis-
tinguishable from other flats. There is a central re-
habilitation centre and a vocational workshop which
maintains close links with a local engineering factory.
In early 1979, five severely handicapped young people
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der a =sou4arl
oung ter was act gas caretaker . A co-ope ive- was

ProdUcirz both electronic equipment and ceramics The
Independence of he group and of Individuals within the

oUp was impres-etve but a subsidy from public fun will
wally be reqvired for this kind of enterprise

Recently attention has been focused on enhancing
the participation of the disabled in voluntary work and
socially useful-activity; it has.been remarked that in
most developed countries there is no shortage of work,
only of resources to pay for it to be done. Two years
ago the Warnock Report stated that in the United Kingdom
'few handicapped people are engaged in helping other
handicapped people ....with the shortage of-social and
welfare workers, of all kinds there should be plenty of
scope for handicapped people to give encouragement and
unpaid help, to others who are n.g problems they them-
selves have had to overcome.'

'Obviously such an approach pre-supposes a reasonable
disability pension or other income from the state: It
is important too that equal encouragement to voluntary
work for the unemployed is given both to those wh are
handicapped and those who are not.'
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--THE TEARS OP SCHOOLING TRANSITION T ORK
IN DEPARTEMENT DE LIONNE, ERANCEE

By C.-Grev
Education Officer Somerset-Local Education Department

.-- England

The purpose of the visit was to study provis
made in the Departement de ltOrne to ease the transition
of the handicapped adolescent from the world of school
to the responsibilities of adathood and working life.
I concentrated, therefore, on that part of the special
education service that provides for the needs of handi-
capped young people in the age range 12-16.

The Departement de ltOrne is the southernmost of
the three departements which make up the area known as
Lower Normandy. It has a population in the region of

500,000- and its-principal-town and administrative-centre,
Alex:icon, is relatively,prosperous thanks to the generally
healthy agricultural economy of the region it serves:
Discounting tourism, farming and related enterprises,
food prOcessing and packing are the major wealth cre-
ating industries. There are few giant national or multi-
national concerns offering large-scale employment to
school leavers - but the many small firms, often still
family businesses, provide a rich variety of opportunities.
albeit on an irregular and ad hoc basis. Indeed, it may
be due precisely to this combination of small employers
in a predominantly rural and, therefore, almost by deft-
nition, more caring society-that unemployment problems
appear to be less critical in the Orne than in more in-
dustrialised parts of the country.

SPECIAL EDUCATION IN THE ORNE:
THE GENERAL PICTURE

Because private initiative has been responsible for
the origination of much of the special education pro-
vision Which exists in France today, it was not subject
before 1975 to the same degree of centralised control as
the mainstream education system. In that year, however,
an obligation was placed on all local authorities (Law,
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,a_coinnorate_approactetoxerd0ezeaia
ducats a provision by establishing Departmpntel Cob
'BEliOnn to be responsible for developing 'a co-ordinated

pattern orlie care for handicapped, people -1!from cradle to
the grave-AT,

Aecorwaing to the official list, the Aug e de
Caen (the three Departements of i Calvados and
Orne) has 109 establishments spedialiaing in the educe
tion, t'e'eming and welfare of the ,handiceppedi Of these
29 are 'in the -.Arne .and carry as Many as i5 different
designsUolcDns. All establishments_ catering for the age
range O -L are today the responsibility (_troth in terms
of fundlngag an managetent) of either the Ministry of
Education or the Ministry of Health and cater for the
whole gataiALat of handicaps, physical and mental including
maladjustftead youngsters. The establishments ma4t_pro-
vision fob thirteen categories of handicap as Bowe:

blinaaa; partially sighted; deaf, partially hearing;
non- mobile, brain damaged' non-mobile physically
hanatiLcapped; ether physical handicaps; three cate-
gerJ.eees of ESN ,- mild, fairly sevei.e, and very severe;
socjAcal problems; behavioural problems; psychiatric
disozm'ders.

The Commissions just referred to were established
in May 197Y76. The C.D.E.S. (Commission deputementaie
dtOducatOcan spepiale)_ is responsible for the placement
Gf all halicadicapped children an doleacente -froth' birth-
until the"y assume the responsibilities of adulthood or,
if too aelmeverely handicapped to live a normal life, 20
years of age. Another Commission, the CO .T.O.RE.F
Commisei.cmcn technique d'orientation et de reelaSSeMent
professielemanel) looks after the needs of thou older
adolescentlts (from the age , of 16) and adults who, iy
virtue of the degree of -handicap suffered, require
further r-vCcpcational training or permanent therapy., The
,,latter 00Zmnmission is jointly dministered by local of-
ficials o the Ministries Of,Health and Employment while
the operates under the I is-of theLocal'Edu-
cation Anttehority,(*cademie) and e-`Deparlment of Social
and HealtIn Services (D6parteMent d:actiensmitaires
et socialoiees - D.A.S.S.).

THE WORK OF THE .D.E.S.

The 112 members sol' the C.D.E.S. are representatives
of the Acessademie(3), the D.A.S.S.(3), fundingsgencies(3)
private special education establishment (1) and parents'
support ,5t pups such as A.D.A.P.E.I.(2). Meters serve
for a terern of 3, years and the presidency of the Com-
mission eLtiternates on a yearly basis between the Chief
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of

The Commission basically performs three tasks.
stz:.ly it is responsible for nominating the establish-

mentsms or services providing-special education corresp9nd-i4
ing 't .o the needs of the handicapped child or-adolescent
whiles having a duty to stress, in accordance with the
splri_t of the law, the priority to be given to finding
the mmmeans to integrate handicapped youngsters into nor-
mal s=chools. Secondly, it has to determine if the degree
of haertaicap is such that placement in a special education
establishment is the most apprdpriate solution. Finally,
it ha...s a responsibility to detexmine entitlement to a
Carte, dlinvalidite (C.I.) which confers certain financial
honer its on the handicapped person's family. The Ca-B.S.
may A.:_:nd does, however, delegate some of its powers to two
other - smaller specialised groups known au Commissions de'.
Cireommmscription, one of which takes a special interest in
the pz:roblems of handicapped children aged 3-12 (C.C.P.-E.
and t: he other orientated towards the needs, of 12-18-year-.
olds C.S.D.)

The C.D.E.S.- normally meets once a month and
invite. 4d to attend one of its sessions.-

the documentation on each case before it had been
preDazzred for the meeting by the Sedretary as a result of
the deliberations of the Commission's professional ad-'
visor =y committee (equipe techniqUe) comprising a special
education teacher, an instructor, a psychologist, social
wor1e3=r, school doctor, child psychiatrist, medical ad-
viser and representatives of spending agencies. One
membemamr of the Committee expanded orally on the summary
that tIdad been tabled giving such details as age, domicile,
plaee in family, family background, academic, social,
psychcdlogical, medical details including the results of
teats administered on the child concerned and conc1)4ed
by stating the Committee's recommendations

lErn several instances discussion of the -case was
f011owwed by an interview with the parents whose right
it' is to attend the meeting of the Commission when their
childmrs case is to be considered. Were parents have
expres=osed a wish to be so Involved, an opportunity is,-
given for them, also, to visit the various establish-
meets under the aegis of the CD.E.S. that can offer the
required programme and facilities. It seemed that the
Advisory Committee's recommendations are designed to
ccincide as closely as possible with parents' wishes,
thoUghca it was stressed that in the last analysis it was
up to the parents to decide what was best. At the same
.tame great care was taken to ensure that all the speOial-
ists were in agreement too before the placement was
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ther-oould in no way abrcgate _them lea onsibilit ea. `+

that they were wiPeCted -to; do Vihat-tb.W-coUi&4fram---
__,their own resources, financial and physical.

During the'course of the morning s meeting some
twenty cases were conaideied. They_included-severe
social problems resulting from rejection by-:parents;
psychotic delinquency; behavioural problems; severe
learning diffXoulties; autisticsrorphanS -with emotional
problems; Congenital disorders; phYsical handioaps;,
ablement due to accident. The age range of the subjects
of the cases was 2-20.- Some cases remained unresolved
for one reason or another and were, therefore, referred
to one of the two.sub-committ s of theC.D.E.S., the
C.d.F.E. or C.C.S.D. in the -se of nursery.and school
age children or to CO.T.O.RE. _ in the case of older
_adolescents. Where.problems a oae,- forinstance over
transport for handicapped youngsters to and from home
at weekends, the Commission gave assurances that every
possibility would be explored. Sources of funding to
help in such instances appeared legion.- a,

PROVISION FOR THE HANDICATFED ADOLESCENT:
FIVE ESTABLISHMENTS DESCRIBED

As indicated elsewhere there is an enormous vari&iST-7-

of special education institutions serving the needs of
the handicapped adolescent-in the Orne. Visits were paid
to seven institutions, fi-ie of which catered at least in
part for handicapped youngsters in the age range 12-16.
A brief description, albeit impressionistic, of these
five will perhaps convey something of the nature of the
provision made.

Institu .our infirmes _oteurs,Cerebraux I.M.C.
a erri re a:

-Situate-46,in the small and isolated community of La
FerriereauKIRtangs, once a centre,for iron ore mining,
in the middle of beautiful, thickly wooded countryside
about 60 km. west of Alencon, this privately established
and maintained I.M.C. has places for 24 boys and girls
aged from 3 -16 with varying degrees of mehtat handicap
from fairly to very severe and, therefore, having mo-
bility problems. Abdut half the children live within
easy travelling distance (15 -20 .) of Ferribre aux
Etangs and are, therefore,, ablto return home to their
families at night. The remainder, however, live too far
away to travel daily between home and school and arrange,:
meats are made for these children to be fostered lOcally
from Monday to Friday.



The aanda, which' is open 210 days a year, ie. housed
-iti a collection of buildings once belonging to the minim
oompany.and has -had a good deal of internal alteration
and redecoration carried out Ln addition to a-number of
more or less conventional spaces decorated and equipped
as appropriate to the particular age group and handicaps
catered for there is a good-sized. gymnasium specially
equipped to help youngsters with specific handicaps.
There is also a small 'therapeutic swimming pool and a
comprehensive range of domestic and sanitary facilities .
Outside, workshops provide an opportunity for youngsters
to improve motor co-ordination and there are opet-air
spacep including a-'small vegetable garden at the disposal
of the pupils.

La Perriere aux Etangs has call upon 26 staff of
whom 15 are full-time, 5 half-time and 6 part-time. Thefull-tine staff is, in addition to the Head, 2 professional
"educateursn or instructors, 2 trainee assistants, 4 an-
cillary assistants, 1 physiotherqpist, 1 nurse, 1 cook.
A psychologist and 2 doctors attend as required.

The establishment is funded by the Ministry of Health,
on the basis of prix de joiajrn.ee', which is a figure cal-
culated by dividing the global cost of running the school
by the number of places available and paid. to the establ
lishment each week depending on the actual number of
places taken up each day. Inevitably,' as the Head la-
mented, such an erratic method of funding leads to all
manner of budgeting and accounting difficulties, not to
mention the need constantly to redeploy or lay off staff
depending on the number of children on the books. It isreally just as well that in a rural area such as this
there are not the opportunities for alternative regular
employment.

The unexceptionable 'general aim of the establish-
ment is to help children to achieve, commensurate with
the degree of handicap suffered and the individual's
potential,,the greatest possible level of independence
in the intellectual, physical and social spheres in ordb-r
to facilitate their :integration into society. The re-
alisation of this aim, the Head indicated, depends on the
total involvement, commitment and interaction of all the
staff from Head and psychologist to drivers and kitchen
assistants, not forgetting the parents and foster_ parents
whose participation in the e*ort to ameliorate the chil-
dren's conditions is regarded as crucial. The paedagogic
training and therapeutic programme which the children
follow aims to develop whatever intellectual, motor and
social skills with which they are endowed, throu.gh ex-
posure to as many different experiences as possible,
both within and outside the institution and presenting
them with challenging situations to reduce dependence
and encourage initiative. The older children, the 12-16-
year-olds, therefore, are given the opportunity to under-
take all manner of practical activities including those
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of-e. dimee-tic nature, gatd ning; forIMet
on the day of my-visit deo rating and assembling pot-
plant bnlders = woodwork and pottery.

Very rarely, owing to the severity of th.e handicaps
suffered by children placed at this school, are 16-fear-
olds able to proceed from here to a more or less normal
life or, as the prospectus puts it,."socio-professional
milieu". The majority enter some kind -of protected work
environment, either an "atelier protégé" (sheltered work-
shop) or a C.A.T. (Centre dtaide par le travail) des
scribed in detail in Martin Davies' paper, following.
Sometimes, if it is considered in their interbsVs, 16-
year-olds. return to their families. This is especially
the case with youngsters from farming backgrounds when
light, unskilled employment on and around the Sarni is
not difficult to arrange.

There is- no doubt that la Derriere aux Etangs is a,
Very caring, humane, establishment which achnieves through
the dedication of its staff, support of parents and with
but a limited budget some quite remarkable results en--
abling childrerNwho otherwise might have remained little
More than vegetables to live a useful albeit limited, in
terms of opportunity, working life. The devotion of the
Head and his wife who acts as an ancillary assistant -
is total, and few people- ,could possess a better under-
Standing of the problems faced not only by the handi
capped child but also by -his parents having as they_-dni
a severely mentally handicapped child themselves. There
are, 1 was assured, many similar establishments in the
Orne achieving comparable results.

LtEcole Nation le de Perfectionnement E.N.P. de la

Still called unkindly by some of the local inhabi-
tants "The Mad School", the E.N.P. in La Ferte Mace is
housed in functional, modern, purpose -built accommodation
on the outskirts of this typical little cotutry town
abont 50 km. north-west of Alencon. Since 1951, 80
Ecoles Nationales de Perfectionnement have been-estab-
lished all over France to take youngsters from the age
of 12 until 16/17 whose, level of educational retar-
dation i described as mild (an I.Q. range according to
the Wechaper-IntelligenceScale for Children test of
65-80 was quoted) . Of the 80 E.N.Ps in existence at
the moment, all but a handful are single-sex establish-
Ments; only 10 cater for girls. The boys, it seems,
are more difficult to contain in the normal school
situation than girls.

The E.N.P. in La Ferte Mace received its first
pupils in September 1976 and now has on roll 150 boys
all of whom have been referred by the C.C.S.D., many
on grounds of behavioural difficulties, and come from
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Monts. The girls from this area are catered-for in-an
-E.N.P. at Dinan, near St. Melo in Brittany Placement
t an E.N.P. rather than at one of the Sections diEdu-

cation Specialisee (S.E.S.) usually attached to second-
ary schools in major towns is determined by reference teir
geographical, socio-cultural and scholastic considerations
as well.as the-State of inter-personal relationehlps in
the adolescent's family. '120 of the boys are boarders
but the school insists that every weekend or at least
every other weekend, boarders return home or go to foster-
parents in the vicinity. Transport cdsts are met by the
Local Authority.

The accommodation gave an impression of dpacious-
nese, if slightly austere in character, and the state
of the fabric bore witness to the building's capacity
to house so many potentially boisterous youngsters both
in terms of its durability and design. No doubt it also
has something to do with the kind of regime adopted by

4the school. Besides general classrooms and the facili-
ties one would expect in a boarding establishment, such
as social areas and-very large dormitories; there are
extensive grounds providing excellent vocational train-
ing facilities.

Of the ,adults employed at the school, the F/T
staff includes B class teachers, 16 instructors in
.various skills including recreational activities, 4
craft workshop teachers, specialist technical drawing
and P.E. teachers, and a nurse. The whole staff, teach-
and nbn-teaching staff alike, the Head insisted to me,
must regard themselves as being involved in a collabor-
ative effort to ensure the boys' intellectual, moral and.
professional 'development. Above all, they5%ust at all
times set an ecample to the youngsters-through a'd.emon-
stration of their inter-dependencei sense of personal
responsibility, commitment to their task and concern
for their charges.

E.N.Ps are funded by the Ministry of Education and,
in comparison with ordinary schools, are generously en-
dowed. .1Parents, contributions are means tested so that
the fees per term for a boarding pupil range from £3 -
ES7 equivalent. Day boys pay between E1.70 and £27.
Since the E.N.P. is an establishment concerned with vo-
cational training, parents are required to pay an ap-
prenticeship tax, one third-of which may be paid direct-
ly to the school itself either in cash oreven in kind -
workshop materials for instance - so that the tools and
equipment can be more regularly up=dated to keep pace
with technological advances.

The aims set out in the school's brochure refer to
the development of the boys'. intellectual, social and
professional abilities so that on leaving the school
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theyl-ght-betters-MAke the traniatiOn into
work-and society-in general. By virtue of-being for-the
moat part a boarding establishment, the school is able
to lay-great stress on-the socic-educative aspect'of the
stated aims.. Reference was continually made during-my
visit to the community spirit the staff try-to foster,
the encouragement of collective as well. as .j.ndividual
responsibility and sense of duty, respect for others as
well_ao self-respect, iflItiative, critical awareness and
independence. -- -

Lest the youn ers should believe, howeVer, that
the world of school a mirror of the au4side world.
(whidh is not always as understanding of individual
idlosyncracies as the school community) work experience
plain an ever-increasing part in the pupils' programme

;:as'ilYiey advance up the school. On entry, at the age of
12 and until 14 years, pupils follow a course of basic
qAucation concentrating on Maths and Trench totalling
26 hours per week. Prom the age of 14, while their basic
education continues concentrating on developing communi-
cation skills and always relating-classroom study to
practical activities, pupils begin a vocational training
programme that occupies between 50 per cent and 60 per
cent of their time in onp of fdUr areasi horticulture,
building, carpentry and painting/decorating and glazing.
At the end of six weeks, during which an opportunity has
been given to experience all the different crafts,

-the-pupil specialises in-one,Athe choice-having been
made jointly by pupil, teacher and doctor. Since, how,

-7--irveralI group_
the Head admitted that very little cognizance is taken
of job opportunities available locally in the four.
trades) one cannot, help wondering whether the "choice"
of training-course is not rather more.directe& than
guided and whether that choice is necessarily in the
beSt interests ultim4tely of the youngster concerned.

Raving said that, however, thp quality of'the work
produced or the record of it in each of tihe 4 areas is
impressive. _Certainly, as far as the oldei pupils are
concerned most of the work is commissioned by outside
customers to whose premises the youngster will often
travel as a team Member in one of the schoolvs;minibuses
to work on site As pupils near leaving age the school
makes arrangements for them at least to visit and, if
possible, work for local-employers, on 3-week to' 1-month
work experience placements. The school is justly proud
of its record in succeeding-to break down prejudices of
local 'employers, many of whom have been happy to offer
permanent employment-to youngsters graduating from the
R.N.P,, so well trained have they been. 4

During the course of their career at the E.N.P.,
pupils' progress is constantly monitored both subject-
ively by staff and more objectively by medical and

*to
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Orohlatric et 'From _.theMoinent .,,of,,entry, a compre-
°naive record is maintained on every aspect of the

dip_ performance class ,':"! in the gymnasium the
workshop, behaviour .both in school and out. FLm an
,'.ekamination of this at regular .- fortnightly meetings: the
"6qUips educative" decides in c cnoUltatiOn with the
family' What: medical, therapeutic, PhYdical-: or edUcatiVS
treatment is necessary in the child's-interests.-

be wrong .to describe the-24k.P. at la,
Ferte Mace as a school for the .ladjusted although a
number of youngsters are admitted because they cannot
be' contained in a normal school-situation. The success
of the 2.N.Ps my,impression was firmly that they are
very highly regarded - seems to be in their unashamed'
coubentration on vocational training and basic si011s
related to that training the relevance of which to their
life after school is immediately obvious to otherwise
potentially maladjusted youngsters.- 4

"sections d'Education Snecialisee

Similar provision to that offered by the 2.0.Fs is
found in special education units attached to secondary -
day schools in the larger towns. 'I was able to pay short
visits to both the schools in Alencon having units, -the
C.E.S.- (College d'enseignement Secondaire) Racine and -
the C.E.S. Balzac which between them serve the needs of
Alen on and the immediate vicinity. Racine and Balzac
are similar in size each having approximately 900 boys
and girls aged between 12 and 16 years. Their special
units receive children of both sexes in more or less
equal numbers at any age from 12 onwards. The 125-
paungsters on roll in each unit are categorised as mildly
subnormal i.e. having an I. Q. of between 60 and 85 on
the locally applied scale.

The Special Education Unit is physically an integral
part of the school but has exclusive use of purpose-built
accommodation set aside for Its activities. In addition
to general classrooms, there-Ware generous and well
equipped "workshop" facilities and other specialist rooms.

'le the Headmaster has overall responsibility for the
ganisation and administration of the Unit, there is a

specialist team of teachers in the charge of a senior
member of staff. The pupil/teacher ratio for classroom
subjects is 1:16 and in practical subjects, no more than
1:8.

As at an E.N.F., between the ages of 12 and 14 years,
pupils follow a course of basic education concentrating
on the development of communication and numerical skills.
At the age of 14 both boys and girls spend half their
time (13 hours per week) developing practical skills in
one of the Unit's four training workshop6 - two for boys



d two for girlp. It is interesting; however, that-the
attire of activities undertaken by the boys - building,
including painting and decorating, glazing, tiling etc,
and metalwork - ls much more strongly career orientated
than those offered to the girls - dressmaking and home
sciences. This apparent inequality of opportunity re-
flects, I was told, the state of the job market, at least
as-fame-lhandLeapped-youngatere-a
girls experience much more difficulty in finding emplOy
ment than the boys,the majority of whom, thsrks to work
experience schemes in their last year at school, are ab-
sorbed into the building industry and allied trades. AB
far as the girls are concerned, the aim of the curriculum
is basically to prepare them to undertake the responsi-
bilities of running a home and manage the domestic econ-
omy. Nevertheless, a number are able to make use of the
skills they acquire in handling, for instance, industrial
sewing machines and large capacity laundering equipment
in local dressmaking houses and in the hotel trade.

Although I can only bear witness-to the practical
aspects of the students* work - my impression was that
the quality of the work, both in the classrooms and the
workshops, being undertaken by youngsters in all areas
was generally high. After preliminary training in the
use of tools and equipment, the staff try to ensure that
the work the youngsters undertake is not just -"exeroices
de-poUbelle"-t0-be conaigned,upon-compietion-to-the-dust e

bin, but, as far as possible, real tasks carried out to
real specifications, in short "for real".

At the C.E.S. Racine, boys on the building course
had laid concrete paths between blocks, built storage
sheds and had entirely redecorated the interior Of the
Section, whose bright colour scheme, if a:little riotous,
gives an air of gaiety to otherwise austere corridors
and stairways. At Balsac one group of boys were engaged
upon the building of mahogany bookcases for a member of
the main 'school staff while another group proudly exhibi-
ted their current project to convert another member of
staff's minibus into a mobile home to take him and his
family round the world! These particular undertakings
were, I was told, typical of the "real" jobs upon which
the boys were for the most part occupied.

Such commissioned work is paid for at the rate of
4 francs an hour plus the cost of materials, the income
accruing being used for the benefit of the Unit and
School in general. During the last year 1976/79, income
from commissions amounted to 17,000 F at C.E.S. Racine
and 15,000 F at C.E.S. Balzac. The scheme has, it seems,
the support and co-operation of the Trades Unions and is
backed by the law. It is a matter of speculation, how-
ever, as to what the attitude of skilled workmen in the
area might be towards the scheme if there were severe
unemployment amongst them). Each Unit has and maintains
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its own minibus' which ia used to transport pupils t,10, out
side jobs at clients' premises.

It s, I was told, much more difficult to attract_
commissions that would employ the girls' skills although:

. some income is made by the sale around the school of
-the results DT their baking and -,4 *-nditure saved by the
overat-ton -cf n -±-nhatrat- =- ha-motiation
or all the youngsters I met seemed high and, I was told,
discipline woblems amongst the group, many of whom hate
a high potential for disruption, are as a consequence,
minimal..

The staff evidently all work very hard to ensure
that the young people in the Units have as few problems
as possible when they leave school eitger by helping
them secure a permanent job to go to or by arranging en-
rolment on a further 5 -9 months training course at a
entre de Formation Frofessionel des Adultes, for which

t are paid 600,F a month at'age 17 and 1600,E after
the age of 18. Follow-Up of the Units' graduates have
shown a high-level of successful continuing employment.

Institut Medico-Pedagogique et Frofessionel "La Garenne"

Thel.N.P/I.M.Pro. "La Garenne" which 16 one.of
-five such establishMenU serving the Orne, lies-no More
than 5 km. from .Alen on in a thickly,wooded area known
as int-Germain-du Cotbeis. The beautifully landscaped
cam s has been carved out of the surrounding woodland
and covers 12 hectares. AlthOugh described as modern
and functional, the buildings nd their layout reflect
the care that was taken in the design to present a non-
threatening aspect. Indeed, it is clear that when con-
structed in 1971, no expense was spared, to provide wel
coming and comfortable boarding, classroom, workshop
and administrative accommodation. It was originally
financed joiltly by national, regional and,departmental
agencies responsible for health and welfare and, although
today firmly part of the Departement's special education
provision, it remains under the aegis of the Ministry of
Health. It is administered locally, however, by the
Director of the Caisse d'allocations familiales (0.A .F.)
de l'Orne, the Department Of Health and. Social Security,
in close liaiscC with the Social Services Department.

"La Garenne" has places for 96 boys and girls aged
between -6 and 18 years, all but 16 of whom are boarders.
places are allocated in the normal way through the
C.D.E.S. or one of its Commissions de Circonscription
to youngsters who are categorised as mildly ES.N. but
exhibiting personality and/or emoti.orial Drnbleriawhich
may also have resulted in behavioural ,difficulties either
at home.or in the ordinary school situation. The age of
admission varies depending obviously on the point at
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ich .problems begin to manifest themselves, aUccessful
agnosis and the availabiltty of Places- While the

4 latest age at which a youngster may be admitted-is 12 or
:exceptionally 14, the majority enter the school at 7 or
8 It is not necessarily expected, however, that having
once been placed at an I.N.P., a child will spend the
rest of his or her school career there. There is always
the possibility of being admitted as a day pupil to a
,special unit attached to a C.E.S. such as those I visited_
at the Racine and Balzac Schools. On average, I was told,
youngsters remain at "La Garenne" five years with those
of secondary school age on admission normally graduating
at, the age of 16/17. Between 10 per and 15 per cent of
thode admitted whose problems prove more intractable
pass to the responsibility of the CO.T.O.RB.P, at the age
of 18 and are placed in a suitable training or thera-
peutic establishment.

A

As I have already implied, the visitor is immediate-
ly struck by the interesting arrangement of the buildings
and pathways, the combination of functional simplicity
and tasteful landscaping so that one's immediate im-
pression is of a well-ordered yet friendly environment,
a not unimportant,consideration in the treatment of
maladjusted youngsters.- The School is especially well
provided for in terms of accommodation and facilities of
all kinds. There are eight-boarding houses, the internal

_ -
organisation Of-Which-ia-described-below-,'-workshope-for-
boys' and girls' crafts training, greenhouses and large
vegetable garden, all the produce of which helps. to

supply the sdhool kitchen, a gymnasium, all-weather
pitch playing field with running track and other ath-
letics facilities, a number of indoor leisure and club
rooms. In all areas, furnishings and equipment were of
good quality and in a .good state of repair reflecting
the school's firm stance on individual and collective
responsibility.

The adult/child ratio at "La Garenne" is generous
by any standards. All told 75 adults are employed in a

variety of capacities; there are 40 "educateurs" about
half of whom are responsible as house mothers and fathers
for the children's general welfare and all non-time-
tabled activities outside_ normal school hours. A r
deal of emphasis is placed on the role of these
staff in the process of socialization or "reeducat
to which, certainly in the early stages of a child-
placement, the formal educative programme i6 subordi-
nated. The importance of the part played by all non-
teaching and ancillary staff - cleaners, gardeners,
drivers etc. - is not overlooked, however, The Head-
master-was insistent that-these adults have an equally
crucial role in the disturbed child's rehabilitation
and that a teamwork approach is, therefore, essential.
The school enjoys the services of a substantial cadre
ofInedicalandparamediealetaffoincluding generalist
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'-doetorm,' Sychiatridts;406hologiats", p
nu des. mediealAincillaries,-whose-presence-as-part
Of the establishment's staff reflects the necessity of
and importance- placed on the "medical" treatment of
pupils in the overall response to the'problems evhibited
by-the youngeters on entrance. and threnghe# their StaY;

The "prix de journee" fixed_ for "La Garenne" le not
inconsiderable F.280 (or close on £30 sterling at the ,
current exchange rate) a colkibution towards which is
paid by parents on a sliding cale. The high per capita
cost is not to be wondered at, however, given the gen-
erous scale of staffing, buildings and equipment.

As indicated eltiewheref all pupils at-the school
including the day pupils are allocated to a "pavilion"
or hostel, of which there are eight on the campus.
Youngsters are placed according to their a$e on entry
to maintain a balance of ages within each pavilion's
family'group. Over each group of 12 youngsters preside
3 house parents (either 2 men and 1 woman or vice versa)
whose responsibility it is to organise where necessary
And supervise the children's activities at all times
when they ass not in ciassroeMs or workshops. All meals
are taken in the pavilions and domestic chores are per-
formed by the youngsters according to age and ability.-
At all times during the day and= night a member of staff
is-Within,eaty Ogli-Of'any pupil, which helps-promote -

a feeling of security which so many of the children
attending the school are said to need.- In-short, the
pastoral staff try to provide the sort of loving, caring_
and yet stiuctural'env- onment which a good family home
would try o provide. From what I saw of the children,
staff and he cosy interiors of the four-bedded bedrooms
I have no eason to think that in this respect at any
rate, thei aim was rot being achieved.

Between he ages of 6-14, all but about a dozen
youngsters whose psychiatric disorders are so severe
that a normal educational diet is considered totally
inappropriate and is replaced largely by therapeutic
Activities, follow a scholastic programme which concen-
trates on the basic skills of reading, numben work and
drawing which it is hoped will 'equip them the better to
undertake both the leisure time activities they are ens
couraged to pursue and workshop tasks later in their
school career, when they graduate from the I.M.P. to
the 1. Pro. at 14. The children are divided by a com-
bination of age and ability into 4 classes of 12 pupils
each being in the charge of a specialist teacher and
trained assistant. The pedagogic approach adopted by
the teachers I had the opportunity of observing was
highly individualised and appeared to capitalize on
pupils' immediate interests and responses to stimuli.
There was evidence of a good deal of home-made equipment
and materials designed to answer specific needs of
dingle pupils.
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Alter the age:of 14-, if they are- considered mature
-enough intellectually and. secially, the adolescent .'

youngsters embark upOn a training programme which en-
visages approximately 50 per cent of the time be l]
spent on workshop type activities while a related aca-
)demic programme occupies the other, 50. per cent, .4.s in-.
Other establishments visited, craft facilities for boys
were much more impressive and extensive than for girls
who, as elsewhere, have to he satisfied with domestic
subjects. The boys on the other hand enjoy the fac111-
ties of a large Workshop devoted to trades required in
the building industry including joinery, painting ri.d . .

decorating,- glazing and wrought-ironwork. A grey deal
of space is given over to the horticulture section hick
has the use of two extensive greenhouses for the cu ti-
nation of salad and other vegetables and house plants
from which the school derives income. The standard of
work and application to work which I obserVed in all
practical areas was Impressive. In some; youngaters
who, 1 was told, were some of the most-seriously dis-
turbed,were working quite happily virtually unsupervised.

Dung the latter part of "their time in the I.M.Pro.
from age 15/16,- every effort is made to.give the young
people concerned an opportunity:of work experience, and
the house staff in. conjunction with the technical teachers
must take great credit for the success they currently
haVe in placing- youngsters with local employers At ---
this stage, no wages are paid, of course, but in every
other way the six-month placement is made as close as
possible to the actual work situation. As elsewhere,_
placement on work experience schemes proves more diffi
Cult where girls are concerned, but'I received the
impression, I hope not unfairly, that the lack of'oppor-
tunity for girls was of less concern for the head and
his staff, Since boys outnumber girls at "La. Garenne"
by two to one anyway, the problem is quantitatively less
significant but-there appeared to be a general acceptance
that girls could be adequately catered for back home on
the farm with their families where helping with the
household chores was the normal post-school prospect.

A comprehensive continuous assessment is made of
all young people placed on work experience by both the
receiving employer and the member of staff responsible
for the placement in order that the school may try to
remedy any deficiencies which manifest themselves in
attitude, application, skills, etc. and. so that ultimately
any future employer may have as complete a profile of
their potential employee as posstble. One member of
staff is responsible for securing the first job for
youngsters leaving "La Garennew and goes to great lengths
to maintain contact with them, even helping to find al-
ternative employment should the first job not work out
An Indication of the school=s success In placing its
leavers was given me by the head in relation to the
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revious yearfs batch of 16 to 18-year-olds. Of the 15
'TOAtere who remained in the D6Partement - 11 boys-and 4
itls - 33 returned to live with _their _families and
more important) of these 11 obtained, and had temained
te4 tein normal _employment. Those older adolescents
have -greater difficulty 1/1 settling inte'a normal-
miloyment situation are given the opportunity of a
further training course under the auspices of the F.P.A.
jF4rmation professionelle pour adultea

There is no doubt that the I.M.P./1.M.Pro. "La
enne" is a successful institution responding to the -

needs of the large number%of youngsters who pass through
its doors not just effectively but'in an entirely humane
and caring way. The abiding impression one carries away
is that thanks to the dedication and selflessness of the
staff - as well, of course, as the high level of invest-
ment in the establishment in terms of staff and plant -
the school manages superlatively to achieve its princi-
pal aim of equipping its pupils to play a useful and
respected part in society.

CONCLUSION

In general it seemed that the provision made for
these handicapped youngsters who are deemed employable
is achieving a considerable degree of success although,
in the context of a declining job market, it is debat-
able if it can be sustained. The success of the system
lies, I believe, in the determined concentration on
vocational preparation orientated towards specific
trades but also in broader work experience terms, and
the concentration in all establishments on basic aca-
demic skills directly related to that manual' training.
What impressed me especially was the extent to which the
tasks undertaken by the yoUngsters in the age group 14-
16+ were not just realistic but were actually real jobs
which posed real problems to be solved, both in terms
of technical skills to be mastered and social relation-
ships to be formed to enable that job of work to be
completed to the satisfaction of their clients. This
establidhes, at least as far as the handicapped ado-
lescent is concerned, something that edUcationists
generally have been reluctant to accept or perhaps even
have a vested interest in not accepting, namely that in
order to ensure the acquisition of social, work and
life skills, the answer does not lie in devising a
course of study abolit it but by giving the youngsters
who are anxious to acquire such skills the opportunity
of learning from their own experience with, of course,
varying degrees of support and advice along the way from
the "professionals".
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WORK TRAINING IN THE IIM'ARTEMENT DE Lk bommi
NORTHERN AGE

- by Martin Davies,
Senior Education Officer,
Buckinghamshire, England

This report concerns establishments in Picardy
responsible Tor social and work training of handicapped
adoleseents'and adUlts., Both establishMents,- one at
Plixecourt, 20 kilometres northwest of Amiens, and the
other at Petit-Camon, on the western dutskirts of AmienS,
are integrated IMPro CRTs. IMPro is' an abbreviation
of Institut Medico-ProfesSionnel which serves the fur-
ther education, social therapy and work preparation
needs of :handicapped adolescents aged fourteen to tweet

dfaiire-vAt-lt-t±avaii;-1-s-a-work----
training and occupational therapy centre for mentally-
handicapped adults over the age of twenty.-

Since the end of the Second World War, ZMPro nd
CATs have deVeTtped throughout France: there are more
than one hundred in the province of Picardy; but the
common pattern is for them to operate as separate in-
stitutions. This operation as an integrated unit is-
one interesting aspect of their operation; others In-
elude their evolution, management structute, day-to-day
Operation and practical and pedagogical approach.

Despite their proximity to Amiens, both establish-'
ments serve essentially rural areas of prosperous mixed
farms and compact villages. The valleys of the Somme
and-Its tributaries form an important market gardening
area, with cattle rearing, cereals, sugar beet and
fodder crops on the fertile rolling chalklands which
characterise this part of Picardy. In the nearby towns,
of which Amiens (150,000) is by far the largest, there
as been a decline in the traditional textile industries,
ut a wide variety of new industries have come in to
take their place, including food processing, engineering
and chemicals. A large industrial estate has been de-
veloped in the last ten years between Amiens any_
Vignacourt. The region is very attractive to fl,ustry:
it has easy access to the Channel ports and lies midway
between Paris and the north- easteiii coalfield around
Lille.
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.Thia PhYpicial and economic setting is of consider-.
able significance to those concerned with post-school
provision for the handicapped. First, the combination
of rich land. and diverse industries has brought in recant
years .a relatively high level of prosperity and a low
ilevel of unemployment. Besides the obvious effect on
job opportunities for young of all ranges of ability,
this has also resulted in a generally sympathetic and
co-operative attitude from employers and trade unions:
vital fair work experience schemes and industrial p3,ace-
ments. Clearly though, the area, however attractive, is
not immune from general national and international econ-
omic trends and-the situation described above could
deteriorate in the next year or two Second,.handi-
capped youngsters from country areas have advantages
over their urban counterparts in that rural communities
are commonly more tolerant and caring and farming fam-
ilies are more easily able to occupy such youngsters at
home.

PROVISIONS WITHIN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM

In France, education is compulsory for children
aged:6 to 16', but non - compulsory pre'-bohobi elabees are
available for children aged 2 to 5. At 11, pupils
transfer to secondary schools and follow a four-year
general course, increasingly in junior comprehensives
known as colleges dtenseignement secondaire. At 15,
they opt for a three-year examination course in a lyce0
fading to the baccalaureat, or for shorter ephnical<
or vocational courses in a lycee dtenseignement profes-
sionnel.

For children ith learning difficulties, there are
special schools or ecial classes and units in ordif
nary schools. Special classes exist from infant school
up to the end of the first cycle in the colleges. At
14-plus, those able to benefit from vocational trainiing
can be sent to an ecole nationale de perfectionnement
or to a special department in a college. The degree of
learning .difficulty Is monitored by teems of educational
psychologists who refer serious cases to a local ad-
visory panel comprising guidance'counsellors,'doctors,
social workers, psychologists and an inspecteur-dtaca-
demie (the local adviser/administrator). This panel
then advises on the most suitable teaching and'where the
children can find it. . ,

The more severely handicappei and others with
serious learning difficulties are referred to an IMP
(IM4titnt medico-pedagogique) which takes children aged
6 to 16 and is the main feeder to'the pros. An in-
teresting contrast with the,English system emerges here:



AliPS,--IMPros 444 OATs all fall under the auspices of
the Ministry of Health. Thus, a child entering an IMP
t 6 years of age follows a system which diverges sharp-

. from Mainstream provision and makes transfer back to
-16rdinary school progrebsively- lees likely. Newerthe-

lees, and unlike the reactionin England in the early
1970s, this situation appears to be welcomed by, most
parents, psychologiets and special educationists. The
Ministry of Health is much lees centralised than the
Ministry of Education; it budgets on a regional basis
and allows much mare pedagogic freedom and local In-
itiative. Despite the changes bro t about in the
mainstream system, by' the 1975 Edupat on Act and the Baby
Reform which began to take effect in 977/75, it is
still viewed with suspicion by many i special education
as centrally controlled, inflexible and unsympathetic
individual needs.

The giros and CATS provide by far the most signifi-
pant opportunities for mefftallY handicapped youngsters
unable to find open employment. As in the United King-
dom, there are sheltered workshops, mainly fo ecific
handicaps such as the blind,.deaf or physical disabled,
but otherwise provision is limited to hostels, psychi-
atric hospitals or staying at home.

THE 'Miro-CAM AT. PLIXECOU4T- AND PETIT
(T.ES ALENCONS)

Ori ins and General Mane e entStructure

In their external appearance, the :114ro-CATts of
Flixecourt and Les Alengons are very different; Flixe--
court opened just under two years ago in excellent pur-
pose-built premises, while Les Alengons uses an old
shabby country house, with a large garden and outbuild-
gs, and has been in operation for more than six years.

In their origins, management structure, number of young
people, general philosophT and day-to-day operation,
however, they .have many similarities.

Each establishment'was the result of local initiat-
ive in forming a Syndicat intercommunal, the overall
managing body composed Of two representatives from each
of the communes served by the IMPro-CAT in question: 58
in the case of Flixecourt, 30 at Les Alengons. The
S dicat is the promoter of the scheme, and the owner of
-ere-610'6state, but delegates.functional management

responsibility to a Conseil deadministration, which is
the employer. This council, or governing body, com-
prises eight representatives of the communes, elected
by the Syndicat intercommunal: two' parents; t7wo officers
of CHEAT, the Centre regional pour l'enfance et l'adol-
escence inadap-ides: and two representatives of the
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Association des pillions blancs. (The latter,is a
voluntary organise ion which promotes the welfare and
support of the mentally handicapped and which itself
runs a number of IMPs, giros and CATs;) The Direc-
teur of the IMPro-CAT and officers of the epartment of
Social Security also serve-on the Council .13 t have no
voting powers. The President of the S dice is also
President of the Council.

The project at Flixecourt began with an inaugural
meeting of interested parts called, in .FebrUary 1974
by the Papillona blames and'parentsof mentally handi-
capped youngStert in-the area The particular concern
was that, in the Departement of la SomMe,,only the can-
ton of Picquigny(the area north-west of Amiens towards
Abbeville) had no post-16 provision for the mentally
handicapped. Up to 16, the young people attended the
IMP at Aily-sur-Somme and a detailed census of pupils
and former pupils had clearly demonstrated the need for
the project.- Those at the meeting included the local
Senator, localiand regional politicians, government
officials and advisers, representatives of theigommunes,,
directors of her IMProa, headteachers and pdl,ents.
Wholehearted Support was given to the establishment of
the IMPro-CAT;- at an estimated cost of :3.4m francs.

The'tostHOf the: tobeMe was met by a grant of-40- per
cent from the:national government, a grant of 10 per cent
from the Departement of la Somme, an interest-free loan
of 30 per cent from-tht Ministry of Social Security and
a 20 percent contribution, on loan, from the Syndicat
intercommunal. The latter sum was achieved by a -16Vy
not exceeding 1F50 pgr inhabitant of the 58 communes.

Detailed planning was doneby a research team com-
prising the Conseilltr general of Pictluigny, a psy-
chiatrist, a-PeYChtIogIst, an architect of CREAI, four
special educationists from the IMP at Ailly and two 'rep-
resentatives of the Papillons blame, with the power
to do-opt expertise as necessary. The Syndicat was
formally constituted in January 1975.

The ,site at Flixecourt was chosen because the
village is one of the largest in the area, centrally
situated and of relatively, easy access, with all the
communes within approximately fifteen kilometres. The
spacious single story building was.specially designed
by the CREA1 architect. The catchment area was fixed--
in liaison with the Syndicate intercommunaux at Doullens
and Les Alengons.

Both Flixecourt and lies Alencons receive a state
grant of 210F per person per day for the IMPro and 204F
for the CAT and they are also allowed to charge for
contract work undertaken in the community. The young
adults in turn receive a salary of between 1000P and
1600E per month according to age, mainly in the form of
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social security payments, but pay back a daily charge,
for means and materials; which meets about 20 per Cent-
of costs. Payments do not relate to output or level of
ability.

Both este ishments operate five-day, forty-hour
week for, forty o weeks per year And staff and students

. share the same oldays. The teaching staff establish-
ment is calculated on a 1700-hour year; with additional
time allowed for meetings, preparation, staff development
and Absences and works out. at a staff/student ratio ap-
proaching one to four. The general conditions of service
are based on national recommendations in the Convention
colledtivesde lienTance i - datee of 6v modified in
1973. I

Flixecourt'has a Directeur and eleven other teachersDirecteur teachers,
plus a bursar, secretary, cook, driver and part-time
cleaner. Part-time services are alsth provided by a psy-
chologist, psychiatrist and social worker. At Les
Alengonss the Directeur has twelve teachers, a secretary/
bursar, a handyman/driver;.two cooks and a part-time
cleaner. He also receives services' one and a half days
per week from a psychologiSt and'a psychiatrist.

The teaching staff, are of two types, educateurs
specialise ateurs
Apecialises,are drawn mainly frem the 114S, lhough oc-
casionally from work in psychiatric hospitals or penal
institutions.' They receive the same basic training as
primary school teachers, followed by two years' teaching
practice. They must then obtain a Certificate of Aptitude
for teaching the maladjusted or the handicapped, which
involves further academic study and teaching practice with
children of the particular disability in which the teacher
wishes to specialise. The educateurs techniques are not
qualified teachers as such but are craftsmen-instructors,
specialised in a particular trade 'such as building,
cookery or horticulture.

Flixecourt has a maximum complement of sixty. At
present, there are 23 in the IMPro, with a maximum of
26 places, drawn exclusively from the IMP at Ailly-sur-
Somme, and 30 in the CAT, with a maximum of 341' Les
Alen cons, which is full, has 30 in the IMPro, of which
25 caul* from the IMP at Bussy-les-Daours and the others
by direct referral from ordinary schools, and 28 in the
CAT. They take youngsters of both-sexes, at any age
from 14, whose degree of handicap is such that they could
not reasonably expect to gaih open employment Without
further training. The aim, therefore, is to further the
development of each individual to increase personal skills,
independence, social integration and employment potential,
even if thefextent to which this can be achieved is limited.
Social and leisure activities are seen as an integral part,
of the programme and not merely as an annex ,to it
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Plixecourtis IMProlViaces are limited to-young-people-.
of!erOund 55 N.-andbelow,-although they exclude;serious7-
aydlisturbed4SychOtins or medically unstable:epilePtics._-_-,
There is'a high proportion of mongols.: IJes'Alengotp:has
ja.muchwider range-of-ability:-atore enVefitheASeele
Are profoundly mentally handicapped youngstersiat the-_,
-other, adolescents of normal,or .just below average abill.
ty-who are-psychologically distUrbed_or'Maladjusted, but;,
whotie employment patentialje quite high.

There are no non-ambulatt.cases-in eitherinsti-
,

tution. Entry to the CAT at 26,. .ears of age is deter-
.mined by 'an advisory panel of tchers, workers.etchers, social worker
and medical personnel and is ins jelly on the basis .of
eix months' observation, after which categorisation is
confirmed for benefit purposes. There is no age limit
in the CAT:' lat FlixeCourt, the.oldest-worker was 37,
at Les Alensons 29.

There are no residents. Most live with their -

families; about 10'per cent live in foster homes or
services hostels, and one youngstei was on day

release from the 2000-bed psychiatric hospital at Amiens.
It is not uncommon to encounter serious social problems
in the home situation, particularly in large 'amilies,
and the staff of both establishments work,very_OloSelyr.
with parents in a supportive and counselling role.

)
PhysicalFacilities_d DAT-to-DaLOperation

- Day to day work is based on chantiers: work groups
of approximately eight young people and two supervisord.
The teams ere of mixed ability and various ages and are
drawn from both the'IMPro an theLCAT.- The approach is
essentially practical and there are opportunities to
work both in the community_ and in institutionbased
workshops and other zonesdetravail.

The two IMro-CATS offer similar opportunities,
but in contrasting circumstances. Flixecourt occupies
a spacious grassed site of 1300 square metres in fields
and orchards on the very edge of the village. There is
a small vegetable plot, but insufficient room for formal
team games: this does hot cause the Directeur any con-
cern as he has no wish to 'institutionalise' the centre
in any way. The very modern functional building is
designed to give the best possible views-over the valley,
especially from the dining room and soClal areas, to
encourage a feeling of 'well - being'.

The building has four main areas, an administrative
block, a social/teaching area, a dining area and a work=
shop area.. The social teaching area includes recrea-
tional facilities and the dining area a small flat for
social and life skills activities. Workshops take up



-half the building and include areas for woodwork,-metal-
work, painting and-decsrating, sewing, horticulture and
concrete work. A classroom ddjacent to the main workshop
Is used for basic literacy and numeracy work associated
with worksholiactivities and for art work.

The wh_
well-being, with no evidence of wilful damage aia very ,

_little litter, and clearly concentrates on training
rather'than production. The prkshops therefore are
primnrily skill centres: they offer npportnnities to

15' engage in a variety of activities with different ma-
terials, sometimes in a single article such as metal-
framed, cloth-covered deck chairs with foam seats which.
were being made.

Les AlenQons is much older: it makes use of a for-
mer private residence, about eighty years old, standing
in two hectares of land alongside the main N29 highway
and surrounded by a high wall. The garden has a large
vegetable plot and animal and poultry enclosures and
numerous outbuildings, with a caretaker's lodge.

/Work on a new building torovide accommodation
similar to Flixecourt will begin next year The old
building will_be_retained to Provide additional social
and practical areas with the upper floor conVerted tar
residential use, including accommodation for 9pecial
residential projects .for young people attending the
centre.

Aja the basic building work on the newlplock will
be undertaken by staff and students from the centre,
with specialist services called'in as ncessary.' The
cost will be met by grantsand loans: grants of .30 per
cent from central government funds, 10 per cent from
the Departement,,10 per cent from the communes and 10
per cent from voluntary agencies and-private,donations;
with a loan of 40 per cent from the statei repayable
over twenty years.

Les Alengons and Flixecourt are,very.similar in
their basic philosophies, with an emphasis on social
training, informal education, developing a wide range
of skills and integration into the community. There is
clearly considerable freedom in approach, dependent,on
the views of the Directeura and their staff, who see,
the whole way of.life of their establis hments as import
ant. Thus, the programmes are carefully structured,:
but are not rigid or oppressive, and are made up'of
activities which are meaningful to the trainees con-
cerned. They aim to encourage independenavand self-
motivation, rather than give specific job training.

At Lea Alengons, the Directeur sees three funda-
mental concepts, 'being', 'doing' and 'learning', all
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built into a COMplex'frameworkior web: ofrelationshipa,
expectations and motivationS and encouraged by a wide
variety of situations. He aims lo develop group con-
soiousness and foster the_partioUlar relationship that
can develop between a young person and a gAd,teacher. -

He articulates three sorts of group within the insti-
tution:,,life groups', the basic synthesising groUp
emerging from all the various day-to-day actiVities;
'workshop groups', giving not only a chance tcLlearn
skills and do something worthwhile but also social train
ing, the chance to work with others in a didciplined
situation; and ,Ilarge'groupst, when the whole establish--.,
meat comes together, for example on an excursion or for
the midday meal.

At the same time, the staff actively guard against
an inward-looking institutionalising regime and parents-
demand marketable skills from the more able yoUngsters,
particularly in the IMPro. The great challenge is to
achieve a balance between the care and protection that
handicapped youngsters require and thd need to prepare
them adequately for a place in the outBlde world. To
these ends, great emphasis is placed on work in the
community, through the medium of the chantiers.

Basically, the IMPro-CATs negotiate job oontract6
with clients, usually municipal authorities, small busi-

, nesses or private individuals. An advantage to the
client is that the work is usually less expensive than
from a commercial contractor bebause the IMPro-CATs are
exempt from TVA (value-added tax), but, of course, it
is likely to take longer to complete and may not be quite
up to professional standard. Most clients to whom I
spoke, however, seemed to be motivated more by a desire
-fa help integrate the young people in the community and
broaden their experience. Neighbours showed curiousity
on occasions, but no prejudice is encountered: indeed,
the standard way of gaining new work is by personal rec-
ommendation of satiefied'Customers.

The two establishments differ markedly in the ease
with which they are able to keepthe chantiers occupied.
Les Alen cons, longer established and With better con-
tacts, has no shortage of orders, while Plixecourt finds
it difficult at the moment to find sufficient content
or variety of work, particularly during the winter
months when they have to resort mainly to the internal
workshops.- Part of the task of the staff is to scout
for orders, although occasionally advertisements are
also placed in the local press. They look particularly
for jobs which offer a variety of tasks, preferably
over several weeks, so that all the youngsters in a
chantier can be usefully occupied, whatever their abi
ity, and literacy, numeracy and other work at the in-
stitution can relate to the contract in a meaningful way.
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hat era- at Flixecourt are mainly involved with
basic la ouring. Jobs underway included digging and
weding in a market garden and in private gardens; lay-

and mowing lawns; laying paths for private house-
holders and in the grounds of the IMP at Ailly; reno-
vating cupboards and wardrobes; repairing municipal
picnic tabled and benche8, and working in a riding
stable- Forthcoming contracts were along similar lines
and also included cleaning the river bed at Bettancourt,
painting a balcony and fencing work.

At Les Alencons, the chantiers are organised more
formally and some take on 7.117=Thistap.ted tasks.
The groups, though of mixed age and abi y, tend to
remain constant and form six specialist enantiers:
building, joinery, catering, farm/garden, -hanaicrafts
'and le _ou e individualise. This latter chantier is
compose o e more pro oundly handicapped and most
difficult trainees and tends to remain within the in-
stitution. There are about a dozen young people in this
category and they spend much of their time on basic
social and-life skills as well as,working with the ani-
mals and in the garden. When they work outside the
centre, they are sub-divided into small groups of three
or four.

The catering chantier, all girls, has a permanent
t-egmtime contractte prOduci the midday meal-foUr;,days
per week for the village school at Vignacourt. The meals
are produced at Les Alengons and transported to the
school in special containers. The girls also prepare
the fro -CAT'S own lunches to a very satisfactory stan-
dard.. Some of the foodstuffs are home produced; others
they help buy from local markets and traders.

The masonry ehantier has a full builders'- licence
and is fully occupied, with orders well in advance, in
eluding the new block at Iles Alenqons and a contract to
build bal-ns and stores on a nearby farm. Their current
jobs at, the time of my visit were the construction of
retaining walls for gardens in a village about fifteen
kilometres from the centre and, nearer home, the build-
ing of foundations for a partly factory-built house in
another village. The village fifteen kilometres away is
at about the economic limit in terms of transport costs
and travelling time, but was clearly a good contract.
The' work they achieve is complicated' and of a high stan-
dard they are closely supervised, of course, with two
skilled educateurs techniques in charge, but it was in
teresting to eibS&tVe-Ti&of even the least able could be
usefully occupied in digging, mixing, carrying, measuring
and so on.

Both centres are _WelI provided with truaks4=vams-
and cars, eight in all, for transporting the youngsters
and their equipment as well as providing car mechanics



practice and they also have motor caches hared, ii
the case of Lee Alen9ons, with e IMP at Bussy-les-
Daours). At the same time, ya1ngsters able to use pub-
lic transport are encouraged to do so as much as poss-
ible.

In both Flixecourt and Les Alencons, approximately
60 per cent of the trainees' time is spent on the
chantiers. Of the remaining twc days, one (Friday at
flixecourt, Monday and Friday mornings at lies Alenoons)
is devoted to sport and recreation, when the young
people can opt for a wide variety of activities, all
forming an integral part of the group therapy. They in-
clude art, pottery, woodwork, metalwork, music, table
tennis, basketball, football, skating, swimming and horse-
riding. The other day is given over to meetings, dis-
cussions and classwork, all specifically associated with
current, forthcoming and, completed contracts, with gen-
eral policy and personal develoPment. Each young person
has a member of the teaching staff particularly respon-
sible for his or her welfare and for monitoring progress.

Intex al Management

Bo-UT establishments-place-greet-emplasis-qn teamak
work and participation in general management, not simply_
by the DiretteUr and the-teaching staff hUt by all the
personnel and, as far as possible, by the young people
themselves. This approach is also evident in the IMP
at Bussy-les-Daours where my guides were the-Directeur
and the driver/handyman% The Directeurs see the whole
staff as involved in the educative process; for-the
benefit of the young people, to foster the sense of
community and to increase job satisfaction. This in
turn makes the temperament and personality of all-per-
sonnel of vital significance and helps to break away
from traditional attitudes and relationship's.

The management load is diStributed, therefore, by
means of formal and informal meetings and sub-committees.
In some ways there'seems to be an excessive number,:
yet the relaxed, informal and purposeful atmosphere of
the two establishments suggests that the system works
well.

The most iportant meeting hierarchically is that
of the 6quipe t chniaue. This is the main policy com-
mittee an Obitprieee-He Directeur, the psychologist,
the psychiatrist, two 6ducateurs and one other member
of staff. It meets for-two hours twice a month. In
addition, the whole staff meets for two hours once a
week: on Wednesdays at Flixecourt and on Fridays,at Lee
Ale/icons. Here the work of the various chanters is
discussed, reference ia/Made to particular prOblims in
respect of individual students or their home situations,
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and-debates are held on general policy,. financial matters
and forward planning.

Once a weeki for an hour, there is a management
meeting between staff and student representatives and
each chantler or workshop group elects a delegate. _e

week's pragramme is discussed and the young people p- t,-
forward their ideas on how the jobs should_be distr:buted,
the .composition of the ehantiers and, option.groups,
suitable contracts, and sci7an- Subsequently, time
set aside in the chanties programme for a Workshop Meet-
in , when the delegate can report to his corfirSX160 and,-
TEgether with theeducateur in charge, receive reactions
for the next session:.

Individual staff, or small sub - committees of,staff,
take responsibility for such activities as the sports
and recreation programme, use of the motorcoach,'pourse
planning and finance. The staff, in fact, work a three
session day, continuing for one or two hours after the
young people have left, at 16.00 or 16.15 end, during
this time, as well as meetings and preparation, great
Importance is attached to liaison with parents.

Formal parents' meetings are held perhaps twice a
yea,- but only about a third are actively, involved:
distance and transport are problems, particularly at

-FlikeedUrt. They-are, however, encouraged to Visit in-
dividually whenever they wish and the educateurs apeci-
alises have a regular programme of home visits, to die-
cubatopics of social, educational and psychological
interest. Sometimes they detach themselves from the
phantiere, but usually go'during the late afternoon
session- referred to above; they try to see each set of
parents at least.once a month. At Flixecourt,-the sec-
retary/bursar is also involved in this liaison work and
gives advice on grants, subsidies and other financial
matters. There is also close liaison with the feeder
IMFs and with the-parents of children who will eventu-
ally come to the IMPro. ,Opportunities are'made for day
release and visits by pupils in senior classes at the
I1?.

CONCLUSION

It will have become apparentdin reading this report
that the IMPro-CATs of Flixecourt and Les Alencons have
much to commend them as one method of dealing with the
transition from school to adult life of handicapped
adolescents. Reference has been made to the non-
authoritarian, non-institutional regime, the purposeful
and generally satisfying work experience, the sympathy
and acceptance of the community and the involvement and
dedication of the staff, who clearly put in many hours
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Of work beyond the minimum. It is of credit -Co all con-
cerned that the IMPro-CATS have had little difficulty
recruiting and retaining suitable personnel', even on the
craft and services side.

There are, however, two main impending problems as
far as the teachers are concerned, one relating to open
employment and worklexperienes prospects, and the other
stemming from the national Lei dloriantation et faveur
des personnewhandicapesq, passe-cIlt Jude 975.

In respect of the first, both Directes see as
their main objectives education, preparation and, in
some cases, rehabilitation for life in the outside world.--
Wherever possible, and particularly in the IMPro, this
involves training for the ordinary job market-or, fail-
ing that, for sheltered employment., In the short time
that Flixecourt has been in operation, no young people
have left either the IMFro or the CAT, but Les Alencons
has an impressive record: since the centre opened six
years ago, over half the intake has left for open employ-
ment'. This may be partly'because of the slightly more
able complement Atat the establishment seems to have,
but it is also a tribute to the work training programme
and to the determination of the staff in pursuing suit-
able opportunities.

The general policy is to make direct contact with
a sympathetic employer and arrange for an appropriate
young person to attend the place of work for a trial
period of three weeks or a month. No less than seven
youngsters were working on trial at the time of my visit
One girl was working in a municipal day nursery; another
in a cafe, and two others in restaurants.: Of the boys,
one was working in a joinery business, one at a Fiat
garage and a third was with a large private bus company
in Amiens. Taking the last case as an example, the com-
pany, Courriers Automobiles Picards, has more than two
hundred vehicles and is able to offer a wide variety of
work experience, for example on panel beating, painting,
cleaning and renovation, and tyre work. The Managing
Director was very sympathetic to the aims of the centre
and had already employed a former trainee from Les
Alenons for more than two years. The transport worker
union was also willing to co-operate; at present, there
is no shortage of jobs at the more menial levels. The
youngster on trial was a -owenty-year -old from the CAT,
of well below averagejintelligence, but a conscientious
worker; the company w very pleased with his progress
and the Directeur was confident that he would be taken,
on to the permanent staff. Besides transport and cater-
ing, other permanent open employment has been gained in
shops and supermarkets, farming and horticulture and.
public services.

The potential proble referred to above could arise
in two ways. First, empl ers and in particular the
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trades unions are likely to become much less' ympatheti
in the event of a declining. employment situation. Secen
and perhaps of more fundamental significance to the
centres,'Decause the CATS haveAlo age limi-hbut do have
a strictly ll_inted number of places, the effect of
roughly half- of each intake leaving for employment or
for other opportunities is that gradually a larger and
larger rump is built up of adults who have little pros -
pect of any kind of gainful employment. This in turn
could lead to the very kind of inward-looking dependent
institutionalisation which the staff are so anxious to
avoid.

The second potential problem, relating to the
d' orientation of 1975, is causing the staff of both
blitutions-great concern and was referred to time gni_
time again. The teachers' fear is that the edict will
undermine-the philosopjlical and pedagogic freedom which
characterises pc IMPro-CATs by reouiring.them,'particu-
larly the CATS, to concentrate too much on production,,
output targets and quasi-industrial activities. It is
estimated that France has perhaps 3.3 million people who,
suffer from some degree of mental or physical handic4p,
of whom 1.2 million are- under the age of twenty, and the
aim of the law is to ensure that all of them receive the
same rights and opportunities as other citizens.. Un-
fortunately, it appears to see this in predominantly
adMinistrative and economic terms and recommends the
creation of what many would consider to be a very div-
isive and cumbersome bureaucratic machinery. Under the
revised system, benefits in the form of disability pay
would relate to a person's work potential: thus..a per
son who was thought to have 80 per cent of the output
capacity of an ordinary worker would have his payments
reduced accordingly. Categorisation would be the task
of a review panel known as la Commission_Vechnigue-
d'orientation et de declasseMent professie ei (C5TOREP).

Clearly,' this policy would require the .CATS to re-
orientate towards a production-conscious regime; where
the social and life skills training would have to take
a very subordinate position. The edict makes only the
most fleeting reference to the social and cultural de-
velopment of the handicapped. It also specifically ex-
cludes young offenders and the socially or culturally
deprived and this could particularly affect an insti-
tution like Les Alen eons, which has achieved the Inte-
gration of youngsters with a wide range of ability and
employment potential. Responsibility for the socially
handicapped and for low achievers whose degree of mental
handicap was relatively slight would pass to a much
greater degree to the Ministry of Labour; which, again,
the teachers view with suspicion because of apparent
over-centralisation and inflexibility.

The Directeurs and staff of the IMPro-CATS .hepe
that pressure from teachers, psychologists and others
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invOlVed in the-welfare of the- handicapped',.- 'such-ad'ies'
Papillona blanca and is Centre l'ffigional, pour :111fttan:Fg

a
--;

et'.l'dOlescence inade-ifees (CREAZ),-- will be aUffidient
ciresult in a -ridellfidatioll of the law, , or at, least

greater disoretion in its interpretation_ and -sufficient
flexibility to operate satisfabtorily within it
of the criticism is very similar to that commonly di-
rected against the Social. Services ' Adult Training
Centres in the °United Kingdom.
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III THE INTEGRATION OF PUPILS

MdFFICUITIES INTO NORMAL

by K.M. Belle
Work Research Institute, Norway

This paper is in two parts. The first describes
the vocational preparation course provided in Birkelid
School, a Norwegian special school, and the second a re-
search project which looked at the response of those in-
working situations to the integration of pupils from
Birkelid School. It has been edited for this publi-
cation.

BIRKELID SCHOOL

After little.activity in the area of special edu-
cation between the two World Wars, the Norwegian Parlia-
ment passed the Act of the Special Schools in 1951.
This law made the state responsible for building special
schools so that children with learning difficulties
received relevant education. As a result of this law,
Birkelid Special School - a residential school - was
founded by the state in 1957 near Kristiansand with the
task of giving special education to children with learn-
ing difficulties-from the most southern part of Norway.

The -school moved from an old, inconvenient building
to a new and well planned school in 1971, with edu-
eational and residential accommodation for children and
older students and the necessary service facilities.
Birkelid had originally been a school for children aged
1-16; but with the move.in 1971, the Department of Edu-
cation decided.that it should develop a curriculum for
further education giving young students learning oppor-
tunities for at least three years (16-19).

The Special Schools Act of 1951 was abolished in
1976, and a new Education_Act was passed, integrating
the. Specittl School Act. The new idea was to have only
one Education Act embracing both special and ordinary
education which were clearly defined as a responsibility
of the local council authorities. At the same time a
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new Further Education Act was passed which placed re-.
sponsibility for all further:education on the county
authorities.

As a result of this new legislation a great many
of the state special schools were transferred to the
local school councils. Birkelid School, hoWever, is
OM run as a state school and is directly under the
NorWegian Eduaational Department,

FACILITIES FOR FURTHER EDUCATION

The facilities for such education were rather in-
convenient. One'of the dormitories was in fact designed
for older students with single rooms and coMmon lounge,
kitchen and bathrooms. Nor had the school building been
designed with any workshops; there were only craft rooms'
for younger children. It was necessary, therefore, to
varra: ' accommodation to provide workshops for -
wood- al-working. These restricted and temporary
facili made it necessary to find tasks outside the
worksh,a and. as a result the main kitchen, the laundry,
the caretaker's house and the dormitories were used as
training places.- Additionally, places were sought in
companies outside the school as a necessary and most im-

Iportant way to train students for a real job. Since it
starteid the school has had contact with some 60-70 pri-
vate companies.

Ti M yURRIcuLmvi

The first five years from 1971 have to- be looked
upon as a trial and error period. With the initially
inadequate facilities, the school had to try out dif-
ferent ways of arranging job training. After 5 years,
however, it was possible to outline a curriculum.

The furthgr education at Birkelid School consists
of a period of three years, with the first year as a
basic course, the second as the main training year and
the third as a year of transfer to a more autonomous
life of work and living.

In all the three years the main items in the curricus
luM- aim at adjustment't6 society, e.g. the principal
"rules" of.society, civil, rights and responsibilities,
economics, social security. To these topics are added
practical activities such as home economics, cooking, sew-
ing, practical woodwork, repairs and various kinds of work
training. Language and mathematics are also taught but 0
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in a way more individuall relateeLto the studentsf
interests anti capacities.

The work training starts inside the school in the
workshops, in the laundry, in the dormitoriea or with
other tasks on the schoel area The first-year is, looked:
upon as a diagnostic year-when it:is ascertained what
interests the students have,: their dexterity, concentra-
tion, sociabilityr operational might and sto en. -When,
these qualities are assessed, it Is possible to decide
what kinds of: work are appropriate to atart with The
aim is that training should be in a kind of work rel-
evant to the studentss home area; but in the more -
sparsely populated districts it is often difficUlt to
find a isultable job for him when ultimately he gets
home.

-

The next step in work training is to start in -a
specially provided job in a private or public company -
for one day a week to begin with, and then two or three
days a week if the student manages well The working
place should change two or three times during this ex-
ternal period.

The third year of training is a close follow-up
from the second ,year, continuing with 2 or-'3. dayst work
a week combined with school_activities-
the students undertake a full working week when the
righttraining place seems to be found. Tegether:with
the job training there is an independent living programme
intended to give the student- an idea of living on their
own, say, in a flat.

Tor this programme, the school has hired some rooms
in private-houses near the school and students live on
their own there for a fortnight or more, doing the shop-
ping, managing their household accounts, choosing how to
spend their leisure time, all by themselves. This is,
of course, the most testing part of the programme. Those
who are not earning their own money get a subvention from
the school to cover food, other shopping, rent and
leisure expenses. For students living outside,school
in this way an evening course has been arranged on
nliIing on your own which is followed up individually
in the actual lodgings by the course instructor who has
herself been a housewife. The staff of the dormitories
also have a responsibility to follow up students living
on their own.

STAFF

Together with the teachers, these colleagues - from
the dormitories or course instructors - constitute a
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primary staff g9up which through their daily work and
meetings between themselves-continously care for the
development of the students' trailing programme from the
more basic items inside school to he more advanced

s when the students make-thefr way into society.

Other personnel collaborate as a service group.
These include a counsellor (who is also a teacher) ,.aThese _ ,

social-worker, a psychologist, the medical staff and
representation from the schoolls administration. The
function of this group is to provide job training places,
social security support, a testing and assessing pro-
grampie and medical treatment. In all this, the coun-
sellor is the most central_Rerson. In consultation with
the others it is he wholvorks out the job training pro-
gramme for each student, looks for convenient places
of work, and, with the social worker, arranges social
security support. He is also very active in the work
of re-establishing the students in their home-districts

The students

For the first couple of gears, Birkelid got
students from other special schools, some youngsters
from mental hospitals and some who had been at home
doing nothing in particular having finished school some
years before.

The:training programme designed was a very "open"
one which' would not suit a grouof students with, severe
mental problems or marked physical disabilities. Nor
was the school designed for giving treatment to the
latter group, either.

We could characterise the present group of students
by saying that they all have severe learning disabilities
Which could not be treated at any local echo-ca. Most
students are ESN(M) but the picture of-handicap is a
very complex one In addition to mental retardation a
great Many of the students have emotional and social
disturbances which cause behaviour problems. A great
many have minimal brain dysfunctions-which impair co-
ordination, cause concentration difficulties and hyper-
activity. Some have physical abnormalities such as
hearing loses, sight deficiencies or are slightly
palsied.

A majority are socially deprived - children who
have a lack of understanding caused by understimulation,
social dysfunction, nervous problems because of severe
family conflicts and lack of stabiliwhy and emotional
security. Thus-most are multi-handicapped and require
individually-based training and treatment.



Searching for training Jobs

Some 60-70 companies are-on the list of suitable
training places. Most of these are in the private sec-
tor - small factories, workshops, petrol stations,
stores, restaurants, hotels and shops. Some are in the
public sector such as post offices, hospitals, council
for the environment, or the state railways.

The counsellor who, as we haVe Said, is the _respon-
sible member of staff, usually contacts the manger of
the coMpany'and if he is responsive, the counseYlor sees
the workers who would be the mates of the trainee student.
It is very important to get one of the working team to
have a special relationship with him, to follow his, pro-
gress and be a link between the work place and the
school. The foreman, or his mates even, are given nec-
essary background information about the student.

As soon as work training can start, the counsellor
shows a direct interest, ensuring that (the student gets
the right bus, finds his way through the town and so on
He also gets information from the company as to appro-
priate complementary training that should be carried out
at school. _Companies prefer _to confine their contact to
a single counsellor.

We very soon realised that these young students,
besides getting further education, were interested in
earning money. From monies obtained thrOugh official
rehabilitation schemes, labour authorities and social
authorities, the sch© is able to provide wages for the
students. These are often more like pocket-money than
a realistic wage, but they are a great work stimulator.
Some students, however, get higher wages:of which they
pay out a part for housing and food, while theyare ex-
pected also to buy their own toilet articles and some
clothes. Students living in their own accommodation
have near normal wages and pay-most of their expenses
themselves.

The final stag

This phase of the training - culminating in finding
a full-time job - is perhaps the most important. If the
follow-up work is relaxed much of the previous training
will have been useless. As, we have seen, finding a
suitable job in a suitable place is most important; so
is somewhere to live if the student cannot be at home.
A room in a private house with the owner looking after
his special needs is the preferred solution.
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Tie local authorities are ask d to keep themselves
aware of the special problems-of t_e students as they
leitv4 the school - this means the ocial workers, social
security staff, and the labour department. The-Birkelid
staff follow the student for a year after he has left
to -see that things go well, that he is not dropping out
and that the local authorities are. maintaining their

-interest. If necessary they can extend this follow -up
work by 'a further six months_ _L It has often been re-
marked that when the student's over 20 his maturity
and independence develop more strongly.

V

THE BIRKELID RESEARCH PROJECT

In 1977 a co-operative project between Birkelid.
School and the Work Research institutes was started to
establish how the school's integration programme was
.working-out in practice in the factories participating.
Of special interest to the Work Research Institutes was
how the faOtories were able to accommodate. this inte-
gration within their normal work organisation. In more
formal terms, the question set was nUnder what working
conditions is the interetion of handica ed workers in
norma _ry possi. e

In this project e departed from the traditional,
individual approach in rehabilitation research.: Instead
of looking first at the individual's capacity for work,
we concentrated on the capacity of the working place to
integrate workers, with considerable differences in
ability, in their normal operating procedures.

Methodological approach

The project should be regarded as a pilot study.
We had no clear theories or hypothesis at the start and
chose to work from personal observation and open inter-
views. Birkelid School has a register of the firmk.and
factories with whom they maintain contact. From these we
selected seventeen for our research so as to get as wise
a variety of working places as possible (see Table 1).

Visits to the factories and other place7s selected
took place in June and JUly 1977. They were mostly take
up with interviews with regular employees who had had
the most direct contact with the integration work. Each .

interview pursued three main themes:
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General-information about the factory working
condi -tions - problems and working environment.
Experience with the pupils from Birkelid School.
as workers in the factory - degree of eatis-'
faction and problems.
General evaluation of the integration work in
the factory, suggeStions for improvement and
assessment of the need for such-work.

Table 1-

WORK PLACES SETMOTED FOR OBSERVATION

Work places - Number. of
employees

Number of places
so staffed

Food preserving industry 5 0 - 10 3

Mechanical industry 2 10 - 20 2-

Timber industry -1 20 - 30 1
Warehouses 4 0 - 50 1

Construction 1 50 - 100 7

Servlce work 3 100 - 200 2

Farming -_, 1-200

Results

From our oWtrobservations and from the interviews,
we got s.convincing impression of enthusiasm for this
kind of work among most of the employees in these places
of work For `example, one interviewee said: ".We rather
find that it is positixe for the general atmosphere here
to have DUN. from Birkelid with us. It is interesting
to find what he can do and it is challenging to try to
make him feel comfortable and useful in the jots ".' There

.seemed.to be willingness to take.on social responsibility
in most-of the'work places, and one of the main con-
clusions-of this project is that integration in normal'
industry -is possible and may even be a positive ex-
perience for,the other workers.

Table 2 shows how the smployers emplOyees'assess
their own integration work.

fi
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.-REACTIONS FROM THE 17 WORKPLACES

Assessment of pupil

Useful

Useful, but time-con-
suming

Time-consuming only
-- not-useful

s work

5

Views on integration of
handicapped in busineSs
industry

he

Very good pOssibilities 4
Cdod possibilities

Poor possibilities

10

Problems

The most common problems that arose in connection
with integration of the Birkelid trainees were these:

For the employer:

Time-consuming instruction
Extra responsibility

Extra control

We

On the trainee's part-:

Carelessness

-Indiscipline

Inattention.

Frequent pau

may put these problems into three mai

i) Time-consuming instruction and-fall
work situation.

ii Lack of persistence in the work.,
iii) Training in special abilities.

These fihdings are of importance in Aeparing
ing programmeS for mentally handicapped young people.
The main_elements of the training ought to be fulfilling
given tasks, ability to work. for one hour with the same -

task-without taking a rest, understanding instructions
and doin4what you are asked to do.

The actual jobs- carried out by the handl r

Theyworkers in this research project were various.' They
included:

n activity_

groups:

-up in the

Washing
Finding things, bringing things, delivering them
Errands
Carrying things
_Help in loading cars
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Help in loading trucks
Clearing work
Sorting things (screws, nuts etc.)
Storage work
Normal production on the shop floor.

Often a job Consisted of a combination of the tai
in this list. The problem is to organise them into a
meaningful full day's work with a eteady flow of oper-
ations to perform. In the factories where-the handi-
capped workers take part in normal production the work
is most often organised in small groups with job-
rotation. Here integratiCn is possible because the
workers can decide,among,themselves what parts of the
prodUction line are suitable for the handicapped young-
ster- It-is not necessary that he should manage all -

steps in the job-rotation chain.

Our studies naturally evoked a.number of suggestions
for improvements in integration programmes. The fac-
tories, for example, asked for qualified assistance in
their instruction work. In teaching new tasks to the

mentally handicapped, help from tyle teachers of the
"school or from specially trained instructors from the

labour office would be valuable. There was a common
experience in thd places we Studied that normal work is in
many ways preferable to a sheltered job. Nevertheless,.
there are sometimes organisational problems in finding
a suitable place for a mentally handicapped worker. In
a normal job-run, and to solve this problem, sheltered
jobs within the normal organisation may indeed be the
answer. Sheltered jobs consist of tasks matched to the
handicapped workers' abilities, they are outside the
normal career structure and not open for non-handicapped
workers. If'there is measurable lack of efficiency on
the job, part of the wage can be paid through social
security channels (in Norway this is possible by con-
tributions from the labour office during a training
period or by a part disability pension).

Fromfirms in the private sector we got the opinion
that state-run concerns should greatly step'up their
programmes of integration and be more flexible in their
employment routines.

THREE PLACES QE INTEGRATION CONTRASTED

A WAREHOUSE

If the warehouse is not too big and the storage
systet not-too complicated, our informants judge this
sort of 'place well suited for the integration of workers
with learning handicapS. Carrying things, loading and



clearing-up work can all be presented, as natural parts
of a working process. If the.trainee could be given in-
struction in car or truck driving, this would be of the
utmost importance in creating a meaningfUl and inter-
esting job for:MM. A driving licence would help him a
great deal in getting a normal job. The school has re-
sponded to this by offering special training courses
for those wanting such a licence. The theoretical part
calls for a lot of training time (In Norway you must
have a Class I driving licence before you can get an
industrial truck-driving certificate.)

,But in our study youngsters not able to drive a car
have got work in transporttion. They go with the
lorries as drivers mates, helping with loading, and
loading. This may be made a useful and meaningful job,

ibut our informants fear it will prove boring in the long
run, so they stress the importance of the young men
giving up the time necessary to get a driver's licence.

WORK IN THE SERVICE SECTOR

The service sector is'the area of working life that
has had, and predictably will have, the greatest groWth
in number of work places. It,should, therefore,)e of
the greatest'interest when inteeation work is being
planned. Service work is highly differentiated, con-
taining skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled jobs. In
our study, it embraced service stations for automobi;les
and fuel,cafeterias and a social institution. For girls
with learning handicaps it is most often in some kind
of service work that integration is tried out.

We found that flexibility and the possibility of
arranging tasks in new ways exist in service companies,
and that integration of the handicapped has a fair
chance of succeeding. There are, however, some

/

special
problems that are worth mentioning. 4

Contact with customers

Some of the pupils with learning handicaps living
in a semi- sheltered school environment have personality
or social problems. They may be too shy, to cope with
customers, or they may give wrong information. This is
a serious matter for a service firm depending on the
satisfaction of its customers. A customer coming to
get some kind of service - say for his car or a meal -
is not. usually in an optimal state of tolerance. In
Norway at least, what happens to your car is something
you are very concerned about, and you are at your least
tolerant over mistakes and being kept waiting. When
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you go to a Cafeteria you are often tired and hungry,
and even kindly people are not always at their best at
such a time The otstomer demands servicg\Zhd the
resulting contact with the customer in an i ,Agration
phase may lead:t0_4,problems for the handicapped worker,
as well as for hikemployer.

In social institutions work with the patients is
so demanding of tolerance and personal ability that
you have no time left to take on integration work among
your co-workers as well It may be felt that extra time
and extra effort should; -be used for the benefit of the
patients, not used'tbiniegrate other members of staff.

elements- -of__customer __

and patient care freim-6ervice work, .the tasks left will
consist of the most du;1 and uninteresting ones. Our
informants were afraid, _therefore, that integration in
service work would lead.:bo a situation where thhandi-
capped workers were doing'

e-

-just such "back - stage" work.
They felt integration weer possible, but these jobs must
be made meaningful and given some sort of prestige.

As this is the sector where there may still be work
enough in the future, it is important that we note,
think through and solve these special,problems.

FARMING

In this sector of working life there ha been,
great changes in recent years. In earlier tines, Mos_

(y
integration of workers with learning handi aps took
place here. Now, however, much of the hes.= manual
labour has been replaced by machinery, the farms are
small and there are far fewer,hired hands. It is poss-
ible that youngsters with learning handicaps coming
from farming families will'find some work to do on the
land; but this will be in the family, not paid by anyone
else. We have one example of integration in farming in
our study: this took place-during the harvesting season.
At such a time this may always be possible; but apart
from a family-owned farm, the handicapped worker will
still, find it very difficult to get a steady paid job
for all the year round.

CONCLUSIONS

The principal factors that impress us as influ.-
encing the success of integration are the following:
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ation must b
Rareonne

It is important that the company implications of
Integration work should be discussed seriously
during the planning of the firm's personnel policy.
A mere "be kind to the handicapped" attitude is
not enough. Integration of the handicapped must
be asserted as a desirable goal for the organis-
ation as a whole and agreed upon therefore by all
concerned. This means that any problems arising
must be discussed at the level where integration
will actually take place, as well as in the top
management. The opinion of the trade unions also
-must be It is predictable-that- such-a-----
procedure as this will encounter difficulties in
times of wide'spread unemployment.

tl

2. The work oup in which the integration, take
-laCt-Mus -be Prepared-ta-shate reancnsibil
or it

Important as it is to have some central body co-'
ordinating the integration programme, it is never-
theless on the shop floor that the training and
actual social integration take place. Our obsier-L-
vations show without doubt that the most crucial
factors for success are the influence and tolerance
of the trainee's work mates. It is therefore of
the utmost importance that the integration oper-
ation bp so organised that the working groups con-
cerned participate in its preparation, in any
changes in the work pattern that may be neces y,
and in assessing its success or otherwise..

4
3. A risin- co-workers of the traineels_personal

an icaps

Only if you are aware of the individual's problems
can you meet them with understanding and tolerance.
Relevant information about the kind of handicap and
the deviation from-normal efficiency to be expected,
must, therefore, be given to the trainee's work
mates. Some problems may arise because of preju-
dice against. certain psychiatric or social (Us-
-orders, so the personal information to-be given
must be discussed with the individual beforehand.

Freedom on the s
or p_ ern

loot to Tan e the

The optimal ar-angement of work tasks to suit the
handicapped esker 'must be tried out in advance
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When chime is n essary to create a meaningful job
for him. Shop fl or routines will be less disturbed
if the Changes affeCt one working group only,. and
if (as already Said) the-members of this group
decide among themselves how best to work things ou

-Shelteri_ he- handica ed worker frah n
_emans an wage sysams

Integration work-will be made very difficult if the
below-standard performance of one person influences
the total wage for.the other workers as may happen
in some group bonus achem 8. In.such cases, ways
must-be-finind-tb-degr:
from the normal wage system to protect his fellows.
For his part, if his efficiency is measurably far
,below normal, special wages support from social
security funds would be an appropriate way of pro-
viding a fair income and preventing feelingsof
injustice.

6. Rehabilitation ex.urtise must_be available

In a number of cases incomplete integration may
lead to situations where professional assistance
is called for. For example, information about
financial support from social security funds may
be needed; or the individual may want advice about
alternative means of rehabilitation. Practical
assistance in any crisis situation will always be
helpf1J1. We would therefore recommend that a con
tact person - whether from the school or the labour
office - be appointed for each person still in the
process of integration.
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IV. THE INTEGRATION OF HANDICAPPED YOUTH IN ITALY

An Example in Rome: IICAPODARCO"

Dr. V. Eagnasco,
Servizio Minori Provincial di Parma

Abridgement of a report contributed to
--the CERI--project

The CAFODARCO,centre is situated in an urban dis-
trict of working class housing and sluds in Rome in an=
area which has about 200,000 inhabitants. After years
of neglect, new initiatives by local councils and social
groups in the area are being taken to overcome social,
health and educational problems. . -

Amon promoters of these democratic initiatives
was the Community of Capodarco which supported in par-.
ticular the rights of citizens with handicaps to be
integrated into schools, work and social life. Working
closely with health and social services in accordance
with reforms and new regional la the comffinnity re-
sponded by setting up a Rehabili ion Centre anda
Professional Formation Centre.

In collaboration with employment initiatives andl
local communities the services of Capodaroo have_alwaye
aimed at the integration of those with handicaps into
society. In the last eew years the struggle has been
to establish training apprenticeships in factories as
well as stimulating the Workers Movement and Unions to
accept the objectives of integi-ating thobe with handl-
daps into every factory.

There have been many tangible results of:'-the
centrets activities in the last-three years. Many
students with handicaps have been placed in jobs, others
have increased their personal autonOmy, socialisatiOn
and working skills- Above all, a type of intervention
programme has beqn developed which-can serve aa a con-
crete model and quaairied answer for- meeting the needs
of the adult-who'is handicapped ,which is integrated
with social and health services and closely related to
the-normal training structures.-
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THE COMMUNITY OF CAPODA.R00-

The Community of Capodaroo Vasqfounded at Christ_as'
1966 by ten people,- all of 'them severely handicapped,
in order to seek an answer tEr'their Own-isolated :Con- ,

ditiot- The sMaIl=grOup,was organised according to the
principles?Cf solidarity and of:the!participation of
all in the Management of the community.= It accepted
others with disabilities and4evelbped its organisation
so as:to obtain recognition from the Ministry of Health'_,
as a-Centre for-Medicosocial Recovery. At the same
time a Centre for Vocational Training in, electronics
and ceramics was founded in:.Capodarco which was-recog-
ni-ded-by-the-Ministry7-of Labour. --j-

The community waa finally turned into a,Notal Cor-
poration in January 1971. From this first groupothet
linitiatives_developed in various parts of Italy. Four
small lilting Ad working communities were founded, a
studying and living community and a centre for the re-
cuperation of secondary and tertiary education In 1971
a-Centre .for Research -into the Integration'of the Handi-
capped-was founded:in Rome to study the social inte.
gration of-those wfth handicaps.

Throughthe activities of the Resea'rch Centre seven--
.family groupsand living communities were established,
in District X and neighbouring districts, in which 70
people with handicaps live with others who=are not handi-
capped with equal righta_and responsibilities. These
communities, which are fully integrated in their local
neighbourhoods, have now-becomea point of,reference for
many people-with handicaps-in the city who are seeking
eolutiOhs"to their living problems. -

in-recent,years the Capodatco Community has-.been
engaged in a big sensitisation programme and -in the
organisation of demonsiration services to stimulate.local

= council initiatives; Among these are:

The Centre for Pn sical and Functional Rehabili-
tation. is is open o a ci_izens an .15 tic
in px'tiouiat to those with psychological and,physical
handicaps.

The-Centre for Professional Formation Vocational
`,Traini__ 1_ can accep up o r poop -e w _o are
psychoogically or physically handicapped. It has, been
Selected as one of 21 European Centres which are par-
ticipating in the "First PrograMMe for the Professional
Readaptation of Invalids7 adopted by the European Com,
munitT:in 1974.

Workin Co-o e atives and Industrial, Placement. In

co-ope Drive;ion wi Drive; =arms, o-opera ives were set
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up that include 50 ptr cent whO are not handicapped which
work closely with normal co-operatives. Three main ac-
tivities were articulated: industrial electronics, cer-
amias and horticulture/anlmal breeding. WhlOh-of these
activities, is emphasised depends on the economic charac-
teristics of the district and local commercial possi-
bilities.

TRAINING PROGRAMMES,

In the first phase a heavy emphasis is placed on .

-socialization-and-autdnomn-without'negIectIng prct,
fessional activities, because the trainees come from a
background of isolation. Progressive autonomy from the
protection of the family and others is realised for some
by coming to the centre unaccompanied on public trana
port, for others,by taking a vacation away from their
families -and for yet others by making independent choices.

An attempt is made to develop the trainees' auton-
omy by making them face up tatheir individual problems.
Cultural and expressive activities have made the de-
_velopment of awareness of problems easier and strength-

' ened the conviction that they cannot,leave every decision
uta parents, teachers and others.

A concrete way of developing individual autonomy
is to keep trainees in constant contact with their
neighbourhood through, for example, eating in res-
taurants, joining local festivities on-May 1st. The
aim of the programme is always a wider and freer range
of encounters with others. This, work has made it poss
ible to carry out activities in an environment which
is aware.of and responsive to the integration of those

-with handicaps.

Some specific educational activities have been used
to obtain these results:

a

Group discussion:

8-10 clients, co-ordinated by a teacher discuss a
subject of common interest and work out a synthesis
Which_is then hung out on posters.

Newspaper:

Through the class newspaper it was found possible
to communicate onefs oval experiences to parents, com-
panions, and neighbours.
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Theatre:

Through.texte written by the clients themselves,
we have tried to. develop verbal expression, control
over gestures; reading and writing.

DiSoover of the Environment:

This has contributed to the development of obser-
vational capacities, a critical understanding of prob-
lems, and establishing valid relationships with the
neighbourhood.

Outihgs:

Outings to the Vatican Radio, the zoo, the race-
course, and working' centres. Small outings with an
instructor to buy materials.

Cineforum:

Discussions-of films in small groups. The films
haVe a didactic content intended to develop critical
capacities.

On a strictly professional level we tried to create
working situations that are very similar to a normal
working environment in order to teach the clients ac-
tual =production techn2ques. Practical work was empha
sisedt letting them discover the theory, unifying the
threV aspects of projection, realisation and verifi-
cation. This was done in small groups.

After the vocational preparation, apprenticeship
inside a factory enabled assessment of the client's-
capabilities and his real placement possibilities.

FUNDAMENTAL PRESUPPOSITIONS

A critical analysis of experiences at other centres
has contributed'to a definition of a few fundamental
presuppositions. e

Contemporaneous and Contextual Aspects_of_Training,
occa-isati6nana Renaition

Readaptation is a homogeneous and integrated proce
in which different specialist contributions need to be
unified in an open environment. It attempts to enhance
the capacities of the,person who is.handicapped and to
overcome the social- conditions that lead to his being
socially isolated.



I Present-_'of Presen Legislation

The rigid division into formative years, pre_,
00tablished...and out-of-date qualifications, the separ7
ation beten education and training and outlet to a
job and the closed and limited conception of the CPF
hinder the development of programmes that are meaningful
and appropriate to those who are-jhandi-capped.

The ore IC the
acemen

-8 uali ioations the Greater

-WIthevt"Meglectlrg- eSsionalivocationaI oem-
peterice it is necessary to .r =ide flexible, preparation
and develop adaptability fer-a range of employment,
bearing in mind that those who are handicapped very
oftdn find jobs in small firms and family businesses.

The Person who is handicapped does not have= sufficient
u onomy

Training and placement need to be studied in terms
of the local.area since those who are handicapped cannot
seek work far from where they live. This requires very
close relationship between the OFF, the firm and the
neighbourhood.

The Widenin of the_Training Years

Training activities should be extended outside
centres using all the opportunities that are offered
by local employment and social activities in the
neighbourhood.

TheTraining_Cycle

This is articulated in three, phases:

First Phase: identifying individual needs, orien-
tation And initial training. This phase can vary be-
tween 3 and 10 months according to the severity of5the
handicap. It includes the following elements:

a) Analysis and verification of the starting con
ditians

b) Diagnosis: rehabilitative needs of the individ-
ual elucidated by a multi- disciplinary team
covering family, social, educational, medical
and psychological aspects
Research: the recognition of the individual's
habits, interests, potentials through stimulated
conversations, training and expressive activities.
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4 Recognition -of Working Possibilitie-s:-thbugh
specialist examinations, analysis of the in-
dividuaIts home area and socialisation experi-
ments.
Definition of-the Reg.daptation Programme - by
the assessment team.'

) Cultural Promotion and Initial General Training:
150 hours of scholastic recreational and group
work, initial introduction to training in vari-
ous fields (agriculture, induStry, etc.), social-
isation and the development of autonoMy. The
response of the individual determines entry to
the next phase.

Second --Phaser'inalification-and-apprenticeshi- In
this.phase the specifically VoCational preblem is _aced,
and operations are carried out with the objecti 'ie of
attaining a qualification. It is articulated in:

a) Qualification

Formative and rehabilitative activities for the
attainment of a vocational preparation which would
permit entry into a firm.

b) Apprenticeships.in firms

Apprenti)ship for a completion of the preparation
and a la element of socialisation in a non
protected environment.

c) Reada tation

Cultural and socialising activities.

Third Phase: Starting the_job. The moment the
clienTFEWIFFUTficient working dapabilFty he can be
placed in a job, either inside the firm where he went
through his apprenticeship or in another. This does
not follow any pre-established timetable but the degree
of maturity reached by the client. Placement may be
individual, or in-groups.

Immediately clients are placed in =a job, there will
be possibilities for others with handicaps in the area
to enter the centre and a fow-through system will in-
crease the filtent to whic all the needs of the district
can be met. will so depend on other operations
in relation -o livin d egonomic aid which will .fa-
cilitate-the- indivi s 're-entry into society and the
local neighbourhood hese,activities are carried out
with the local authority services in the district.
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Evaluation

The following tables give part of the information
gained from a systematic enquiry into th- work of the
community. Where figures do not total 85, no response
was available.

a) The _ample
Number Cases

undor:18_
18-21
22-25
over 25

Male Female

5).

19
13 15.3
29 34.1

-64(15.3

0
-4 7
3 3.5

14 16.5

21(24.7

20 Diagnosis

1
2

3
4
5

7

Numbe

29
11
8

24
5

89

Previous Experience

Have always lived with the family
In an institution under-1 yr. 1-3

2 9

32
over 3

41 52

84

4. Economic Conditions of Family

Very high
2

Good
51

Low
21

Very low Total
78

5. Familyls Attitude to Youth

Explicit Valid Low Degree High Degree Total
Rejection Rejection. of of

Acceptance Acceptance
7 15 26 ,29- 77

94 9



-b) CUrrent aituation

ere the live

With their Institutions In other Non-
families , Family Organisations

Total

51
7. Where they are integrated

Co-operative On the Job
Training

24 58

Hired Other

2 1

Total

5-

8. Type Firm into which Integrated.

Public CorporatiOn 47
Co-operative 24
Private Craftsmants Shop 4'.
Private indUstry Metalwork a

ether
-

umber o Employees

Less .than tO

16 22 , 17

30100 100-300 More than. Tota
300

l

10. Duration of Integration

Less than 6 months 6 months 1-2 years MOre than .Tots
1 year

14

11. Qualifications

19

2 years

No professional/vocational quail- `_cations 37
With professional/voc/trade 48
Jobs corresponding to qualifications a4
Jolts not corresponding to qualifications 34

The variety of jobs some of which require technics.
skills is very wide

5

48

12. Working Situation
Alohe

In small group
In large group (over

Work 'is varied .

Repetitive

63

12

84

43 .Wotk is simple;

41 Work is complex

84

With other persons
with handicaps-
ith persons without

h ndicaps

95

3g

52

68,

16

84



-c) FolloW-up Information

1. Extent of Check-ups b

Nev

20

Rarely',

38

Monthly

10

,INfeekly

17

Total

85

* The 20 cases have become stable and,require no further
support.

14. Changes in Place of Work

None Changed within same
firm

Changed to another
firm'

Total

28 29 28 ' 85

15. Socialisation

Parents
Col-
leagues
Em-
ployers

Improvement

Process
Reversed

Unchanged Mild Marked Great No
an-
swb2

.Total

1

13

10

13-

23

22

26

23

30

27

24

21

17'

0

2

1

85 u

85

85 .

16. Attitude to Work Judgedon Productivity I, Dili-
gence II, Attainment of New Levels of Performance

Improvement all three
Improvement on two
Improvement on one
Unchanged
Worse
No answer

17. Opinion on integration

Colleagues Employer-:

37 35
25 20
14 14
6 9
2 ,2

1 5

85 85

Colleagues
Employe ft

Favourable Unfavourable No answer Total

81
77

LI
, 7

0
1

85
85



,CONCLUSION;

The Lull report.gives additional information about
changes in'opinion by colleagues/co-workers and employers
and about behavioural changes.' The overall result is to

confirm hat the scheme of training and introduction to
work and personal autonomy is an interesting model for
transitional arrangements.
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DEVELOPING VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

by Prof. G. Thomas Bellamy
University of Oregon

This paper was prepared for the Internatiqnal Sem-
inar on the-Transition of Handicapped Adolescents from
School to Employment or Further Study, in Auckland and
Christchurch, New Zealand, September 1979.

The objective of this paper is to offer input and
an American Mous to international discussion of the
question, "What are the means by which the handicApped
person can participate in society with a life of
pity and purpose in the present employment climate?-4.-,,i,.

While the issues facing both handicapped indiVid-
uals and those responsible for designing services 4or
them are no doubt similar in most developed countries,
any discussion of those issues necessarily reflects ex-
periences and interests of the speaker. Important among
these perspectives are: (a) reliance on services and
programs'in the United States to illustrate important
service characteristics; (b) a particular pence= with
the vocational opportunities afforded severely handi-
capped persons; and (c) identification of service needs
and practice-stretching models rather than simple de-
scription of current services and policies.

The paper first presents briefly the basis for in-
cluding work opportunity as an.eleMent of an adult life-
style with dignity and purpose and outlines the ideo-
logical, legal, and technological foundation fCr this
view. Various issues that affect access to and reten-
tion in employment are then discussed to illustrate new
or critical directions in vocational services.

IMPORTANCE OF VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

That work-is a critical element in any adult life-
style reflects several major trends in service delivery
to handicapped individuals. This section outlines the
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impact of developing ideologies of normalization and
integration, the expanding legal basis for equal work
opportunity, and the availability, of impersonal service
technologies.

The concept of =normalization as described by Nirje
(1969) and Wolfensberger (197 )'has become an increas-
ingly pervasive referent in the evaluation of services
for handicapped people. With its emphasis on access t4,
normal opportunities and experiences, this concept has
'helped to shape both public and professional opinions.
It is significant that major newspapers, including the
Wall Street Journal (ao March, 1979) and the Guardian
023J'Una, 1979] have recently devoted space de7acrIbing
and advocating integrated community -based services for
severely handicapped individuals. That'such integration
should include' work opportunities is a clear implication
of the normalization concept. Work is a normal and
spected part of adult life in most developed countl
and-should be an option for all citizens. Total
dence on welfare or social service programs effect_
prevents access to important aspects of a normal life-
style.

Several recent legal developments 'in the United
States have been congruent with this application of the
normalization concept to the area of work. The impli-
cation ofthese and other legislative and judicial de-
velopments . for vocational services and work opportunities
is that procedures that discriminate against or segre-
gate handicapped people can now be effectively challenged.
The legal basis for full vocational participation is
quickly developing.

Improvements in service technologies. have also
accentuated the importance of work opportunities for
handicapped individuals. As techniques,for -zooational
training, job 'oervision and job restructuring have
developed, the presumption that many handicapped people
were incapable of working has become lesd tenable. For
example research on training and supervision techniques
new has-demonstrated that severely and profoundly re-
tarded individuals can learn difficult vocational tasks
and perform these at remunerative rates (e.g. Bellamy,
Horner & Inman, 1979; Gold, 1974; Loos & Tizard, 1955).

The development of technologies for providing vo-
-cational services has reduced both the ideological and
the. legal basis on which job descrimination against
handicapped individuals can be justified. Despite the
fact that access to agational opportunity is supporled
by widely accepted illinlogical positions, emerging legal
developments, and an expanding array of service tech-
nologies, JO options are nonetheless limited for most
han-icapped people. The remainder of this paper explores
is_ e4 that appear to affect these options..
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Work is possible for Severely handicapped adults

Research. reported for more than two decades has
repeatedly confirmed that severely handicapped individ-
uals can acquire complex work-skfIls with systematic
instruction. Previously incompetent individuals have
learned such diverse skills as the assembly of bicyclv ,

pumps (Clarke & Hermelin, 1955),. bicycle brakes (Told-,
1972).; oscilloscope switches (Bellamy, Peterson, &- Close,'
1975); wiring harnesses (Hunter & Bellamy, 1977)Cnur:-
sery specimen cans (Kara?, Eisner, eeEndres, 1974Wball
point pens (Martin & Flexer, 1975); chain saw blades
(01Neill & Bellamy, 14.78)i agricultural gleaning ,(Jacobs,
1976); and use of power equipment (Crosson, 1966) .

Other research has identified supervision procedures
which result in significant increases in work rates,
often to levels above those associated with sheltered
workshops his literature has been surveyed by Bellamy
(1976), an_ Martin & Fallotta-Cornick, C197947. Results
of these research and program development ac dvdties
.contradict the prevalent view that severely handicapped
individuals lack vocational potential or, require-ex-
tended periods of prevocational programming.

Segregation of severely handicapped individuals'_-
into activity and occupational centers can no longer
justified on the basis.: of individual capabilities.

Work is desirable'for severely handicapped adults

Ideological and legal issues outlined earlier
suggest that Work is a critical component of.a normal
adult lifestyle in most developed countries. Given
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,.kfinal argument - r the' development of vocational,
opportunities for seve ely handicapped individuals re-
lates to the cost of adult services'. With the passage
of PL 94 -142, The Educ-tion.of All Handicapped Chilren
Acti, severely handicap-ed people now enjoy publicedu-
cation programs throng= the age of 21. Unless news work
options are developed, i graduates from these, extensive
educational efforts will have no better-futnre than-the
current total dependence on publicly suported resi
dential and day activity programs. provision of vo-
cational traini.ag and -work 'opportunities' could reduce
this lifelong dependency on income transfer and con,
tribute a part of both personal living and prograia ex-

..-penses.

Until recently, economists haye frequently "-argued
against providing priority vocational services to k

severely retarded individuall-i, because subsequent employ-
ment was less likely and less lucrative than if mildly
handicapped individuals were served (Conley, 1972.;
Levitan & Taggart, l977). However,'this position may
now be seriously questioned in light -of the rapidly
rising public coat of not providing Vocatiqnal services
And work opportunitivs.- The current expense of housing,
adult day programs, institutional dare,:and medical and
social securrty benefits suggest that even partial em-
ployment that reduces public dependence could be cost-
beneficial. Employment opportunities, won in sheltered
employments, provide an attractive alternative to day
activity programs that offer little promise of generate
ing individual income to reduce reliance on publib aup-
port.

severely handicapped adults._
here appears'little basis for
ptunities only to mildly handi-
gate severely handicapped per-
effectively prevents access

Taal lifestyle.

A program Model-for inclu ing severely handicapped
individuala in sheltered work-. ettings has resulted from
research at the University_

most
egon., fifteen severely,

and profoundly retarded individ' ls, ost of-whom hal"
been extended residents of a-large institutioi began
work in 1973 in a project designed ,to develop ,crk-

oriented alternatives to existing aCtivity programs.
These adults have learned to complete several jobs for

eregional industries i clUding circuit board assmbly,'
switch and instrutent component assembly, hand soldering
complex sorting for ma_erie4s reclamation; and-construc-
tion of wiring harnesses, and assembly of mechanical



components fpr chain saws, labeling devices, and irri-
gationequipment. With specialised supervision procedure,
performance of several individuals has exceeded that ex-

cted-of normal workers in the contracting industries
Bellamy, Peterson & Close, 1975 Bellaky, Inman & Yeates,

1978). Individual wages reflect this success. During
the last 14 month workers in the prograd hav averaged
$1.40 pet hour. for all time spent in producti,6n.
Although these earnings represent-only half of. the mini-
mum wage in the United States, they are 2 1/2 times the

`,national average for all retarded adults in sheltered
workshops in the country.

0

In light of theseieonsiderations, it is recommended
that the distinction between sheltered workshops and
activity or occupational denters be replaced by -a.. system
-that provides equal af4es.S' to available work. Training
and habilitation services based on individual needs could
still;_ bad provided wEthout policies and programs ,that un-
nebessarily restrict work opportunit2es for the more
severely `handicapped.

: .Availabilit rk in Sheltered Worksho

Maintaining an adequate supply of appropriate work
has beef: a' persistent problem in sheltered workshops
'Greenleigh Osociates, L975; U.S. Department of Labor,

,2977)- As a result, even-those' individuals who have
gained entry to sheltered eployment often miss. the
4nancial rewards (4.-work.,Low wages reflect sporadic
access to real work options, insufficient design of
available work -so it fills available tame, and lack of
high production expectations._ In a 1976 survey of shel-
tered4workshops in the United States, Whitehead (1979)
found average wage. so low, that "'welfare" not "work"
appear?` mostslescriptive of the programs. The average
hourly wage in workshops was only $.58, or only one
fifth_of the national minimum wage.

The problem of low 'wag in workshops has been
attributed to several facto_ including reliance'on
overly simple and poorly priced work, lackof industrial
engineering 'and' work automation expertise, lack of skill
training in workshops, and inadequate financing of work
rograms (Greenieigh Associates, 1975 Whitehead, 1979).
ational strategies to'improve this situation have in-
cluded development of training programs for workshop
employees, providing competitive grants to workshops
for business innovation and'expansion,deveiopment of
"set,aside"'government contracts that give priority to
Workshops bidding on government work. Nevertheless,
sheltered workshop wages are increasing less rapidly
than e national minimum wage, and therefore, earnings
ihyorkshops appear increasingly to be tokens' rather
than wages..
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One frequently-heard recommendation with relevance
to this issue is that workshops with primary focus on
ectended employment be separated and organized different-
ly from those emphasizing short-term training and open
job placetent. This specialization could allow greater
investment in business-related equipment and personlel
in the former case, and more emphasis on job training,
open job placement, and follow -up in the latter. The,
"affirmative industry" model described by DuRand and
DuRand (1978) provides one model for developing extended
employment workshops. In this program emphasis is
placed on management, operations, marketing,and finAnce
traditional business concerns - rather than on the array
of support services that are, usually provided in shel-
tered WorksAlops.

Issue 3: Skill Trainin for Available Jobs

The lack of training opportunities has been widely
cited as a factor limiting access of handtcapoedAn-
dividuals to both sheltered (Gold, 1974; Greenleigh
Associates, 1975) and competitive work (Belmore and
Brown, 1978; Sowers Thompson & Connis, 1979). Evidence
cited earlier has established the potential of'handi-
capped individuals to learn and perform jobs previously
thought to be beyond their capabilities. 'Yet the train-
ing-needed for competent performance of locally avail-
able work is often unavailable.

Instead of training, vocational service efforts
have for some time focused on work experience and
justment progress, personal counseling, and extended
evaluatibn of current skills. In view. of the available
research on skill acquisition, it appears that these
services may not be the most efficient means Of promoting
vocational competence. Bellamy, Horner & Inman (1979)
suggested that current emphasis upport services like
counseling and evaluation be replaced at least in part
with an emphasis on direct intensive training and be-
haviour ,change programs Staffing,implications of such
r change for sheltered wwkshops, =school programs, and
rehabilitation agencies are not insignificant. Con-
siderable staff resources are now invested in pt'o-
feSSiOnal counselors,- social workers and evaluators who
have `periodic contact with rdioapped clients. Effec-',

tive training in many agencl s will require reallocation'
of theme resources to direct-s'ervice_ staff members who

have more continuous, responsibility/ for client behavior,
and who can'implement training progress on an -ongoing

daily basis.

One example of the utility of intensive vocational
training is the Food Service Vocational Training Program
at the University of Washington (Sowers, Thompson &
Connis, 1979). In this program, appliefl behavior analy-
sis techniques areuse,d to teach mildly and moderately
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retarded adults vocational skills required. for beginning
jobs in the food service industry. Trainees were re-
ferred from long-term sheltered workshop clients for whom
traditional work experience, conselingand evaluation
services had not resulted in consideration of .opien, job
placement. Training in the program includes dexelopment
of okills in tale laying, dishwashing, and utility
maintenance as well as the support activities of remain-
ing btsy, managing personal time, and'social instruction
at work. When trainees learn these required. skills they
are moved to-a second environment so that skills can be
practiced. under different supervision before, open job
placement. During the first two years %of the program,
seventeen ,program graduates were laced into a total of
31. jobs, with monthly wages ranging from $352-572,
.(Sowers, Thompson & Connie, 1979). Other model skill
training programs are novl developing in'sheltered work-

-(Bellamy, 1976; Karan, 1978; Wehman & Hill, 1979)
and ublic school programs (Delmore and Brown, 1978).

The increasing=4uccess of these model_training pro-,
grams suggests that national policies and programs
should be reevaltated to determine the optimum emphasis
on traditional support services and direct-training in
the provision of vocational services. An,additional
commitment to training handicapped persons appears
warranted.

Issue 4! Affirmative Action for en Employment
-_

A disproportionately large number of handicapped
individuals are normaa unemployed, and several poSi-

/-Wye discriminatIonime_sures'have been proposed or tried
to provide' qual 1plo__ent opportunity. Nevertheless,
a persistent conce n remaift-that handicapped. individuals
often are affected the most by adverse economic con-
ditions (e.g.,,see Farber, 1968).

Affirmative action pograms affecting handicapped
individuals in the United States are mandated by the Re-
habilitation Act of 1975 and the Vietnam Veterans Re-
adjustment Act of 1974. 'Regulations extend to moat
employers who receive funds from or subcontract from
federal agencies. Additional legislation is now under
consideration in Congress to extend equal'opportunity
to handicapped people in!all employment settings. 'Pati
and Mosey (1978) describe a model affirmative action
plan for an -4,ndustry or business that complies with
existing laws. ThaJr plan includes:

a) Recruitment - Efforts must be made to attrac,
quarrrEF770b applicants so that agencies an
programs knowledgeable about handicapped per-
sons are routinely contacted for referrals.
Publicly posting notces ofnon-da'scriminatory
personnel policies is a norial component'of
appropriate recruitment efforts.
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b) Selection - Several procedural guidelines apply
-EC the`. collection and use of infor=ation in em-
ployee selection and hiring. The r ontent -br
application forms, medical exams, end other
evaluative devices now must' be speifically
rtailored to the requests of individual jobs,
rather than used in establishing ,gneral quail
fications for employment.

c) Accommodation - Affirmative action requires
reasonaTTale accommodation in the str=ucture
duties and work environments to .all=ow a handi-
capped employee to function effectlavely.v Re-
moval of architectural barriers, provision_ of
special equipment for individuals sensory
impairments, and deelopraent of 11.xible _working
hours' are examples of normally ex-Meted acobm
modations.

Whether an affirmative action sti'atega that relies
on approved procedures for recruitment, aeaaection, and
accommodation will result in a;.,gnificant cl=anges in
employment opportunities is yet clear. More strin-
gent policies that mandated hiring quotas ire clearly
possible (and analogous to other civil rigtats enforce-
ment activities in the United States); yet access to
employment is a major interest to all segmnts of society,
and the political impact of more stringent policies ms.y
be an effective deterrent to current impleralentiltion.

A second and more recent effort to ex-r=3and employment
opportunities for 1-Mndieapped people in theme United States
is the i979 revision of regulations for the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act of 1973. This program pro-
vides federally subsidized public service obs to unem-
ployed people whose families are economicalaly disad-van--
taged. The current change in program a&mit-istration
allows any handicapped person to be served _without regard
to his or her familyl s economic status.

Therefore, while handicapped individuls have always
been served in the program, eir particiption can now
be expected to increase dramtically.

Issue 5: Increase and Maintenance of Prodiauc Leve

Low or erratic productivity often rest its in the
termination of open-employment and low, un=eliable wages
in sheltered workshops. Supervision procedures and sup-
port systems are needed that assist haradi.cpped incdvd-
uals increase produCtivity to acceptable levels and
maintain those levels in extended employment periods,.

Many programs and policies attribute productivity
in- trait -like fashion to individuals. Tlia-= la, it is
often assumed that individuals"possess" a gamin level
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of productivity and ths.t appropriate program placement,
wage levels, and job opportunities ca, be determine& from
that leVelt . However, , there are now =onsiderable data to
suggest that an individual's product- vity may vary widely
as a functiori_ of changes in -supervison procedures, task
requirements, living §±tuations, and other factors
(Bellamy, Horner & -Irwria.n, 1977, Edge .ton ec'Berroviti,

_ 976). Such changes often affect jol= tenure and, wages,
and thus may represent significant barrier- to employ-
ment.

,
To respond adequaely to, these -arriers, policies

and programs are needed_ that ,provide- individua,11Y appro-
priate sppport in both sheltered and Tcpen employment.
For example, workshops assocaated. wi ld our reseaveki
the University of Oregon define super_
vision procedures for each worker-. =hese procedures in-
clude specification of rules for sup=irvisor contact with
workers, special assis-bance requiremnIs, payment :sched-
ules --and scheduling of extra, work bz2aks. The effect

ris to provide each individual with nom= more assistance
than is necessary =_ur independent wok perform lice on
each task, and to provide social, activity, aria .ttonetary
rewards for sustained a:ccurate work,

An example of the needed indivi=Lualized support for
handicapped people in open employraen_ is a program in
the- .State- of Washington that assists handicapped indi-
viduals to work in Toad processing dustries in eastern
Washington. Operated. j ointly by the Teamster's Union
and a local sheltered workshop, the 1 rogram is one of
several "Projects with Industry" grar is funded. by the
Motional Rehabilitation Services Administration to pro-
mote cooperation .between established business groups
and sheltered work prkDrams. During- the last three
-years, this model progr am has placed more than 70 mildly, _
handicapited individuals into union j b in _food pro-,
cessing flants. The program's .uniqu__ feature is its
'provision of individuai_ized independ nt 'living support
to individuals outside the work situe_tion, in order to
minimize work dicruptien that could result from normal
changes in living situati,ons, friends hips, recreational
opportunities and daily problems asarl ociated with per-
sonal care, residence maintenance and _community

These and .other model programs e -uggest that the
productivity of handicapped people ca_n_ remain high if
adequate individualizea support is a7,---ailable. As em-
plo3ment policies are evaluated -it wc_ uld appear more
useful to focus on the variety of sup_ port services that
may be required to maintain high prod - activity rather
than on the definition of prodetivi-L y ,levels, assumed
to be characteristic of individuals nth various
caps.
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Issue 6: Disincentives .to.Work

,Many handicapped.indIviduals in the United States
enjoy a'varety of goVernment benefits ", including income
support and hediCal services frUm-federdl.agencies,
residential and activity programs supported by state
'agencies, and, a variety -of locals-ocial service benefits:
Clearly, these benefits are critical for _stable comL
munity life, but their administration often provides
disincentive for,handicapped individuals to accept em- -

ploymen.,

rleis}incentive`s arise through the redact an or loss
of .benefits agtthe handicapped individual becomes' mere
prod stave and, therefore,tlabIe to meet his or her own
.needs. It woUld,deem possible to coordinate reduction
in benefit with increaseg in individual earnings so
that wok is encouraged. However, two%problems have
perdisfed in_the United States. FirstiLsignificant
qaonth-to-month variation in earnings is not uncommon
for many handicapped individuals. This may result from
inconsistent .availability of work An.sheltered employment
Whitehead, 1979) or the short duration of many competi-
tive jobs (e.g%,'see Edgerton and Bercovici, 197) .
Since high wages for- -only a few months often remove an
individual's eligibility for benefits, there may be'cot-11-
siderabIe risk associated With improvements in pro-
ductivity.

A second disincentive reflects the cost o replacing
individual benefits. It is now possible to lose publicly
supported medical and social service benefits, when em-
ploymtmt is secured, although earnings may not be suf=
ficient to replace the support' which was lost.

To remove these barriex to employmen , public ben-
efits and job opportunities should be ocordinated,so that

-
individuals can take advantage of short-term work Oppor-',
tunities without jeopardizing long -term benefits; receive
special support as required to maintaih employMent; and
gradually accept the cost of medical social services as
income increases.

Issue Develp-ment of Intermediate Workaportunities

many handicapped individuals are capable-bf perform-
ing work required in open 'employment, but access to 'or
maintenance of employment is limited by factors other
than job demands.\ Such factors include, for example, A51W.,
expense'of retraining when tasks change, requirements ,

for additThnalervision, or ongcing_ads'istance in
-adapting to social requirements of the work place. Inte--
mediate work opportunities, between current sheltered
and competitive placement, are needed.
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Basic to this, notion of intermediate work oppor-
'tunities is the belief that many moderately and severely
handicapped-persons are,capable of high productivity
levels In carefully structured employment situations
Therefpre,'efforts to improve job opportunities should_
focus not only on the quality of rqbabllitation effort
but alho on the structure of employment opportimities
themselves. Options, can be developed to combine struc-
tured individual training and supervision with adequate -

-work in industry-like settings that emphasize business
rather than service issues. Ap such, an intermediate
employment option could be a sheltered workshop that was
organized for highly productive,- extended employment; an
enclave within industry; a community-based, worker-owned .

cooperative; or some other arrangement. In 4ny case,
pellcies supporting intermediate employment-4111 have te
provide adequate incentives for-employers-and a provision=
for. ongoing or recurrent personal support for handicapped

-workers._ -

S V

The` issues 'a ed in this paper follow from the- pre.:,
sumption that all handicapped individuals have-the poten
tial fOr and tEZright for equal employment oPtortunity,
There are now several model,programe that illustrate
effective methods of-extending work to more,severely
handicapped people, improving training and support ser-
vices, and increasing emplbyment tenure. Policies are
neededthat support these efforts and extend them to
daily community services.
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By. Anne Marie Quarfort and G5te Bernharasen,
sh Government Commission on Long-term-Employment

ditorial note: This chapter -is an' abridgement
a p er contributed to the Handicapped .Adolespent pro-_
gr In 1980 describing a project on how to re-emPloy
occ ationally handicapped people in a company. It is _

of articular interest because It .illustrates the impor-
tan e of action in the ,work place. Two background com-
.

men s are necessary. The first is to note the changing
concept of handicap as individuals move from education
and training to emplOyment. .Occupational handicap In',
this paper includes -social problems. --Secohdly the con-
cept of "Adjustment teams" is a Swedish- development of
considerable interest} These are groups formed in work
places with representatives of Management-4 unions and
the. Labour Board whose tasks'are to study the working
environment and -fee ilitate the employment 'or' tile- noorr----3!
pationally handicapped.

RE-EMPLOYMENT IX THE_ PRIVATE SECTOR

Objective and __Z_the Project

The prOjed _tined at evaluating the tollowing:

1) Current ,Measures of labour` market and personnel
policy tried out within the project to facilitate

e----re-emPlOyment' of occupationally handicapped
persons.
Measures of labour market and personnel policy
uggested, by the SWedish Commission on Long-Term
mployment Policy and the Volvo Company to fao-

te the reemployment of occupationallY handier
capped persons:
The comprehenbive pictUre of these measures of
labourmarket; and personnel policy.

Evaluatisn has been mainly intended to illustrate
the way in which companies can provide persons in danger
of being _eliminated wh continued productive occupation,

-'with the aid' of measuvas of both labour market and per
simnel policy.` It waMTurther) intended to provide ways
Of re- employing occupationally handicapped Persons in
companies 'with the atd of such measures.. Etremel-im-
portant basic material was provided by a fact-finding
.enquiry carried out with the ocoupattonally' handicapped .

people themselves. The empirical part of the prilject was



carried OUt at two -Volvo units: the aWaeMbly section of
the #olVo TOrelanda Plant ice Gothenburg and the engine

-:factory of the'Volvo SkUyjle Plants.:: It wan developed in
four stages

,1Stage
.a) fact-,finding concerning the occupationally-Nandi

*capped at the_ two ana'work place analysis,
b) factfinding concernIng=the'measures of labour
market and-persopnel poliCy applies gat the units
before the project started.

Stage-2.-
Experimental activities and reinforcement the
present me snrea,-

Stage 3.
Evaluation of experimental activities.

Stage_4.
The drawing of conclusions.

The project was .jointly conducted by the. Government om-
mission on.Long Term Employment Policy and-A2 Volvo. The
'Institute for industrial Evolution AB (INDEVO) - a de,--

.-7:---veIopment-and-consultanteompany - took part, inthe prao--
-tical work, was responsible for evaluation of.the- project',
and wrote the report.

Fac findin about occu 11- handles e le
companiee

At the Volvo SkUvde Plants the Company Health Care
SerVfces carriedM.-it a O-omprihensive.survey.concerningt-

r example the occurrence of'occupationally handicapped
,

the
and degrees of severity of,their

4problems, the level of health and comfort experience,
job adaptation and the occurrence of short-term and long-
term illnesses.

"),
The results indicated that about 25 per cent of the

plaht employees and about 21.5 per cent of the staff em-
ployees consisted, of- occupationally handicapped people.
This corresponded to 24.5 per cent of' 0.11 the employees.-.
The percentage of severe cases was not quite 7 per nt

'-am ong the plant employees.and not quite 4 per long
the staff employees.

Of the occupationally handicapped who worked at the
planfLabout twelp-thirds suffer mainly from physical prob-
lems. Lumbar complaints and cardiac and vascular
nesses were most usual. Mental retardation made up the
mein problem for about 25-30 per cent while socialprob-
iems-- primarily alcoholism - made up 6 per cent-of the

,,main problems encountered by the occupatiOnally handi=
capped. Among the staff employees the social problems

3 1i
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occUrred to a smaller extent, while otherwise the pattern`-
was about the same.

On the whole, the physical problems increased very
rapidly with increasingage, while the mentalproblemb..,
increased much more slowly; the social problems occurred
to roughly the same extent among-younger and older people
Mental and social problems, were over-represented among:
'the younger people and physical problems among the older
people.

The percentage of occupationally 'handicapp_
among the plant employees was higher among women than- -
among men in the same age groups. This also applied among
staff. employees with the exception of the age group 40-
49 years.: Occupationally handicapped persons with physi-
gal problems appreciated their health and contentment on
average-to a,greater -extent than handicapped peoplewith
-other problems, particularly those with social pro_
The level of contentment was poorest In the lowest"age
groups and best in the highest age groups.

The staff employeekinterviewed who Were o cu-
-pationally handicapped had stated that their health and .

contentment on the whole-mere better' than those of the
- ..;'occupationally handicapped-among the plant employees'.

- According to the appraisal of the supervisors and
foremen', about 5 pe= cent of the occupationally handl-.

/capped could not cry out their job,in eh acceptable
way. This applie to a considerably greater extent
among the younge,r than among the older (10'per cent 9-

betweert 20 and 29 years old and 2-3 per cent of the over.
50s.- It was a il oun er eo le with alcohol -rob,
lems o soca o ._em__ o
their woo in an accep-able way.

The appraisal of_the'Compgmy Health.Care Servi es
With respect to fob adaptation from the viewpoint 'to
health among occupationally handicapped showed that
adaptation was better on the whole among staff employees
than among plant employees. Furthermore, it was better ,

among the older than among the younger, and-better among -
men than among women.

A follow-up was carried put on people with a high
rate of absenteeism (absent more than 10 times during the
last year ). The result showed that among the occu-
pationally handicapped, the proportion with a high level
of absenteeism was more the twice as high as among
other plant employees. The differences were considerably
greater in the lowest age gr6ups.

In connection with a study of long-term illnesses,
it was found that periods of sickness of morethan,42
days were 'more than six times as frequent among occur
oationally handicapped as,among other plant employees.

1
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At the Company Health'Care Services in the Sitavde-BUnte,
the-foil-owing conclUsiona_were drawn #om the :: follow- ups

"Both the 'frequency and .the- number of days off*ean
be inflnericed-thkonghpmeasures -that are adopt_ed-
or'initiated at-the'work place. In order to tee`
such initiatives possible, it is_important to
organise, not-only fellow-up-of the state of health
of occupationally handicapped as .well as their'

\working situation and -job-adgptation,-Imt-also
follow-up of and recurrent -Pontacts with those
suffering from long-term illnesses. These follow-
.ups and contacts should be co-ordinated by the
Company Healthcare Services but rdquire7greater
personal resources than those at the disposal of
the Company Health Care Services today. ".

Atthe Torslanda Plant,'atthe beginning of the
project; very 'lute had-been'dOne bondernincfact4:
finding and the rectification ofproblems for `'the occu-
pationally handicapped. Because ofthis, it was de-
cided that no comprehensive survey was to be parried put
with respect to them. Instead, a number of target groups
were identified within which it was assumed that the
frequency'of occupationally handicapped Was.W.gh. These:
targetgroups:inclUded'people-with-longer6ebSenteeisM4,-
people with a high level_ of short-term absenteeism,: occu-
:tionally handicapped persons, and those who had been

working,in.semi-sheltered
.

A seltection was then made from these target.groups
and personal interviews lxvolving a total of-63 people-
were carried out by a Company nurse.. These indicated

4that $S people were occupationally handicapped. The`
main causes of the probleMs encountered by SO per cent
of these people were of a physical and mental nature
(medical, obstacles); for 16 per cent (seven people) the
origin lay in the way in which the'individual experienced-
the.job situation The remaining cases suffered from
various social problems which-appeared to be of con-
siderably more importance in the case'df-supplementary
interviews carried out by a: welfare officer.

The results from the Torslanda plant indicatd4 that
at feast 15 percent of the'employees were occupationally
handicapped. However, the reliability of thia:calcu- ,

lation,Was low. Overall the result indicates that the
average for both units consisted of a proportion of
occupationally handicapped.of at least 20, probably 20-25
per cent.

To obtainfactual information about the occu-
pationally handidapped, interview surveys were condudted
among the employees in bemi-shelt9red work in the'Tors7
landa Plant "`and. the SkOvde Plant. The results of this
are described in a report from INDEVO to the Commissioyi.
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Fa -- finding about the occupiat icailllt handicaimed out-
she re 15,elabdur mar et. -.

-

One of theJobjectivas of-the project was to evalu-
-ate.the conditions for findihg placements for these
peopre. One important requirement, thereforei'was a
study of the conditions-whereby the peoPle-in.the-vo-
ational rehabilitation cbntre can accept a job-inthe_
regular-labour market. To clarify_this tatter, an in-
vantory Waa made Of.the-Vocational Rehabilitation--
Centres in GothentUrg and Skbvde. The- following are
some -of the. results that emerged_frdm this:

- The most usual handicaps among those in the
Vocational RehabilitationTentrea-consisted of
mental and, social/medical problems.

- The mental problems were over-represented among
the women and the social/medleal.problems-among
-the men.

- For about 20 ppr cent of the people in-the vo-
cational rehabilitation queue, the cause of the-
_protlem was stated to be associated with earlier
work.

- About half the people in the vocational rehabili-
tation queue were found to have a work capacity

\kl.

of more than two-thirds-in relation to a per-
formince considered norm 1.

- Among those applying for vocational rehabili-
tation it was estimated that about.12.per cent
could accept a job that did not make:any special
demands on the individual. 7' About`. hal,t of them
could accept work, being'able to meet the special
demands made by the job. . .

- A comparison between the fact-finding with respect
to occupationally handicapped people within Volvo

qand those in the vocational rehabilitation
showed that the social/medical problems were
three-to four times more frequent among the
latter and that their work capacity on average
was lower than among the occupationally handi-
capped within the companies.

Work place Analysis

An extremely important prerequisite of all adjust,
ment..-work was systematized knowledgeqconcerning the
demands made by alob. For this reason, at the Torslanda
Plant work-place analysis was initiated during the course
of the project. an theSktivde Plants, work-place analy-
sis had been carried out fora long time.

Analysis in the Torslanda Plant wasAone by a '

special inventory group consisting of a trade union rep-
resentptive, a production technician, an industrial
safety engineer and a company doctor. It was carried.



Out at 1,370-work
The following are

--65 per cent
and legs

pldbets,-Doreapending to 2,163 Jobe%
deme--of.the facts s-that emerged

of the jobs made great demands on arms

59 per Dent of the jobs made great demands'on,thd,
back

''53 per dent of the gobs were carried out standing
up

50 per dent of the jobe ( consisted of cdnstrained
-movements:
49 per pent of the obd- made great demands pn legs
and feet
29 per cent of the jobs were carried out both sit-
ting and standing
27 per cent of the jobs required great physical
endurance
13 .per cent of the jobs implied work carried but
abOve shoulder height

-9 per cent of the jobs made great deMands on
eyes

5-per cent of the jobs were isolated

5 per cwt of the jobs were caried'ou_ sitting
down.

the

Experimental activities'

,

As a background and a basis for compariton for the
experimental activities, investigations were made into
how the work of solving the problems of occupationally
'handicapped could be carried out before a project was
initiated,

.

Most of the.money made available through labour
market-policy measures had previously been spent on
..grants towards semi-sheltered work places at Volvo. So
far as the occupationally-handicapped were concerned,
this represented about US$160,000 at the Skbvde Plants
and US$2,10,000 at the Torslanda Plant during 1975'.

I

The personnel policy measures executed on behalf
of the occupationally handicapped during 1975 at'_the'
SkOvde PlaAts amounted'to 2U-30 man/years and at the
Torslanda Plant to 16-29 man/years. Expressed in money,
this corresponds to US$240,000-480,000 at each Volvo
unit.

The tests carried out within the.projject were _
structured into three main groups:

1
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*technical measures
- organisational measures
- attitude-influencing measures

The project plan included a n ber of technical
measures t© try.to-solve the e-diffic ties experienced
by the occupationally handicapped with physical prob-
lems. Nine of these were implemented at the Skbvde
Plants and two in the Torslanda Plant.

The evaluation of the technical measures introduced
at both the Sktivde.Plants and the Torslanda Plant showed
that all were financially profitable. This applied --Co
the Company, the Government and the community as a whole.
Table 1 summarises a few of the financial results of the
measures studied.

Table 1

SUMMARY OF PROFITABILITY FROM THE IDOLEMENTATION
OF TECHNICAL MEASURE

(Recalculated to present valued, US dollars)

Financial result,
OommUnity
'financial result,
company

Financial result,
2=-nment,

SkOvde Plan Torslanda
Plant

1 2- 1

A50,700

2,900

23,900

40,000

1,100

18,200

51;800

2,600

26,600

900

2,700

5,700.

11,600

4,80

Within the, project, the work of the adjustment
teams at both ihe Volvo units was re-organised and con-
siderably intensified. The extensive work carried out
by the various adjustment teams during the project showed
that important results can be attained through their ac-
tivity Some calculated examples based on results at-
tained in practice also showed that the work can be
financially profitable. Experience of experiments with
wdrking_zroupa (for example three people carrying out
tWO-16156), assistants and supervisors indicated that
more work should be based on solutions of this type.

One of the main objectives of the projec was to
show that it shoula be possible with the aid o measures
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bath of labour market policy and personnel *aid, ta:prb--
vide employment for unemployed occupationally handicapped
persons in. the regular labour. market. The bondltions for
attempting-tWcarry out integration were changed-Ae a
considerable eittenthowe*erdUring,theintroduetery,
phase of the prefect, due to the'extennive ants in ,pro-
dilation at Volvo which stopped recruitment for a long
period. The production changes ales implied a deterio4
ration in the internal situation involving the location
:of _-occupationally handicapped people whb were already.
employed'. This meant that integration possibilities
Worsened in two respects.

Attempts at'integration at the Torslanda Plant were
started in March 1977. By October the same year, no one
had yet. been integrated there. The experiments. showed
how important active mediation activities between in-
dividuals and work places are, where a vital condition
is detailediknowledge about the conditions of the in-
dividual and the demands made by the =job, and twat the
availability of suitable jobs is essential if integration

.

is to be successful.

A wide range of informational activi-T was carried
out within the limits 6T-the project, par iculatly at

-the-Torslanda Plant, This-was.doneyinthe lightvf,the-
general attitude towards and the level of knowledge
about the situation of the ocaupationally-handleapped
being decisive in the solution of their employMent prob-
lems.

By way.of summary it 6.n. be said that thquattitude-
.

influencing measures directly initiated by the project
had a positive effect pn the possibilities of solving
the situation of the occupationally handicapped. Train-
ing and informational activities at different levels are
'a vital condition for success.

Conclusions

- The semi-sheltered activities had great positive
,
significance for the occupationally handicapped,

- The adjustment teams were very important, and
their work was shown to produce effects which
easily exceed the resources invested.

TechniCal measur can provide positive results
for the indiv' s and financial profitability
for both the C mpany and the community.

- Training and informational activities at different
levels made up a vital_condition-if the problems
experienced are to be solVed.
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Company Health CaZre-Servicee.plaYed'a central
part in adjustment work duringthe'project;'
was,. however, impo3tant to solve as manyprob7
lei as=Possible-inthe_mAin organisational
stream.-

It was important to follow up-job adjustment, at
regular intervals among all the employees, par-
ticularly those with a high rate-of short-term
or long-term absenteeism, to develop work places
according to individual capabilities and to
exercise relocation when necessary.

- The existing-measures of labour market policy
had been mostly used for the adaptation of people
suffering from physical problems,. Thq fact-
finding indiQated that about twe-thir s suffered
primarily .f physical troubles and. e-thIrd.
from mental and social problems. Howe , all
the facts indicated that from the viewpoint of
both Company and community finances, the mental

- and social problems involved greater cost than
the physical Problems. It was also noted that-
it was primarily young people who.suffered from
mental and social problems. Development- of new
-labour -market- policiee-should take these-factors-
into consideration-

- Many of the measures that were planned and.im-
plemented during the course of the project con --
sisted of "spot" activities And were of a rela
tively short-term nature. It is important for
adaptation work, howwvet, that measures for occu-.
pationally handicapped persons should be inte=
grated in long-term planning as well - for
example in connection with prodnctioh ploceseing--
or construction work. In fact this was done-for
one of the units-studied.

,
- The resources allocated by the labour market
authorities, to medihtion work appear to have been
insufficient. There must be active contact
between planners aid the work place (where a.
great deal is known about the conditiohs of-the
individual and the demands made by the job) if
the integration of retarded people is to-be ,

successful.

- The conclusion was that if you can use effidient
measures of labour market and personnel policy
to decrease the proportion of employees who can-
not carry out their job in an acceptable way,
then there is a very large range of investment
for this,work.



,

EFFORTS TO INCREASE T L0 NT OF ALLY
.

HANDICAPPED PERSONS IN TH4,PUBLIC,SECTOR-

boring- the autumn of 1976 the 4oVernmen-V-C'ommission
on Long-TermyEmployment Policy launched:a.twd-yeat
perimental scheme at six national deparMents art within
two local government adminidirations with the aim of ,

activating-the work of adjustment teams. in these *tors.
The, initial period of eitperimentation, whigherided in
the autumn of 1977, was devoted to the establishment of
adjustmentteama withinht organisations concerned and,,;

subsequently, toplaceme
,tnt"activitieaforunemployed

occupationally handicapped:persons, with a welt - defined

-order of priorities. The second`, period, from the aututh
of 1977-until mid-1978 was more specifically conaerned
with Internal adjustment questions Within .the Organis
ati,ons and with following up the recruitment of occu-
pationally handicapped pereions that began4dUring the
initial' phase. The folloiving is a summary of a,report
prepared for the CoMmisSion by Carl Magnus Tunevall.

The size of the organisations involvedAnd thee
nature of their activities varied considerably. Ilerson7:

nel strength ranged from about200-to about.7,000. Sal-
aried occupations predominated within some; the local
government administrations inCorporated a very'wlde
range of posts; one of the organisations involved. con -
slated mainly of a large printing bubiness.-. TAia vari-
ation was deliberate, one,of the purposes of the'ex-
periment being to furnish the broadest-pobsible experi-,
ence of the opportunities and impediments associated
with the employment of occupationally handicappedper-
-sons indifferent conditions.

The experiMent was built up round the adjustment
groups in the organisations concerned,. Within many of

the organisations, however, these teams had Only existed
in a formal context prior to. the experiment. Insofar
as they had piarsued any activities worth mentioning,
these had mainly been 'concerned with personnel ,transfers
an other internal matters.

Pur ese and ettodolo First Phase

The scheme was designed, to include a number of
.Measures aimed at improving_the initial prospects of
the placement activities which the experiment was in-
tended to bring about, namely:

Reinforcecrrepresentation of the various parties
in the adjustment groups which, among other
things, meant that the local employment offices
were expected to devote fdr greater resources to
their participation in the teams of the organis-.

ations
-

involved.
4
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led information for_iarious key y-persons
wi AbVeirganisatialtconderned.aboUti'inatru-
ments of labour market policy, problems of occu-
pational hpdicap and-so forth. Written infor-

employees-ooncerping the-experiment--
__d the activities of the adjustment. groups.

iii) The joharting of a wide selection of appointments
within the organisations boneerned, to provide
documentation for the identifibation of suitable
.jobs for occupationally handicapped persons,

While thebe preparations were in progress, the local
employment offices in the three main experimental areas_
were instructed to select job applicants with registered

_

ACcupational handicaps. The aim in making this selectian
wts to achieve a structure that would provide the closeSt
possible reflection, in terms of occupational,handicap,,
age, sex, etc.,.of the larger population- of occupation--
ally handicapped persons-tale various offices had to deal
with The sample could not be made completely random,

Anse participation in the experiment'hadto.
etteigtain criteria: for example job

aPPliOan, 0 e_ilwollred_byother_EsasUres_which,-
_would be'disrupted by participation in the experiment,_
they had to be sufficiently rehabilitated for job place
ment, they had to be interested in one of the activities
covered by the experiment, and so on This meant that
certain difficult cases had to be excluded, but their
exclusion was partly offset by the exclusion of partic-
uiarly,straightforward cases es well.

Altogether more than 200 people Of different ages
were selected for introduction to the organisations
'taking part in the experimental scheme. As a form of
preparation they were interviewed in accordance with a
questionnaire corresponding directly to the instrument
used in the charting of appointments within the auth
oritiesconcerned. This parallel structure has also
made-it possible to make direct comparisons between job,
descriptions and the demands and limitations with regard
to working life the applicants were asked to describe
in their interviews. The personnel administering the
interviews included industrial psychologists.

Abdut one-fourth of the group had orthopaedic handi-
caps and another fourth mental handicaps. But there were
also people with other sorts of handicap such as social-
medical, intellectual, cardio-vascular and pulmonary
diseases and vision defects..

,placement results

Roughly one-third of the more than 200 people in
the sample population obtained Some form of employment
or.vocatidnal practice - usually employment on normal
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terms = followin their introduction to the authorities
taking part in _

experimental scheme.' __Two-thirds Of
them got a semi-sheltered job.

An equally considerable-number obtained employment
or-vocational practice-during the'sixtonth placement
period with firms not taking part in the experimental

- scheme. Many-of these placeMents were a direct result
of the Employment Service devoting special resources td
all the memberS of the,experimental population.

In this way more than half the member bf the ex-
perimental population were found some kind of employment
or vocational practice during the term of the experiment.
Of the remainder, one group was "written off" fOr the
purposes of the experiment after declining.offeraof em-

, ployment -a one of the authorities taking part in the
experiment; another group was judged to be more in need
of other measures such as education, training or work
testing than job placement; and a third group was still
being dealt with by one of the adjustment groups when
the first period of the experiment.ended in the autumn
of 1977.

These results are very good compared with the re-
sults presented in the statistics of employment pfficea
concerning, measures on behalf of job applicants :With
Occupational handicaps. In recent years the proportion
placed in the regular market has been in -the region of
10-12 per cent per annum. At the same time it should
be pointed out that these comparisons should not be
pushed too far. For one thing, the representatiyeness of
the experimental population was not proven, although
initiated assessments by the employment offices indicate
that the samples were a good reflection of the clients
the Employment Service normally has to deal with Sec-
ondly the resources devoted to adjustment activities
were far above the normal level and impli6d special
efforts by the various parties represented in the adjust
ment groups. The positive image of the results of the
experiment is reinforced, however, when one studies in-
.dividual people who obtained work through the experiment
.after, in many cases, a highly varied occupational back-
ground with repeated short-time engagements.

The Second Phase

More than 85 per cent of those who had found em-
ployment during the first experimental period still held
the same job during the follow-up phase i.17 the summer of

.1978. More than a third had regular employment and
others semi-sheltered employment. Table 2 shows what
had happened to toe job applicants included in the.ex-
perimentai group.

All of those with hearing impairment and with in-
tellectual.handicaps obtained employment. But for people
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ENED TO'THE JOB APPLIC

208 Job Applicants ere-fOrmed into.an Experiment
-Spring 1977--

7 of the applicants were
excluded from thaeXPeriMent
because,-upon closer examin-
ation, they were not deemed to
be occupationally handicapped.

Group

-27 were excluded from the
eoursatefore being pre-
aented to-any of the sair-
ticipating ituthoritiest.
adjustment troupe.

174 permou.s were discussed in the Adjustment Groups

FOR 80 THIS LED TO EMPLOYMENT
OF-SOME FORM WITHIN THE PAR-
TICIPATING AUTHORITIES

In three cases, thiSzwas'a
--tAtter-oftettlatary amPIOYMent
acting employment and relief
-work which ceased during the
period and which was not re-
newed for-various reasons at
the end of the experiment.-

POSITION UPON

69 FROM THE EXPER IMENTAL GRO
WERE STILL EMPLOYED BY THE
PARTICIPATING AUTHORVIES

Of-these,

.24 had a normal position;

42 had semi-sheltered employ-
ment;

94.WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE
AFTER' CONSIDERATION

BY ADJUSTMENT GROUP

Common reaeona-for.ex041DiaPP_
weza refusal to accept
.Work, a shortage of suitable
working duties or that other'
measures were deemed more
-appropriate.

3 had practice of relief work,
with a decision for semi-
sheltered employment.

8 WITH PESMANENT EBTIOYMENT
HAVE IEFT THE EXPERIMENTAL
AUTHORITIES:

One case with a proposal for
semi-sheltered employment was
not decided until after the
experimental period.

J-UNE/171II 1878

IN FOLLOWING UP AID "EXCLUDE"
IT EMERGED THAT

26 were at work in the open
labour market;

35 had some form of sheltered
or semi-sheltered employment;-..

12 were undergoing training or
some other measure;

16 were still looking for work;

24 were on the sick list or
receiving eickuts benefit
or a premature p-nsion.

One case was taken up afresh by
an adjustment group;
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with vision defects the rest was not ea good.- only
about 67 per cent -su0o6edingz-- The social/medical handi-
caPped was a group that foil:weal it most difficult to obtain

job, even with spebial arrngements.

During the. second etpernental phase, work was h-
oentrated on internal -adjustarient questions, such as re-
placements, information. and. Nuffriorking environment work.
New jobs were also found during this period. Among others,
five occupationally bandicap3wed with a long period of
education obtained higher a.d7wninistrative posts with an
authority.

The information and training efforts applied during
the initial experimental sta4lige were followed up only to
a limited extent. The adjustment groups had difficulty
in initiating measures to pr4wofide better work possi-
bilities for the occu5ationa2=lly handicapped at the work
place.

Difficulties in the way of 7-lacing the occupationally

1211a1.211ta-_

The difficulties encoun- tered in the Cburse of mit
experimental activities in tie public sector may be
siammarised as follows:

- obtaining dependable nformation about the job
applicants;

- finding sultabl6=new jobs while vacancies have
often to be filled br permanent staff. Further-
more, not all jobs al-.a open to external recruit;
ment owing to regulat ions requiring a certain,
amount of internal tr--e.i.n.ing and experience;
.establishing functional channels for the inter-
nal follow-up of new - employees and bringing.
about co-operation wi -th, among others, the social
welfare authorities i=ma individual cases;

- coping with follow-up and supporting measures for
-
social/medically. and 7Ttentally/ocbupationally handi-
capped with problems - outside the work place; '

- spreading the' practic al responsibility for the
rehabilitation work;

- shortage of personneL capable of dealing with
rehabilitation work;

- reaching the employee s with information about the
work of the adjustmen= -t group. The management
groups were particully difficult to reach with
information and attitude influence;

- establishing prior4.ti es between various urgent
=groups; * ,

- problems with socialf=mgedical and mentally handi-
capped individuals We r e the most difficult to
solve.



Thebe Lx---oblems-,_ ow ver, do not occur schely in the pu
lie sea -or;. they are equally common in the private firms.

Ec ohornthAo- Gains to Society--_

wimple arithmetical_ example can be used to demon-.
strate -that the economic gain to society from etployment
of ocetz_aeationally handicapped indiViduals is, substantial.
This is true even when relatively generous grants for
semi -shi_4eltered employment are paid. comparison can
be Made between semi-sheltered employment and unemploy-
ment. NO, is the most common alternative. Calculations
show ti=u--t the social gain when semi-sheltered. employment
is avai_a_able can be roughly estimated at US$5,700 per
annum p-ier employee di3ring the four-yeSr period for which,
the gr-aa---t is usually payable.

If- we count only that proportion of the occu-
pations_a_ly handicapped who, without the experiment,
would p=obably have been either unemployed or on thesick lit - more than half - the profit to society can
be reugaily estimated at barely US$800,000 during a--four-yer period ; Thin- applies .even in comparison--With-----thdt altrnative that is most expensive to society - semi-
shelter-d employment. The calculated profit would be so
much triAn greater if allowance were made for the whole of
the gro-ap employed throuzh, the experiment. and of the
fact that a -substantial number of -individuals obtained
employeint without, or with smaller,- grants than are
payable for semi-sheltered employment.

Less Ne d of Caret:
.13,p).rt from the immediate economic effects, sub--stautia savings may also be counted upon in the form

of less need of care and less load on-the social ma-
chinery- . The economic gains are also substantial for
the indvidual - other positive factors being all thevalues that cannot be calculated in financial terms -
such as social contacts, meaningfulness and identifi-
cation n daily life, and so on.

WI-Lt proved most difficult was to make an exact
calcula-Lion of the economic effects for the experimental
authort-Lies. It wasremarkable, however, that the fre-
quently biggest "additional costs" were due to the need
for foI=Low-up measures, additional administrative work,
etc. Tie pure prOduction effects of the capacity of
the occationally handicapped to work, which in certain
cases was limited, was largely covered by the grants
for- sem-sheltereq. employment.
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VII :11 'SAND NEEDS-'0F:PARENTSi

OF HANDICAPPED ADOLESCENTS

By Peter*Mittlerk Sally-Cheseldine
and Helen'McCanachle,

Hester Adrian .Research. Centre, University of -cheater

Three- main phases can be detected in the relation-
ship between professionals and = the parents of handi-
capped cliildren. For many years parents received little
or no help from professionals= and were largely left un-
supported. Such advice as they received tendedto be
-negative .and rarely included_ practical,suggestions_
what they could do to help their child at home. Indeed,
parents were at one time frequently advised to place the
child in residential care.- The second phase, beginning
towards the end of the 1960s, took the form of training
parents to use some of the techniques previouslyre-
stricted to professionals and regarding them as loo-
therapists'. Many parents were quick to learrOhese
techniques and put them to good use with their children;
researchworkers begmn to investigate the most effec-
tive methods of training parents and enlisting thelr
help in carrying out programmes devised by professionals.
(O'Dell, 1974; Cunningham, 1975).

But although parents and children may haveben-
efited from such programmes, professionals have largely
worked on the assumption that they know best what the
child should learn and therefore what the parents should
do at home. It is not surprising that some parents have
felt that such a one-way approach did net meet their
needs and resented the implicit assumption thatpro-
fessionals knew what was best for their child. Futher-
morr-, parents have not always been able to meet the

demnds of the programmes being devised by professionals;
it has been suggested that "some professionalshave be-en
so busy teaching parents to be teachers that there may
not be enough time left for parents to be parents"
(Mittler, 1979). Such a 'transplant' model is likely
be rejected (Jeffree, 1980).

We are now entering a third phase in whichattempts
are being made to develop a partnership on a basis of
equality. Both sides contribute their own areas of
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loNledg0 allmd-skill-bUt-parents:are encouraead to retain
-their .sense . of identity as parAts and to renlailitMe. to
their Gelb lia-.3.tural style of relating to their Qiltid 'The_
eproadh starts with the needy of the _child In a. family
ontext ancl- tries to mobilise the existing reemaloes'of_
tefaMI1Y, IndiVidual members of the,famill Mayaequire-:
specific ala-:_110 and techniques as-ainZano to _an end but

theemphasts = lies on'the-individual family,eetttgabout
thetas3c its own way and in ita own/atyle', -kithough.

I'theapproath... Is somewhat more relaxed,/,a More premip-
live modal:maJmay be appropriate to meat/partieulateeds,

Parents m of handicapped adolescents have halvey
llttie help in the past and may well-have bemMeacous-
*10to --tkpLir isolation from professionals.: pylhe
time their c==hild is ready to leave school, sole parents
tn.-0131a to 0 accept a role as permanent caretalcenljust

.ao some adol. se exits; have largely., accepted a -role of
peoeivity. a Par'ents of adolescents and young adialto have
often reached a modua vivendi and a quality o'T adjuctment
to their ett-uation Whinh needs to be respeptecIa.0which
lain any oaise not easily changed. Many faMiliecne
odetant to procedures and programmes which eMphcsiee
teir',03.17fero-ence from other families --eigi-VIOZtolraft
Ofessionali_s, membership of societies, the arrival of
epecial transport at their door. !tin our 'atteniptc to
thornialiael = adolescents, we run the risk of fetenornalis-
ingf the fattALily" (- effree, 198Q).

The per L-iod of school leaving -marks a critical point
in the life f of the family as well as that of the ado-
lucent. 13n---t although there is now a considerable
literature e--bout parents of younger handicapped children,
very little = is 'mown about families of handicapped-ado-
Docents and young :adults. How far do such fain-3,116c
have dpeoial and distinctive needs? To what extent do
the roles of 'parents of handicapped adolescents differ
from the rol_e of: 'parents of younger children., Doth those
who are haild:_lcapped and those who are not? What kind of
cervices a() z fardilies need to help -them to fulZil their
role?

Our wor= -king assumption is that the main role of
parents of handicapped adolescents if fundaMentUlythe
ale as that : of parents of any other adolescentW.to
provide a lo---ving and secure home and to prepare them to

live indepano_dently in the community.

Oran-41-y families carry'aout this role in a -variety
of ways sePft_e do so explicitly and overtly, others more
*licitly os i. by providing models which they hope the
young; person will follow. We haVe relatively little in-
formation. On , how families normally ,perceive thelimle
or carry oit their task of preparing'for independent
living. We o do know that they can draw on the e)cporience
of their fr.ia, ends and family and that, the final outcome
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is one in which their eon or-daughter becomes independ t
and leaves the parental home.

Butthis is not generally the outcome if the child
is severely handicapped. Such families 'ma? expect to

e to continue to provide a home indefinitely or until
circumstances make it impossible for them to continue to
do 62. Clearly each family will differ in its axpec-
tatidhe of the handicapped adolescent and in, particular
of-the extent to which he or she can live independently-
in the community. dhese expectations may not necessarily
coincide with those of professional staff involved.

AMILIES; NEEDS AND ATTITUDES

It too easy to generalise-about ;the needs'
of families; and to overlook the enormous range of ipl-
dividual differences. These will differ as much as, if
not more than, the needs of any other families. We
should also beware of drawing too sharp a distinction
between parente of handicapped and nan- handicapped
people. For example, in studying the families of cer-
ebral pale-led children, HeWett (1970) concluded that
-"families meet the day to day problems that handicap
creates with patterns of behaviour that in many respects
deviate little-from the norms derived from studying the
families of normal children. They have more similarities
with ordinary families than differences from them".
Most families of handicapped people have also had sev-
eral other normal'children; the mentally handicapped
child is often the last borp, in the family (46 per cent
in both Moncrieff, 1966, and Cheseldine and Jeffree,
1980.- Thus many parents will have considerable ex-
perl,ence not only of child rearing, but also of helping'
their older children to achieve independence.

To stress the essential normality of the families
is not to deny the range and severity of the problems
they face; rather it is to counter the assumptions and
stenotypes which have so often been used by professionals
and researchers about the underlying social pathologies
to be found In the families; Kew (1975) called them
;handicapped families*, The danger lies in the conse-
quent lack of appropriate action by professionals in
response to families; needs. For example, parents seek-
ing help at an early stage report being labelled ;over-
anxious; and denied credit for close observation of
their child (e.g. Schaefer, 1979). Families seeking
residential care for their handicapped member may-be
investigated for ;guilt; and 'rejection:; those not
seeking relief may be labelled lover-protective'. The
behaviour of the families may be interpreted as abnormal
whatever they do (Wilkin, 1979). It is interesting to
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note in this context the explelmiationsnggested by Fox,
1974-, for his -questimnaire Timmading-of increased levels
of. 'hysteria' in Pro#13 of losamadicaliopell-elalldre,-7
facility, for braehnemilkover-:dawcamatisation: and a refusalto be. intimidated by authority or status, have'hecome
necessary for obttinthg the bet fro*-,onr

.

The brothers and sisters c=Df-handicapped,people have
also been portrayed u. a groUp Very much at'yisk emotion:
ally, and-institutionalisation was (and-may still be)
recommended "for the sake of tt=le normal children".
MCMichael (1971) andKew (1975: Suggested- that up-to a--
quarter. of siblingehadmoderae to severe problems in
adjusting .to the eptiOn bi-t=_andicaP, goWever,-these
and,siMilar_stUdieeUre conduc=ted on families who were
already receiving-help'from prcfessional agencies. the
.few.researchere Who have taikeCEI'to.the siblings them-
selves reflect a picture- of ger=merally good adjustment
by siblings, who mention positive. aspects ala.well as
drawbaeks'(e.g. GraUan, 1972 Grailikerzet al.., 1962).
Fxtra'burdens tendtote reporMed particularly for older:
sisters, who may bempected t C=, share the increased
daily tasks of caring for the't=mandicapped child (Farber,
a95.9;. Fowle4.19684.kithi;l9744_ --------,

The main tradition of Brit=ish research on the fam-
ilies of handicappedpeopleSe. been to look pragmati-
cally at daily livingprobleMs Most studies have con -
sidered the familio:of-school--age_children or younger
a notable exception being Bayly (1973), who interviewed
the families of severely-handiapped adults, living at
home. Interview et-dies in general have had two major
drawbacks: the lack of comparaive information on fam-
ilies of non - handicapped adoleemacents and the lack of
objective `date,, for example, t -rough over-dependence on
information from pkrents. How ver, a number of obser-
vations relevant to the familieE-s of handicapped young
people may be lade;

Older studies paint a gmaphic picture of the
financial and, housing ds of families' Tizard and
Grad (1961)°. found that 40 per c ent of their-London
sample whose *severely subnormal child' (aged up to 45
years) lived at home were overo rowded by loCal standards.
Both low income level and overo xowding were somewhat
relieved in the comparable same le whose children had
been institutionalped. A foil ow-up of the same fam-
ilies whose handicapped member lived at home found
improved housing standards, but greater filnancial hard
ship, throughmorepartnts beia_g retired or infirm
(Moncrieff, 1966). In a more r scent study in an urban
area, Wilkin (1979)noted that aO per cent of families
he interviewed still had no ins_i_de toilet. So the basic
housing needs of families caring for -a severely handl-
capped person can Still not be ,zaid to have been met
completely in Britain, Of famiies interviewed by



Lansdale (1978 71 per cent felt their financial ate-
cumstances were adequate, but added that unless they had
the weekly Attendance .U1 wane. and grants from the
Joseph Rowntree Trust many more would be struggling.
Poor housing and financial hardship, have a consequent
bad effect on health, which 'in turn will be aggravated
by the care of a handicapped child (Carnegie United
Kingdom Trust, 196). As the handicapped person grows
older, parents' health is likely to become poorer.

Problems of definition affect much of what is 'said
and written about parents' attitudes, felt needs, and
reports of their child's behaviour. For example, What
types of Ibehaviour=probleMs1 make.thedifference°be-

XL--

tween a family bein able to keep their handicapped men=
berett home and ha ng to seek an alternative? One
study of teachers r- orted that the most frequent type
of-behaviour roblem was 'non-compliance', but that the
most difficult to manage-was stereotypic behaViour
Wehman and McLaughlin, 1979). Both types of behavimm
may cause embarrasbnient in publici but the latter may
restrict a handicapped young person's possibilities for
independent activity more than the former. Even in the
older studies -of families, management .of the .behaviour ,°
of the handicapped person- is cited as the greatest prob-
lem - and the one most likely ;to lead to application for
institutionalisation (lizard and Grad, 1961, Holt, 1998;
Bayley, 1973). 'In our study of mentally handicapped
school leavers, 41 per cent of parents mentioned be-
haviour problems with regard to the young person's
leisure time (Cheseldine and Jeffree, l;g?. Bayley
(1973) estimated that 18 per cent of se 1 ely subnormal
adults living at home could'not:be, left unsupervised
for even an hour.

Several studied that have followed up handicapped
young people some years after leai-ing school strongly
suggest that many of them are not only with9utervioes
but largely isolated from the community resources avail-

able to other young people. Even those Who can attend
some form of day care:often lead lonely and unstimu-
lating lives, and have very limited opportunities to
make and meet 'friends or to take part in leisure or
recreational activities. Many do not even have access
to any form of day care or further training or educa%on;
consequently, they are forced to spent most of their
time at ho and are thrown back on their, own resources
(Segal, 1971).

On the Other hand, we should also note that some
of the school leavers in our survey do not present any
problems;-for example,'only 6 per cent were concerned
about lack of friends and 46 per cent of the families
lad no suggestions for ways in which the services could
be improved (CheseldineAand Jeffree, 1980). In account-
ing for these findings, it has to be bone in mind that



these families had'seen many Improvements in services
since their child was first born-And were often
atiVe of the eitent,to which services had changed for
the better. It beets likely that the newer generation
of parents of younger children may have higher expec-
'tations both of their handicapped children and of the-
Services; in particular, those who have derived benefit
from programmes otterent-professional 'collaboration
while their child is at school are likely to press for
!further working contact with the staff of adult services
(Mettler, 1979

'Policies of normalisation for the lives of handi -.
capped people often originated with parent pressure
groups. Yet, when it cornea to.change-for their_own chlia
parents may be afraid. With adolescents, parents fear
their child being-robbed, raped or gettinl --g ost. In one
'study, .40 per cent: f severely mentally handicapped ado-
lesoents who had left school never went unescorted beyond
the front gate (Stanfield, 1973). Parents may identify
a lack of companions and proper recreational facilities
as problems for handicapped adolescents, and yet tend to
keep their own children in,falkliar company and not
-trust them oUt alone. -Thus-thVY may undermine theac---
quisition of skills identified as desirable for the
young people by profession ls. Ferrara (1979) found
,that parents of severely handicapped adolescents were
6nore positive about normalization policies in general
than parents of the less s -erely handicapped. She
noted that the degree of p rsonal risk for these parents
may be lessened, because eir children will require
ignificant' adapt_ op 'normal' patterns of living

to suit their reqUiremente. Bogg7(197S) eloquently ar=
ues the problems for the severely handicapped 'Tether
than trying to create a *normal* environment for my bon,
'I try to think of how the world must look from his
point of view, and what kind of environnent would not
pnly minimise his boredom and loneliness, but enhance
his sense of dominance:.

Thus parents of handicapped adolescents of all
jevelS of ability may qXhibit ''negative_ parental atti-
budt in the face of. change.. They may just want-tEe
est for their child, :based on the limited information

they have been given, or found out, about their childts
.bilities and possibilities. "They have seen the re-

.ality of what sometimes passes for community care, and
To one may have explained to them how things could be
,ptherwise" (Tyne, 1979).

School leaving is therefore a time when information
provision and sensitive counselling are vital. Families
who find themselves once again caring single-handed-for
their son or daughter are under considerable stress`.
The relatively structured existence impose] by the-
school day and the school year i6 replaced by one of
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Ortainty about the fUture, a situation which alsio'.
es considerable day to day demands on the family. It
often necessary for one member of the family (usually

the mother) to give up a Job in,order,to look after-the
loandicapped person at home, The loss of income May be
a-furtherflource of tension in the fqmily as a whole.

- FurtherMore, the less able. youngsters may not fully un-
derstand why the regular routine of school has suddenly
been disrUpted or why they are having to spend so much
of their enforced leisure at home. The more able young
people-are-even more likely to resent loot opportunities

-for further education and training; some become-bitter,
and diaillUsioned; others become unhappy or emotionally
_disturbed and may evee Oshow,clinical signs of a depress-
ive illneas.

It is therefor'e :ironic that many families are being
deprived of services at the very time when they are most
in need of them. They need opportunities to discuss
her immediate and long-term needs with people who not
only know. their child but who are-also well informed
about local existing provision and services that are
still being planned. They need to be helped to plan
realistically for the future and to prepare the young:
person step by step to make the beet use of whatever
services are available. This may mean, for example, pre-
paring him to live away from home, first for a day, then
a weekend and then for progressively longer periods.
Whether or not he leaves4home, they,Will need continuing
help to teach him to become more independent both inside
and outside the family home. The extent to which the ,

.young person can live in the community will largely de-
pend on the-extent to which parents, or parents and pro-
*fessibnals in partnership, have succeeded in teaching
social independence and tommunitY living :skills. This
we see as one of the most important and distinctive
roles of parents and families.

The extent to which the role of families can be
realised will therefore depend on many factors which
interact with one another in complex ways. The severity
of the young person's impai:ments and disabilities, the
opportunities that have been made available in earlier
childhood to gain access to appropriate educational and
treatment services, the attitudes and perceptions of
the young person himself to these efforts - these all
play an important part in affecting parents' attitudes
to later programmes. Equally critical are the avail-
ability of appropriately staffed day or community ser-
vices which are committed to active programmes of prep-
aration for community living but which include relevant
vocational 'raining and further education, as well, as
help in using, community recreational and leisure facili-
ties. Without Such services, families are necessarily
thrown bck on their own resources and are left unsup-
portea t cope with an adolescent who may be physically
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Mature but who is in-many respects still dependent onl,
Others and in need of skilled programmes designed to
help hint-to toe further steps-towards_ social indepen-
dence.Y

The folio ing-eectionsummarises a: number of rec
oMmendatiOns that have been made for the kind of service
provision which seems, to be necbssai.y to meet. the needs
of parents from the time when their son or daughter is
:/TrOaching school leaving age.

T SERViCENEEDg OF PARENT

The time of school leaving provides an opportunity
to take stock not only of the needs of the child.but also
those of the family. Families should feel that there is
time and opporturki-ty to discuss any aspect of their fam-
ily life which concerns their child either now or in the
future. _Sudh discussions need not be limited to the
immediate questions arising from school leaving and
4laceMent_into_adultservices Moth-parents-and o
fessionals are increasingly expressing the wish to move
away from a crisis - orientated service towards one which
anticipates needs and tries to plan constructively to
meet them. For example, .parents should, beencouraged'to,
discuss questions concerned with residential care"'lone-!
before there is a direct need for it

Information

First and foremost, partnts need information on the
range of'provision which,18 available or planned in their
in their locality. In our own interviews with parent's
in at.eas where services were relatively well developed,
we found many parents badly informed about day or resi-
dential services for adolescents and adults Very few,
had visited the Adult Training Centres which their-chil-
dren would almost certainly be attending in the coming
months (Cheseldine and Jeffree, a980). They were also
poorly informed about facilities for shcirt-term and
longer-term residential care in their-lecaiities. Lack
of information was more common among parents who were
not-members of parent societies or who did not receive
the parent journals in which such issues are regularly
discussed.

A number of a*thorities have been producing short
information leaflets on local services. These generally
contain addresses. and telephone numbers of key,organie-
ations and individuals as well as useful information on
where to get advice or help to meet particular needs.
\Unfortunately, these leaflets are often aimed at parents



of younger children; there ie a case for an information
sheet written especially for parents of young people ap-.
proaching schota leaving- age This
oration. On -the = following:

-al provIsionfor asliessment
approaching school leaving age
essionals should be routinely
assessment and decision making
are available for consultation
arise?

ii) procedures-for parents,to be.involved in the
process of assessment and decision making; how .

and when they should be consulted; how they can
obtain the information or-adVice whiah they feel
to be necessary and whoM to.contaat 'if they are

dissatisfied;
iii) the range of alternative- provislon which is

available locally - e.g. day-services, further
education colleges, work experience,courses,
sheltered employment,, vocational training. This
should include the names of.key individuals in
these organisations who can-advise parents an
who-might-be-able-to-arrange-for preliminary_ .
visits to the agency; .

iv )`the range of residential services - both long-
. term and short-term - should also be summarised

in such a leaflet, together with some indication
on how parents can visit such facilities infor-
mally.

v) In addition to listing services for handicapped
people, such leaflets should also include infor-
mation on all relevant resources available to
the rest of the community and to young people in
particular - e.g.'careers advice, work traini
further education facilities, evening classee
and the whole ange of leisure, sport and rec-
reational facilities in the area.

of- yOung people,
_ e.g. which _pro
involved 11'
and WhiOhrothers
_if the need should

Anticipating needs for residential and surport services

Such information leaflets may provide the basis for
an informed discussion between parents and professionals
on.the availability of local resources. For example,
parents Often express the need not only to be told about
the local services that are avallable,or planned but
also to have the opportunity to discuss the advantages
of the various alternatives in relation to the needs of
their son or daughter and of the family as-a whole.

Discussion about the range of alternatives may.also
provide opportunities for families to express -more a,gen-

eral feelings about their attitudes and needs. TO this
end, it is obviously-desirablethat there are oppor-
tunities to relate to a single individual, preferably
someone with experience of working with families. Such
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*,J0-peraen_Oan:providthe 'single point of'eontaotre,
77,77dOMmehOd- e WarnockoratnOck Committee in theArnitWEingdOvi;

(Department of Education and Science, 19.78). Their -role:
is-net merely one of providing information and helping;
to'eneurethat services are provided in a co7drdinated

=

.manner.- it includes the more complex' skills involved in
helping families to express their anxieties and
cuss matters which are of deep concern tO them. =Famt
ilie need time to get to know the visiting professional,
to reassure themselves that he or she will'come again,: '
and is a person in whom they can have confidence.. Only
then will they trust themselves to express their'deeper:
needs and feelings. For example; a quick and super-
ficial visit to the family may well result,in a repOrt
that the family are unwilling to consider residential
care., 'But several visits and the development of,.a more
open and trusting relationship may help the parents to
speak more freely about their problems in continuing to
provide 24-hour care and may make them less hesitant to
express their wish to think about residential care out-
Side the home

Similarly, some parents may refer to arrangements
that have been made for an older brother or sister to
make a home for the handicapped youngsterwhen the
parents are no longer able to do so. This was mentioned
quite frequently in our own studies, particularly as
many of the leavers were the youngest of a large family,
With many brothers and Slaters now married (Cheselde
-and-aeffree* 1980). In a-separate-surveyi-some-30-p
cent of the children in special schools for the mentally
handicapped came from families with four or more older
children (Mittler-and Freddy, 1980). But parents-may
be reluctant to rely on their other children to take
over care, though there is evidence that older siblingst.
no longer living at home tend to give cdhsiderable help
and are willing to take over'. Bayley (1973) found that
among mentally handicapped adults living in the communityl-
85 per cent of those who could bp living with a sibling
i.e. both parents dead) were doing so, though of those
in hospital, half had been'admitted immsdiately after
the death of a parent. But such an arrangement is not
necessarily entered into willingly by the older brother
r sister or their spouse; it may be made in order= to
reassure worried parents that the handicapped youngster
will be taken care of when the time comes. Furthermore,
circumstances can chahge, particularly in a growing
family.- For these and other reasons, it is important
for the professional not simply to record that family
arrangements have been made but to explore the situation
in some depth and detail both with the parents And the
younger family involved.

In our interviews in the Greater Manchester area,
we- found few families of.echool leavers who were well
informed about the residential services-which were avails
able in their area. Many still assumed that the=
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Er;ien:,;f or;,--hoe tele-

movement towards- the use of ordin.
Saved. people, although ncreaei ly

professional :circles t xade the
individual families.-

It has been our experience that parents expect to
continue to provide a home for their handicapped son or
daughter indefinitely, until they are no longer able to
do so by reason of age, incapacity or death-. The notion
that youmg people might be given opportunities to live
away from their families before there is a crisis has as
yet made relatively little headway. This is partly due
to the shortage of provision in the community but is
also related to the narrow range of alternative accommo-
dation which has until recently been considered appro-
priate. This may change, now that more consideration is
being given to the use of ordinary housing and evidence
is beginning to be published indicating that even
severely handicapped people can live in ordinary houses.
The amount and nature of the support they will need will
obviously vary from person to person. In the field of
mental, handicap, the scheme developed by thetEastern
Nebraska Community Organisation for the Retarded (ENCOR)
for a wide range of living units in the community is
beginning to become influential in the United Kingsom
and in other European countries e.g. Thomas, Firth and

-Kendall, 19784 Mittler,- 1979a . Furthermoref-some ad- --
4 4 idi SI-viaara-arT 0.

-simplified notions of placement - e.g, that people with
certain levels Aif disability need one form of care,
whereas those with lesser degrees of disabilities need
another (Development Team for the Mentally Handicapped,
1980). Instead, current thinking emphasises the possi-
bility of developing small homes for groups who are not
.necessarily homogeneous in terms of severity of handicap,:_
though such a policy-is clearly not without problems.'
Nevertheless, it seems, useful to counter the prevalent
assumption that some people are inevitably thospitall
cases, while others are 'hostels or 'group -home' cases.
Such predkctions are likely to be self-fulfilling, and
need to be questioned by professionals and parents alike.

The notion that each community Should provide homes
in the locality for all its handicapped citizens is only
now beginning to be seriously discussed Professionals
have come to accept that the number of handicapped
people who actually require specialised long-term,resi-
dential services in:hospitals or othdr institutions is
very small; furthermore, studies of such institutions
have shown that their resources are often so litited
that such specialist needs are rarely adequately met
(e.g. Oswin, 1978- Development Team for the Mentally
Handicapped, 19805. In the United Kingdom at least,



iftha sev ere ent ally
children and about a half of the adults are liv
ordinary houses with their families; such houges may re-
Am1Te a range of adaptations to meet the needs of people
with Revere physical handicaps but many countries are,
now developing legislative and financial provision for
this purpoee.

Providing ordinary Or-adapted-hoteing i the local
community means that people can live in smal units,
with as much staffing and support as their Individual
needs require. Some will require only a very occasional
visit from a social worker, health visitor or voluntary
worker; other houses may contain three ,to five more de-
\pendent people who will need to have staff living in the
house with them; in other cases, problvgional staff live
in a nearby house but are available whe.14- needed. The
emphasis in such schemes is on provide ahite wide range of
residential accommodation to meet the wide range of need
of individuals.

From theparentel point of view, such arrangements
provide ideal opportunities to help their sons and __,.:

daughters to learn to live more independently. At the
same time they can prepare themselves-to accept that,
although they will eventually need to live away from
-home, such a home need not be a distant hospital or in-
stitution but a house not very far away from their own.

-Qiiite-- apart fr&M questions concerned with-1,OngterM-7-
-sr en la care, arum les a so nee opper uni ies- o

discuss questions concerned with short-term care in their
area Although hospitals have traditionally made the
major contribution to short-term care in Britain, par.
ticularly during the summer holidays or in emergencieS4
local authorities and voluntary organisations have also
begun to make provision (see National Development Group,
1977, for a summary of suggestions on how short-term
care might be organised at local level).; Here again,
families may be unaware of these developments and still

cassume that short-term care is available in hospital or
not at all. ..,,

.d-

Many families will need. some short -term realer from
the strain of coping. Play schemes during schdol hol-
i s, and occasional care at the weekends are seen as
the ost strongly felt needs of parents of younger
chil ren (e.g. Bernardo's, 1979). Wilkin (1979) makes
the point that it may be important to ask what a family
would "like ", because he.found that mothers were not
inclined to identify "need" if they were actually coping.
In his study of severely handicapped children at home,
68 per cent of-families felt the need of minding in the
school holidays (48 per cent said it was "very import-
ant")4 48 per cent felt the need for some day care at
weekends, 40 per cent'for help with 'baby Bitting' in

1313.)



_.and-51_per cent needed help withtrftpsport.

92 H0WeVer, Lonedale(1978) reportad'th76.t45
t of the parents ehe interviewed _considared-short-

rm hostel ,care unneoeasarY'and would never- place a
child of theirs-in one They relied in maxigeA-by on the

circle and would not "put the child-away" though
this attitude may be related to the age of the child,
Lonsdaless sample being only up'to.12 years of age. Some
parents-seem to fear the loss-of a compation,_if_the _

young person is more Independent. It is often reported
that young handicapped people_lack friends and contacts
outside the family; this_isolation may have affected the
whole family as well as the handicb. ped member (Holt,
1958; Boruchow Eppenshade, 1976

Financial Help

Many countries are now introducing a range of
financial grants, and allowances both to families and tei-,_

the handicapped person. Th whole question of disabill-tk6ty allowances is generally e_ extremely complex and diffi-
cult to understand, and parent will almost always need
to have access to sources of expert advice. Some cities
in the United Kingdom have therefore appointed a welfare
officer specifically for disabled persons and their-
families. This person is independent of the authorities
and seeks to ensure that all families obtain the full

ge of benefits to which they are entitled. Even where
''h at appointment is not made,- clearly written-infor,
a ion e
suggestions on how further information can be obtained
at local level. Here again, these questions need'full
discussion between parents and professionals.

information and opportunities for full and informal
discussion between:parents and professionals constitute,
essential foundations for'any locally based service. But
recent thinking also emphaeises that much can be achieved
by the development of a more active working partnership
between parents and professionals in helping the Young
person to learn to live more independently in the com-
munity. The following section examines :the nature of
such a partnership in greater detail and outlineb some
of the obstacles to its achievement.

PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN PANTS AND PROFESSIONALS

Partnership with parents is now aeen as the hallmark
of a good service for handicapped children. Starting at
the time when the handicap is first identified, continu-
ing through pre-school and into the period of formal
schooling, partnership between parents and professionals

-9
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'tiLlleenAEL__ =r-COntrihntiontome
needs otchildren parents and:professionals alike.= The,, _ _ _ _ _

available avidende suggests that handicapped children
respond more favourably to teaching and develop--

mental programmes if parents and professionals are work-e
Jaag together than if eithers working in isolation'
(Cunningham, 1975).: This is true not only of handicapped
children but applies also to those who-are /socially

-disadVantaged1-4 -The nature:of-the-partnership-WilIr
from family to family and_ will depend on the needs of
the child but a number of elements Can be distinguished:.

i) involvement of parents in the comprehensive
assessment of the child's abilities and dis-
abilities; strengths and needs. Clearly, the
parents/ knowledge of what theirchild can and
cannot do is invaluable to the teacher. This
is particularly true of the more severely handi-
capped children for whom parents and teachers
will share similar goals - e.g. in teaching self-
care and social independence skillq,
arising directly from joint assessnlentt teachers,
and parents can benefit greatly by collaborating
in drawing,up long-term and short-term goals and
in disOussing how they are gOing to work to-
gether to help the young person to reach those
goals.

The kind of collaboration-which we envisage between
-parents and: rofessionals-ideally calls for a home Viait

----rng-or-do.wloilia is no in_ n e
replace visits to the.school or agency -by parents but
rather to complement it A home visiting service is
even more essential where the handicapped person is not
regularly attending Any form of day service; in such
cases the main responsibility for helping parents to
provide teaching and other forms of training falls on
the home visitor.

Examples of such a home visiting service for parents
of pre-school children can be found in the Portage pro-
gramme developed initially in rural areas in the United
States but now successfully replicated in.the Caribbean
and in parts'of Europe (Shearer and Shearer, 1972,
Revill and Blunden, 1978, 1980.. The model here is one
in which a home visitor visits families about once a
week in order to work with the parent to select short-
term goals and to introduce specific structured methods
which the parent can use to try to teach the child to
reach such goals before the next visit. Although the
teaching targets would require considerable modification
for adolescents and their families,-the model of a home
visiting service in which agreed goals are taught could
well be found useful by parents and professionals. It
might, for example, be used by peripatetic instructors
based on Adult Training Centres, as suggested by:staff

1414i



mseIves in a, natonal-ourvey CWhelan ---Speake,

where the young person i8 not in regular con-
ct with professionals, parents can be given the means

to try to develop active teach methods which are
designed to help the young person learn new-skills and
to becomm more Independent. Our colleagues Edward
Whelan and. Barbara Speake have, written a teaching manual
specifically for parents of mentally handicapped ado-
lescents-(Whelan and Speake, 1979)' . Beginning with a
"Scale for Assessing Coping Skills', parents are helped
to complete a simple check list of the young person's
abilities in the areas of self-help (personal, domestic,
community), social academic-(e.g. telling the time,
communication, money) and interpersonal (e.g conver-
sation, friendship, sexualqknowledge and behaviour)

_Detailed suggestions are then made for ways in which
parents can design and carry out a teaching programme
to help the young person achieve specific skills. Such
an approach can also form the basis of structured work-
shops in which groups of parents and professionals meet
regularly in order to define short-term goals and agree
on methods of reaching them.

But although professionals and parents of handi-
capped children Rave worked in closer partnership during
the past ten years, there are few reports of similar
parental involvement in services for handicapped ado-
lescents and young adults. Are there distinctive prob-

--lems--abaut-developing-sucw-arkinelationship_be-
tween'parents of adolescents and adults and the staff
who work with them?

Parents frelluently complain that they are not in-
volved in the process of decision making about their -

son or daughter. For example, when there are case con-
ferences to discuss future placement after leaving school,
parents may be left to wait outside while the discussion
is proceeding amopg professionals and are only invited
in to comment on a decision that has already been formu-
lated. This is less likely to happen if parents and
teachers have worked together during the school years-
in developing joint assessments of, the child's abilities
and in collaborating on programmes of teaching. But
parents of the oldest obildren in a school may not be
as familiar with such an approach since this has often
only been developed in recent years and with parents of
younger children. They may therefore need more encour-
agement to involve themselves in discussion and decision
making about the future.

Because parents and professionals may not have the ,

same goals, it is important to provide opportunitiesfor
a free discussion to identify expectations of the level
of independence that may be achieved, since these may

t.
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'differ widely in both groups. Just as severalprofess-
workang Vith the same adolescent may have -differ

ent expectations of the 'final outcome, so different
members of the same family may vary considerably in
their estimate of the extent to which the young person
can learn the skills to 'ilea successfully in the com-
munity. It may therefore be helpful to explore these
questions through discusaion. It is clearly dangerous
to press ahead with carefully structured training pro=
Hammes to teach social independence when one or both

parents may have misgivings about'whether such a pro-
gramme is jtila fied. They may also e anxious about the
risks involv in-undertaking it Q estions concerned
with sexuality represent the most o -ious examples where
full discussion about goals and phi osophies is im rtant.
Similarly, parents and professionals may have dif rent
perceptions about the extent to which a particula_ young-
ster is treadyt to start_a course of social indepe denpeir
training - e.g. in learning to use public transpor go
to a supermarket or disco unaccompanied, to go on
holiday with a grou of friends, etc.

Even where parents and professionals are apparently
agreed on the overall programmes for social independence
training, difficult issues arise when it comes to dis-
cussing the nature and degree of parental participation
in such programmes. Although there is now a strong body
of evidence which -testifies to the effectivenegs of in-
tensive parental involvement where teaching programmes

younger children are concerned, is it right to

adults? Even if direct parental involvement in social
independence programmes is likely to be beneficial to

,

the adolescent, how appropriate is such detailed involVe-
ment from a lnormalisationt,:point of view? Is it appro-
priate that parents should now exactly what theirlson
or daughter is doing in the course of their day to day
social education or training programmes? Even very much,
younger children like to maintain separate identities
between home and school and tend to fend off well- meaning
enquiries from parents abbut what they have been doing
in school. It could be argued that even where such en-
quiries are not apparently resented and even where
parents and professionals are working well together to
achieve goals that are in the long-termnterest of the
adolescent, such a close involvement on the part oT the,
parents may in fact reinforce rather than diminish de-
pendency.

These issues about oals and philosophies are not
widely disbussed in the li nature; nor, we suspect, do,
they receive as much consideration as they should at the
level of the individual family when professionals are
beginning to.draw up training programmes for handicapped
young people,. Professionals may themselves need help in
facing these issues, for example, group discussion,

142
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parried ;tiy. role- play may help_staff to face
dliftt_e-andcomRleTTLESIretriliVelif011-77-7

o twaamil.es hava:the same. needs-butcertaini
general strategies can be-discussedwithin a group.- For
example -;= =sore parental Involvement-prograMMes may begin
With a fairly intensive and detailed level of training
by parents'but in the context of a clearly worked out
plan to reduce tlae amount Of parental involvement on a
-stepby-step basis. This can be-ftone more:easily With
some programmes than others in-teaching a young
persbh to travel to a'day centre by public transport,
the programme would'probably consist,:of gradually fdis---r-
tancingf the parent from the young .person. Simllarlyi
the amount and -intensity oe supervision in teaching
Young persons to wash their hair can also be slowly but

'systematleally withdrawn.

Now that parents are being asked to enteribmo
.detailed and often day to day working partnerships with
professional staff in teaching their son- or daughter to
acquire specific skills, it is particularly important
to provide opportunities for them to expresstheir
feelings about any difficulties they may=be experiencing
in working in a teaching role. Some parents quite under-
standablY find such work both demanding and stressful
but may find it hard to admit to this, for fear of being
thought-Unco-operative or not :good parentsf. They need
to be encouraged to be quite open about these matters;
parents should not fee forced tb undertake demanding

--prograMmes Of day to ay work and shouldbe able to-ex-- -

---press_their_faelings_aboutthese mottere _preferably to
someone who is seen as helpful and in whom they can feel
Confidence.

A *

Obstacles to Parent - professional Collaboration
-FT.(

Although collaboration between parents and pro-
fessionals has made considerable gains during the past
ten years or so, it is as well to recognise the serious
cbstacles which stand in the way of further progress in
this direction. We will briefly list some of these,

"distinguishing between those primarily relevant to pro-
fessionals Cr to parents. We also refer to some recom-
mendations which have been made to try to increase col-
laboration.: These are based on an invited paper pre-
pared by oneOf us 'for a UNESCO meeting on special edu-
cation (littler, 1979b).

sionals

Lack of discussion and preparation for parental
participation in their basic training.

ii) Resistance and anxiety at the prospect of par-
ental involvement in schools and programmes.
Problems incoming to terms with parents as
partners.
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1LImaretimes-alararltarianaplmodcfc-
-parenta.v

iv Difficulty in. sharing th.eir Own limitation in
-khoWledge and akill --with'parentsi :

v) Tendency to make excessive demands on parents
in the -form' of-teaching sessions-, record_

lceeping,'--attending meetings.
Failure to -.take- account :of,the---:verity of -needi
and the range of variation from one family to an-

- other.--

Parents

i) Difficulty in coping with the demands'now be
made of them by professionals they may-be too
busy, too exhausted or too pre-occUpted with day
to day problems presented by the handicapped per.
son or by problems concerned with poverty, poor-
housing, unemployment or chronic ill health,

) Problems in reconciling demands made by the handi
capped person with the needs of other members of',Y
the family - marriage partner, siblings, grand-t.
parents.

1i1) Tendency to attribute too much expertise to pro
fessionals v e.g. resulting in the assumption
that staff will accept full responsibility for
training a young person in, say, social and 110.M

1.ThrITRuielittationof the abilitipsAnd
of their child to respond to independence train-
ing, possibly due to a history of earlier fail-
ure.
Where parents do succeed in collaborating with
professionals in achieving goals for the handi-
capped person, they may tend to undermine
'professional expertise' by displaying competence_
in the use of techniques and terminology tra-
ditionally regarded as the exclusive preserve
of professionals.

Sugestions for Increasing Collaboration

i) All programMes of initial training for teachers
and other professional personnel should review
the extent to which questionq.concerned with
parental involvement are incorporated into the
curriculum.
Special courses concerned with this subject
should be mounted at the in-service and post-
experience level. These should review existing'
information on this subject and proVide oppor-

ities for discussion and experiment with a'
range of approaches to parental involvement in
local services.



or admini
pe fialiRelY*

quantity and-AuaIity-of parental, vplvmn
gxammas in the min areas and, in do so,
consult with locarparents and parent a ci-
atiene. .

A selective bibliography on parent involveme
including.reports of successful programmes
should' be prepared in each country and made
available to all head teachers, -advisers and pro--
gramme directors.
Programmes of research and development. on par-
ental Involvement should be encouraged in each
cobntry.
Appropriate parent organisations at national
levels should be invited to submit their views
on parental involvement in school and other ser-
vice programmes and to put forward suggestions
for new developments in this area.

CONO _SIONS

We have argued that lerole of parents of handi-
capped adolescents is not fundamentally different from
that of any other family, namely - to provide a loving
and-secure home and to prepare them to live as indepen-
dently as posible In the community But parents Lace

out this role and re
seldom given adequate support or practical help
is omen a difficult time The needs of each family
will obViously differ greatly depending on the problems
presented by the adolescent and the parents* perception
of how far the ultimate goal of independent living in
the community is'a realistic one.

These and many other issues need discussion at some
depth between parents and professional staff who may
have different perceptions of the present abilities of
the adolescent and the extent-to which he or she can
become more competentand independent. We have argued
for the devellipment of a close working partnerehip be-
tween parenteftnd professionals, similar in some respects
to that being developed with parents of younger children
but differing to the -extent that the young person is or
will soon be legally adult, with the rights and responsi-.
bilities that go with adult status. if the goal of

inirig and rehabilitation isthe maximum degree of
ependence, equal partnership between parents and pro-

fessionals will-be needed to-define goals and how they
can be reached. For example, it is often necessary to
develop detailed step by step programmes to help the
young person to become more socially mobile, by using,
public transport and going to places of entertainment.

14



oonslderable_degresof_-
parents' f elf that the young-pertjon-is net-Yet:,re ay for
this kiid-e4-tra -and 'that=harml-May-lpe'done-Vy-----
pressing top be-vd and too earlyc _On.the-other-hand,it_
may also happen that professionals are criticised by
parents for setting-too low a standard and-for not de
veloping a- regime of demand and expectation.-

Partnership between- parents- and_professionala can-
e many forms, but certain elements can be clearly

stinguished at:the time of schoolleaving.- Parents:_
Should be fUlly involved in the process-of assessment
of strengths and needs and should be seen as full members
of the multi-disciplinary team, participating in detail
In contributing their unique knowledge of their dhildts
abilities and needs and in making decisions on how these
can most appropriately be met locally. To this end,
parents will need to have full information on local fa-
cilities already available or planned Following this,
parents and professionals can try to work tpgether to
plan and implement-a programme which alms to
young person to learn new-skills, and to become more
independent, andlto use an increasing range of community
resources and faollities. But parents also need to be
able to express any. doubts they may have about the abil
fty of the young person to learn to live more indepen-
dently and, to discuss any anxieties they may ,have about
the future, particularly where questions of alternative
systems of reside tial care are concerned.

B.]ttae_m.oiztL.tm
from the handicapped adolescents themselves. Although
parents and professionals may -work well together and be
agreed about short-term and long-term goals and methods
of achieving them, it is essential to involve the young
people themselves tothe greatest possible extent by
encouraging them to express their own views and by giving
them as much information as possible on which toJmake
informed 'choice. =Parents and professionals may, singly
or in combination,,assume that they !know what is best*
or that the young people are not in a position to ex-
press their own views.' But even severely handicapped
adolescents have shown themselves capable of expressing
choice and an infoimed opinion and made it quite clear
that they have a right to be consulted. Some mentally
handicapped people have organised their own conferences
or attended professional conferences in order to talk
about their experience of the services being provided
and their wishes for more opportunities- to contribute
to decisions which will affect their everyday lives.

People living. in residential care have begun to
insist on a greater degree of participation and are in-
creasingly objecting to the lack of-consultation in the
running of both day and residential services. WYn their
opinions are sought, it often becomes apparent that they

4
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fe Where the aims of parents and profedsionals- do'

coincide with those of the young people, tile resulting
programme is ikely to be all the more successful and
satisfying.
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TERNATIvEs_m_woRKApaR TEE HANDICAPPED

By Professor Jack Tizard and
Dr.-Elizabeth Anderson,

Thomas Ooram Research Institute, London

At an early stage in the project the late Professor
Tizard and. Dr. Anderson wrote a paper of whteh we here
print an extract. Many participants in the project and
contributors to seminars were strongly of the opinion
expressed in Part One that any dilution of the principle
that those with handicaps had the same rights to work
as all citizens was wrong. Nevertheless, the avail-
ability of employment is uncertain, particularly for
young people, and where the principle cannot be realised
in practice alternative life styles need to be sought.
It_is with this in mind that this edited extract has
been included.

One reason-why the question of alternatives to work
for the handicapped has been neglected is that, in the
majority of cases the problem does not present itself -as
acute and immediate at the time of school-leaving. At
this stage, Many of those who do not gd directly into
open or sheltered employment go on to some form of
further education or:training (provided either in or-
dinary or special institutions), or, in a minority but
increasing number of cases, to bridging courses of some
kind. As was the case at school, the assumption is that
after a period pf training these young people will
eventually find employment. The problem is therefore
postponed for one or even several years, during which
the anxieties of the young people and their parents are
temporarily allayed. Thus only for a minority, in most
developed ,countries, is the problem of finding an alter-
native to work one that must be faced immediately after
leaving school.

For those who cannot or do not wish to obtain open
or sheltered employment, a number of traditional alter-
natives exist. Their exact nature, the providers of the
services and their availability, differ considerably
from one country to another, and also in different parts
of the same country.



The main alternative ways of life offer t &- those. un-
-able-to-obtain paid employment vary from one OECD country.:
to another. In many countries the wet common alternative
is for disabled peoplei especially young people, tocon-
tinUe to live with their parents, or, increasingly, as
MOrS-Purpose-built housing and better support services
become available, in their own homes, _and_ then...to _go_sout,
to,some kind of day centre, for example some kind of
"training" or-"work" or "occupational" centre. A. much
less common alternative is to live in a residential in-
stitution, often specifically for the handicapped and
either to use its own facilities or to go out--to alocal
dsy,oentre during the day. A third possibility is.to
build up a life based on the family home, or one's-own
home, and on the local community, rather than regularly
attend some form of day provision. While these three
ways of living are all fairly common, all kinds of vari-
ations on the are possible. A disabled person may, for
example, go out to some sort of organised provision once
or twice a week, and build up a llfe for him- or herself
based on the home (perhaps inclucWng occasional part-
time home - based" employment) during the rest of-the week.

A person's preferred life'-style is likely to change
with age. A young person might, after leaving school,
first attend some type of day provision, then might marry
and decide to stop work and to devote his time. and.ener7_
gies to looking after the home and his spouse, thus
building up as independent a life in the home as possible.
Today there is often a feeling among school leavbrs and
their families that once a "placement" has been found
for them in a "training centre" or its equivalent, they
are there "for life". This may have been the case in
the past (if such provision existed at all) but is be-
coming less and less likely.

We have just suggested that the most commonly used
organised "alternative" to work available for severely
handicapped young people, at least for those living in
urban areas, is some sort of day provision. In the
United Kingdom, for example, such provision is of two
Main types. These overlap, and each encompasses a num-
ber of variants, but generally, provisiOn for menta-lhandicapped

young people is made in Adult Training
Centres (now being renamed "Social Education Centr4
and for the physically handicapped in "day" or (a 16rm
now falling out of use) "occupational" centres. Many
though not all Western countries have equivalents to
these forms of provision. Often they are of fairly
recent origin, and in some countries they are only avail-
able in large centres ofjpopulation.

Two major questions arise in relation to special
forms of provision such as these. The first is whether
provision of this kind is something which countries
shbuld be aiming to set up (or, if it already exists,
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if5maintain in its Present-form); 'theeecon&ishOw'the
quality-of-0=h provision, where- it does exist,-eart:,be-
improved.

Th6f,reason for posing the first of these 'questions
is that dentres which cater for special groups suOlvas'.-
"the physically handicapped"4 ilthe mentally handicapped",,:,,
"the elderly", tend to be segregative LA their effects,_'-
whatever their intentiOns, Suggestions arejuade later
about how such a tendency At be counteracted, butA
strong case could be made f saying that these augges-
tions-are merely palliatives, and that the whole con-
cept of centres for particular groups (for example
severely physically handicapped young adults) is wrong.

Even if one does not accept this argument, and
_lieves that there is a real need, at least for some
severely handicapped school leavers and young adults,
for special day facilities, it is generally agreed that
there is often considerable confusion about the-aims of
such centres, in particular.about the relative Lmportance,
in them to be-given to social education, vocational
training, further education, creative and recreational
activities, and to "work". These problems, together with
the views of both users and providers of services, are
discussed later in this report.

In many countries, more attention hasen paid to
the quality of day provision f the mentally handi-
capped than for the physically and multiply handicapped.
In the United KingdoT, for example, the Secretary of
State for Social Services set up in 1975 the National,
Development Group for the Mentally Handidapped, an in-
dependent advisory body whose terms of reference were
"to advise on the development and 40plementation of
better services for mentally handidIpped people and
their families." Their pamphlet on day services(7) pro-
vides a useful summary of the present situation with
suggestions for improvements in day provision. The em-
phasis is still however very much on training for event-
ual employment, and comparatively little thought has

, been given to the lot of those who are unlikely to ob-
tain work.

For young physically and multiply handicapped

i

leavers, the n-tore and quality of day provision is
extremely varihle. Thus in Britain, until recently,
in many areas ay centres catered mainly for elderly
people, and a severely physically handicapped school
leaver might find himself in a centre where the vast
majority of clients were in their sixties and seventies.
More recently however there has been a trend towards
setting up more centres geared to the needs of physi-
cally and mi -iltiply handicapped adolescents and young
adults. An unusual form of provision for the physi-
cally disabled is the Day Work Centres run by the U.K.
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sties Society, which cater for nearly 1,000 ellen
:ieequartera of-WhoM are-under the-age of-30 4' ey

are unique_in that althoUgh they provide for youngsters
considered "unemployable ", and eligible for Welfare_
benefits' they are totally work-Oriented.

While living at home and going out to day provision
is very common, quite large numbers of young people,
especially those' -who are severely handicapped fall into
the second main group referred to above, that is, they
live in residential institutions (usually specifically
for the handicapped and often set up by voluntaryor-
ganisations) or are in long-term hospital care.:Mome
of these young people go out daily to day centres of
the kinds described above; for others alternatiVes to
work are available where they are living. The problems
of4finding satisfying ways of using the "working day"
are similar to those of the young people who live at home
and go out to day centres, although there is a much
greater danger that the residents of institutions will
become segregated from the ordinary life of the com-
munity.

Oewin(16) has drawn attention to the fact that in
many long-stay hospitals for mentally handicapped chil-
dren and adults there is often one group for whom the
quality of'- -life is particularly poor-. These are resi,7
dtnts whose multiple handicaps make them highly depen-
dent on the staff for their physical care needs. This
may lead to their being categorised as "low- grade ", and
misperceived as people for whom the activities ink or
outside the hospital organised for the "higher - grade "

residents (which may be excellent and imaginative) are
considered inappropriate. Many. such young adults may
even continue to live in childrents wards until their
late twenties because of over-crowding in adult ward4.
Oswin suggests-that even where a person.is so severely
handicapped that he cannot, for example, use hie hands
at all, or communicate except in the most restricted way,
the benefit and enjoyment he gets from observing what
others do must'not be underestimated and he should there-
fore be included in the full range -of activities which
that particular institution offers.

As already noted large numbers of severely disabled
young people do not only live at home, without paid em-_
ployment, but spend all or the main part of the working
week in their homes. In some countries the main reason
for this is simply that very little, if any, day pro
vision eXiets. In others, for example the United King-
dom, most towns and cities do have some form of day pro-
vision but there'is little available for those living
in rural areas, apart from some experimental mobile day
centres(11) or mobile adult training centres(15). Even,
where some form of provision does exist, many congeni-
tally disabled young people and adults as well as those
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who become-disabled -later in life chooSe to develop 'or
-retain, a life gaged on their homes.;

THE CM= ALTERNATMS =ED TO BE CHANGED?

Before looking:at innovative ways of pro'ih al--
ternatives to work, the question must twraised'as to
whether or not, and in what ways, the provision
alreadyavailable.needs to be changed. That somet-
le wrong seems self-evident even without research
findings such as those from the fairly recent (1973)
Southampton Servey of all physicaIlydisabled-people
under retirement age in that city(21). This showed
that over.a quarter of the 1,095 people interviewed were
depressed, one-third found their restricted lives lonely,
and nearly half worried aboUt some aspect of their
struggle to live. These are rather general findings: do
we have any more precise information about what the
users of centres and the professionals involved, in run
ning them or setting them up actually think'? BelOw,
several points of view are presented.

We start with some provocative comments made by a
severelydisabled cerebralpalsied,professional-man-as------
to whether or not alternatives are needed to the typical
adult training centres and work centres of the kinds
described earlier. "Perhaps we are all Li.e. disabled
and able-bodied professionalS7 in danger of instilling
our own concept into these len:is...I've a pretty good
knowledge of the-ffooa17 Adult Training Centres ..and
I've talked to a Tot (5T the people who attend them. I:
didn't find one adverse comment, they were all happy
and content. I could see what was wrong with themf the
staff could, but I couldn't help wondering if we were
all of us being arrogant and superior.. We all have one
life and we talk, those of us who are in the business of_
talking this way, glibly about 'achieving potential',
'widening horizons', 'achieving a meaningful existences;
Meanwhile the folk we are talking about very often just
quietly get on with the idea of being happy. I'm not
saying we're wrong: I think we're right. They are happy.
partly because' society has instilled low expectations
into them slid they are Simply playing out their role.
But we needto realise, I think, that they must have
some right to be happy in that role, and we should per-
haps be wary of disturbing them unless we are sure we
have something better...". Is he right? Are the ma-
jority of users of nentres such as these generally con-
tented? Is there a need for change?

Here is another viewpoint. This ,time the writers-
are two able-bodied professionals, one co-organiser of
a community arts group, the other, a teacher and writer.
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a strongly-worded articlean-AdUl- Sdning'Centreis
(ATOe) they-refer-to a recent United Kingdom--televisign _

programme which "documented a depressing catalogue of
aon.ditions. It showed mentally handicapped workers paid
about C2 or £3 for a 27- or 30-hour workirg_week. This
Is-a-world-where snapping wheels-onto-toy-tractors-all
day is-described as lef great therapeUtic ,If
monkeys were made to do the same work, there would be a

-national outcry."(6) The authors refer to the_tact that
_fie out of ten ATCs rely on such contract work", and

that "contractors save on pensions, national insurance,
welfare and redundancy payments, heating, lighting and
the rest. They use ATCs against homeworkers, other shel-
tered-workshops...and against each other, knowing their
dependence on their contracts....

Beneath the present complacency about ATCs there
seems to be more than the hint of a smug assumption that
we are really doing the mentally handicapped a favour
by providing ATCs at all With ATCs we give them self-
respect. If it wasn't for ATMs they would either be sit-
ting at home vegetating or have to be in a subnormality
hospital."

The authors go on to comment that "our expectations
of the mentally handicapped are too low; that most,
though they may be slower than ather_workereL,have the
ability to work and to work well an, if working, should
receive a proper wage rather than depending largely on
state benefits; that some of the users of the centres,
especially those who have recently left achoOl, realise
that ATCs don't provide real work and dislike what they
are-doing" (they quote remarks such as "it's boring";
"I hate it"; "you get told off if'you can't do enough",
which conflict with the findings of the previous writer;
that "too few ATCs provide proper -x.airt-ing, and only a
very small number of trainees goon to open employment;
that while many ATCs do try to continue Ithe education
of their workers, this is often incompatible with de-
mands made by contract work, so that-they are really
suitable school places for young adults to go to when
they leave school."

Many of these, as well as other,criticisms have
been expressed in much greater detail in research in the.
United Kingdom and elsewhere into the functioning of
Adult Training Centres or their equivalents, as well as
by a variety of groups working on behalf of the mentally
handicapped, and, as noted earlier, various suggestions
about improvements have been made.(5) Questions which
constantly arise in almost all countries are the extent
to which training centres or their equivalents should
restrict themselves, to "training" and educatica, functions
and if so, training and education for what, for how
long? Until the young adult is, 25? or 30? Or for "as
long as he or she can benefit?"); to what extent they
should provide what is, in effect, sheltered work;
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her'the two functions can or should be
solon.

;Views of the users of special centres

The writers whose views we quoted first were not
themselves users of centres so, to obtain more system-
atic pictures of users' views, we quote from two recent
studies which, among other things, attempted to find
out-what the users in two different types of day centres
actually thought about their work.

The first of these is one of the few studies in
which mentally handicapped users of,centres were asked
about their views. It was Carried out in the Inner
London Borough of Wandsworth in 1974,(5) and involved
interviewing 106 users of three Adult Training Centres
about their experience In.the ATC6 and at home. Twenty
per cent of those interviewed were considered to be
"mildly" mentally handicapped (defined as "potentially .

employable arid able to live unsupervised"), 60 per cent
moderately Oandicapped ("capable of routine social ac-
tivities like shopping but always likely to need super-
vision") and 20 per cent as "profoundly" handicapped
"at most, capable of routine physical activities like

_washing ,and- dressing, by ,thems elves ; always needing _cloSe.,:
supervision"). Nearly half fell into the 18-24 year
age group.* All the trainees were asked a number of gen-
eral qUestions, the most important being whether they
liked coming to the centre. Only 12 per cent did not
like doing so, all were women-, and most were moderately
handicapped and in the 18-24-year-Old age gro

A representative sample of 54 trainees were then
asked more detailed questions. One was why they came to
the centre; 39 per cent gave variations on the answers
"because I like it"; 39 per cent other positive reasons
such as to "work" or to learn; 11 pet cent avoidance of
something worse (e.g. not wanting to stay at home) and
11 per cent did not know. Trainees were also asked what
they did at the centre, what they liked best, and what
they liked least. The, general picture was as follows:
trainees saw the centres as places of employment or for
other more creative activities. Nearly two-thirds
liked the creative activities best ZTesponses included
under this heading were reading, writing, paihting, games,
cooking,- hairdressing, etr.7, and only one-quarter -e-
ferred the employment activities gub-contract work
What was particularly significant was that 38 per Tent
of the trainees really disliked at least one of the em-
ployment activities, themin dislike being towards work
on pins and hooks, a kind of industrial subcontract work
involving the fitting of wire onto a card. Another sig-
nificant point to emerge from the study was that although
the majority of trainees did like doming to the centre,
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76 per _ said that they wanted to get a job outside
the centre (in` open employment) while only 21 per cemt
did not want to do so. Only a tiny proportion of
trainees had, in the past, in fact moved into open em-
oyment, although with the recent .opening of a more

employment-oriented centre it was hoped that more would
do so.

In another study Schlesi4ger(17) interviewed a 10
per cent representative sample of the cerebral-palsied
workers in 26 Spastics Society Work Centres; The
centres were oat entirely work-oriented (i.e. sub-
contract _ ): they catered for a predominantly young
group per cent were under 30 years old, and 34 per
.bent straight from school), most of them (74 per cent)
living at home. Ninety-eight per cent of the workers
had a physical impairment (58.3 per cent mild, 34.5 per
cent moderate and 4.8 per cent severe), 60 per cent were
mentally handicapped, and 40 per cent had a speech dis-
order. The majority were multi-handicapped.

Among the findings were the following: 70 per cent
of the sample saw themselves as "workers" rather than
trainees - one comment for example was:-THA Work Centre
is a person's work, which should be treated as a serious
job ", i.e. the Centre's users "are in favour of the
present-Orientation and take pride in regarding-themseives__
as workers." The writer of the report felt, overall,
that the centres still offered a unique service for the
severely handicapped "most,of_whom will probably work
there permanently because they will never reach outside ,

employment", and commented on the "friendly-, happy at-
mosphere of the centres and the obvious employment of
those attending", an impression "supported by the workers'
own comments."

However, this was only part of the picture. The sur-
vey found that there was much unused potential in the
workers since "in the main the jobs that are undertaken
do not allow for the full use of workers' abilities,
learning of new skills, or a sense of achieVement and par-

. pose. In fact, nearly half the workers are rated by man-
agers as under-using their abilities. The general level
of task is low, and because work is largely chosen for
reasons of economy or availability it rarely reflects the
majority interests of those who are doing it, or gives
them an opportunity for developing skills such as re-'
sponsibility and decision making." Although none of the
workers stated they were being explbited, they were paid
on a similar basis as trainees in Adult Training Centres
i.e. upOsto (and often below) the-maximum (E4 a week)
consistent with receiving full benefit from, social se-
curity.
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APPROACHES -TO SIGNIFICANT LIVING 'WITHOUT WORK

The evidence presented so far suggests that there
s likely to be an increasing need for providing alter-

natives to work for many groups in the community, in-
cluding mildly as well as severely handicapped people,
and that the existing alternatives are frequently un-
satisfactory' In this section we present ideas about
the possible content of a meaningful life without work,
and make suggestions about how such activities might be
organised within the existing framework or provisions,
for those (probably a majority) who prefer some struc-
turing of the way in which they spend their day. Al-
though we believe that some of the suggestions made
below can, if followed up, help to enhance the quality
of life of those living without work, what constitubes
a worthwhile and meaningful"` life must remain a very sub-
jective and personal matter. And as we pointed out
earlier, many people, both handicapped and non-
handicapped, will continue to feel that they have a
"right to k" and that society-should accommodate to
them, in i provisions and its attitudes, rather than
vice versa.

Participation U'voluttary work

Earlier it was argued that one of the main functions
of work was to provide an .individual with a sense of per-
sonal worth, and involvement in society at large. A num-
ber pf handicapped young people= and adults believe, as
we do, that these needs could be met at least in part by
participation in'soma form of voluntary service. the
potential for the involvement of handicapped people as
givers rather than Teceivera of services has hardly begun
to be explored; we consider it one of the most fruitful
approaches to the question of alternatives to work.

, Before making specific suggestions about what handi-
capped people might wish to do, and outlining innovative
schemes, we want to look at the part played by voluntary
"work" or "help" or service in improving and maintaining
the quality of life in the community as a whole. Many
of the points made in the following paragraphs are taken
from the 1978 U.K. Wolfenden Report(24) on the futUre of
voluntary organisations.

In the Wolfenden Report four main sectors were
identified as involved in meeting social and other needs.
Their relative importance will of course vary greatly
from one country to another. The four sectors include:
(a) the statutory services (which, despite their obvious
advantages, have in all societies certain disadvantages,
e.g. they are costly, bureaucratic and may seem formal
and remote ),. ((b) the commercial or market system of
provision; voluntary organisations; (d) the
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_ network of Support provided by family, friends
neighbours" --The dividing 7illes between the 14Ater

o, with which we are particularly concerned, are fre-
quently of -cqurse very blurred, and their importance in
the total-network of provision difficult to estimate
although almost certainly underestimated.

0
We coneider firdt organised voluntary help. The

-role of. voluntary organisations tends to differ from
that of statutory bodies in that they act as pressure
groups, as pioneers, as providers of alternative or
complementary services or sometimes as sole providers
of a service. Large numbers of volunteers are involved;
for ixamplel a National Opinion Poll held in the United
Ki.edoM it!1976 sliggested..thst about5 mA11.n,individ-
uale aged 16 or over had undertaken some vo tiry"work
-during the past year (average total was six hours)
under the auspices of a voluntary or statutory organis-
ation. In two typical British towns with populations
of around 50,000, 4 per cent'of the 'population were ac-
tively engaged in voluntary work, catering in particular
for children and your people and, to a much lesser ex-
tent, for the elderly. Significant trends include "the
re-orientation of some organisations to provide more
specialised help; the rapid growth of pressure groups
involved with poverty, housing, disability, etc. and of
_mutual help groups (e.g. pre-school, play-groups); the
growth of co-ordinating bodies and the.inoreasing en-
couragement by local and central government of voluntary
organisations."

Turning next to the informal system of social help-
ing, the small amount of evidence which does exist sug-
gests that the volume of such help is even greater than
that of organised voluntary help, and that if it ceased
an enormous burden would be placed on other systems of
provision. According to the Wolfenden Report, the in-
formal system contributes particularly in the provision
of care for "the young and the weak", especially the
sick, the handicapped and the elderly, and in the pro-
vision of advice and psychological support from the
experienced to the inexperienced in such matters as
child rearing and coping with crises such as divorce,
assertion or berCavement. Whereas voluntary organis-
ations tend to attract a disproportionate number of pro-
fessional and managerial people, the informal network's
"volunteersft are drawn from all social groups.

A general trend noted in the Wolfenden Report was
the "strong evidence of increasing voluntary activity...
particularly in those /Trganisations7 concerned with
young volunteers ". A Rational Opinion Poll Survey showed
that those aged 16 to 24 took part in voluntary work as
frequently as older age groups. They noted that "in
comparison with the past, many more young people are not
in full-time employment either because they are in full-
time education or because (recently) they are unemployed.
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-We-suepect that-their level ofparticipation:Ah-VolUntar
work haS increased subltantially and could perhaps:in-..
crease still further".

A final point of interest isied in the Wolfenden.
Report concerned the question of motivation for:volun-
tary work. The Report recognised that motives may well
be mixed: volunteering may give power or socialimpo
ance; may fill a gap in a:tersonls emotionallife,may
be a. question of banding together'for mutual help and
support and so on. But, Conpludes the Report, most
people "just want to do what-they can to help somebody
else.' They may act=through What we have called the
'informed sector', giving spontaneous help to-telatiVes
and neighbours who need it; t4by'may work as volunteers
under the statutory sector; or they may be - attracted to
a voluntary organisation.- The point is that there are
millions of-such people in our society; and one of the
Most encouraging features...is the growing evidence of
this quality in its younger members...Without this-oon-
tribution the lives of an immense numbert(of our fellow
citizens would be the poorer".

A

Raving-tried to look at the nature of, and trends in,
volunteer activity in society,in general, what contribu-.
tion might handicapped people wish or be able to make?
Research evidence from the Schlesinger study suggested
that many cerebral-palsied:yOung people: who were not
paid employment but attending Spastics Society Work
Centres were giving substantial help to those they were
living with, whether these were their families or others
in residential homes. For example 66.6 per cent men
tioned-helping with housework, incltding food preparaticin,
house decoration, small repair jobs, eta.; 26.2 per cent
doing-errands:outside the home (shopping, posting letters,
etc.);21.4 per cent givinggeneral personal help In the
home (including baby-sitting, messages on the phone,
etc.); 10.7 per cent giving'in some way moral support.
Other activities mentioned included helping with the
housework, helping others with their hobbies and writing
Or typing letters. Many of these kinds of activities
could be used outside-the home in voluntary work in the
community

In fact many disabled people have themselves made
suggestions to us about participation in voluntary work.
One young woman, very severely handicapped by athetoid
cerebral palsy writes that a worthwhile life outside a
job context "may involve joining the Women's Institute,
offering to baby-sit, visit an old person near us; or-
ganising a street waste paper collection for Friends
of the Barth, meeting: the locals in the pub, in fact
generally being sociable and concerned. Also the onus
is on us to structure our days so that we are as oc-
cupied as can be, and yet are free if neighbours like to'
drop in. (I have always felt that one of my tasks is
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to--be/a :good liSteher)-." 'A'young-Man With-Savere:atry
ebi-a palsy, whose home is at preseilt a hospital writea
"Work must:be:satisfying, fulfilling, if it is not to
become mere drudgerye' This is where most of the conveli.-.
tienal sheltered workshops seem to fail down.4.-There is

think, lots of2Scope for doing voluntary -work.-.J'
,do a little c6mpiling'Bible quizzes for the PellowsnTp
of Christian Writers. Money is a great in6entfve I- 0-
-but it counts for a lot if one is seen. to be Useful.
Perhaps a register- of voluntary work, to suit different
abilities (and disabilities) would help those who are
stuck for a 'job but have the will to do-something. We
may be able to help other handicapped colleagues, too."

These are among-the ideas_ which individuals have% .

pUt to us- and many mere could be added. To give a. better
idea of how volunteering can work out in practice two
more detailed examples are provided below. The first is
a scheme which specifically involves mentally handi-
capped young people and adults as volunteers; the second
a case-study of the involvement of the "housebound" (who
bay or may not be-able-bodied ) in the provision of neigh-
bourhood care.

"Volumteerin n actice in an Adult Trainin Centre

The aim of the ffrst scheme, which has been ball
Up over a number of yearb at 'an Adult Training Centr
is to involve moderately and severely mentally hand
capped trainees (about half of whom also had some/degee
of physical handic ap, for example spina bifida4,--aerebtal
palsy, haemophilia) in voluntary work in their local
commaity, If they wish to do so, The details of the
scheme have been provided by the organiser of the
centre(8) and also by a member of staff' from the UK.'
Volunteer Centre who has made an as yet unpublished
evaluation of it.(1C)

Currently the scheme involveaa.bout half of the 88
trainees at the Centre. Of those' not involved some are
relatively new and have not yet/been invited to take
part, others have been too handicapped for the oppor-
tunities available, or are considered insuffidiently,
responsible to cope with the demands, while others
choose not to participate,/ Trainees whp wish to partici-
pate but are not considered suitable are told the reasons
and where possible hepaa to master the skills reqnired.
The volunteers have so:far tended to rbe among the less
intellectually impaired; they include some with Down's
syndrome, and some who also have fairly severe physical
handicaps (e.g. unable to walk unsupported, speech de-
fects, or poor signt). Before they go out the organiser
ensures they are ,capable of doing the ,jobs they have
volunteered forand over four years only two trainees
have had to be--'withdrawn from schemes. None work alone,
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but rather .in pare or groups of about four. Mare able
trainees work with those who are less-able or less calm_,
or who need some degree of supervision, and they give
each other, particularly the new volunteert, a great
deal of support.

The wOrk carried out by the trainees includes-a
good deal of work with the elderly. Working in the
local geriatric hospital (taking the tea trolley round
the wards and serving teas) waa especially popUlar and
the outside observer of the scheme concluded that the
trainees seemed to derive epeeial satisfaction from
working with old peopla. They liked being recognised
as "ordinary" people and being genuinely welcomed by
ward staff-and patients and they liked the old people's
display of affection. Also very popular was washing up
at two lunch clubs for the elderly, although Volunteers
would have valued more chancesof chatting with the
clients. The club organiser found the trainee-volunteer°
as efficient as other volunteers and they were not per-
ceived as "handicapped" by most of the lunch club members.
Other projects included helping at an old people's centre,
and at a residential home for the elderly; working with
handicapped children in a:special school nursery (two
trainees) and in a play-group (two trainees); gardening
for elderly and-infirm people living- alone,- delivering-
newsletters and other specific projects. Suggestions
made by trainees themselves indicated that they had a
special concern for old peoples

What are the factors which appear to determine
whether a scheme such as this works well? Of central
importance (where substantial numbers of,volunteers are
involved) is the appointment of a co-ordinator of the
work. The schethe described above, which developed from
small beginnings,- was until very recently, run by the
Centre's 'organiser, but because of the time involved a
volunteer liaison co- ordinator (an ordinary volunteer)
has just been appointed. Her role is to work. closely
with the staff at the Centre and with prospective re-
cipients of help from the trainee volunteers; to seek
out volunteer opportunities (exi&rience here indicates
that most volunteers need very preci8ely defined, active
roles); to match up particular recipients with particu-
lar itoluntees.(this is not necessarily related to in-
tellectual ability), and to provide general supportl
especially in picking up potential problems at an early
stage, Where substantial numbers of volunteers are in-
volved the appointment of a co-ordinator seems essential.
Also the provision of a flexible system of transport.

Such schemes are not without dangers; one is thdt
trainees are:sometimes suggestible and could easily be
exploited: it has to be made:clear to them that they
are completely free to participate or not, as they wish.
Another question is of course that of hgw much voluntary
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work should be done, and whether it cuts into other ac-
tivities (organised, for example, by the centre) which
are of more -- value-to the trainees.

Overall, however, the .scheme seems to have been
most valuable and Freethis(10) comments are worth quot-
ing: "People too frequently underestimate the practical
capabilities and emotional sensitivity of the mentally
handicapped. Experience with this group of trainees
shows without any doubt that they can play an active and

r useful part in the community, if given suitable oppor-t' rather lesstunities. They respond very positive- the pleasure
they get from volunteering - and, be in-
hibited than many people, they are more, likely to react
honestly to being bored or misused... Growth in personal
development and confidence is a positive advantage of
working as a volunteer; and it was exciting to see the
trainees responding to new situations and new contactil,
gaining in assurance and often in ability. There is no
doubt that they get a lot out of what they do - and that
most of e p pie they helped seemed to benefit as much,
if not m

__Voluntsering by housebound adults

Although the volunteers described above were in
some cases qUite severely handicapped they were not
housebound. A detailed example of how the housebound
(who may or may not be disabled) can also be involved
as volunteers is given in a case study made by the
Volunteer Centre in the United Kingd6m(25). This de-
scribes the work and organisation of a project based on
the principle that everyone has something to give.
Briefly, through the use of a telephone switchboard
system-, the housebound are involved as volunteers.
Since the area (a small town with a population of
16,000) already had a large number of voluntary or-
ganisations, the projects main aim was "to link and
supplement existing organisations; to provide a channel
of communication for needs to lie expressed and known-
:about, and, by means of liaison groups, to try and co-
ordinate much of the work currently being done by
exis 'ng bodies."

he scheme, which has one permanent (unpaid) co-
ordinator, involves three main categories of vo _teer:
telephone, transport and visiting-volunteers. T s
linchpin of the scheme is the 56 regular telephone vol-
unteers including "multiple sclerosis and polio suf-
ferers as well as post-natal depression mums and the
elderly", each of whom'mans a-phone from 9 a.m. to
9 p.M, for one ,day every eight weeks. Also, to ensure
continuity, there are volunteer co-ordinators (each on
duty for one week out of eight) who "tie up the ends"
and provide backup for the duty volunteers. The
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telephone volunteers, who have been carefully briefed,
receive requests for help or advice from organisations
and from individuals. They,either refer these requests
to an appropriate organisation or, more often, contact
one of the 200 locEa-volunteers who are prepared, again
on a rota basis, to give individual help by providing
transport (70-90 such volunteers) or by visiting (about
100 volunteers). The telephone volunteer on duty for
the day has a log book for recording calls, help re-
quired/offered, action taken, and follow-up; a diary of
transport volunteers for each weekday; a duty volunteer's
manual; and the card index of "community facilities".
The success of the scheme is indicated by the increase
in the number of calls received and help given over the
first two years of the project's existence.

The scheme described above is one of a growing num-
ber of such schemes. Others are more specific, both in
the kind of volunteers participating and in the-sort of
help offered. Disabled people may, for example, offer
specialised information and advice to other disabled
people through a telephone scheme run on broadly similar
lines.

As noted already, the role of the co-ordinator is
central, particularly in ensuring` continuity, j_n estab-
lishing and maintaining close linke with local statutory
and voluntary organisations, and in the recruitment,
selection, briefing and support of volunteers

It could be. argued that projects such as these may
conceal deficiencies in (or reduce) statutory provision,
but one of the goals of the project is to act as a press-
ure group in revealing such deficiencies. It can also
be argued that telephone -based projects can reduce face-
to-face neighbourhood' helping, and this will be detri-
mental to those without access to a phone.. To try to
resolve this, the Volunteer Centre's research group is
currently investigating ways in which, perhaps through
street-based representatives, the project's existing
telephone scheme might be used as a back-up resource
for Stimulating and strengthening informal neighbourhood
caring.

Volunteering; _tthe main issues

A number of issues are involved in the use of vol-
unteers. These are discussed at much greater length
than it is possible to do here in the U.K. Volunteer
Centre's forthcoming paper on voluntary commitment. They
include the extent of involvementiand the danger of
overcommitting people; the provision of adequate support;
and the need, to investigate exactly what special skills
and resources a particular volunteer has to offer.
These questions arise whether or not a person is in paid
.employment and whether or not he or she is ablebodied.
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While, clearly, each individual possesses skills or
Potential skills which are his alone, certain groups in
society may also, through shared experience, have skills
to offer which others are less likely to possess, and it
may be useful to try to identify these. Retired people,
for example, are more likely than others to have time,
and also more experience ofcoping with life crises.
Parente with handicapped children are often much better
able to offer appropriate support and/or practical advice
to other such parents than are professionals. Are there
particular resources and/or skills which certain handi-
capped people possess? Time is one resource which nearly
all are likely to have although they may not choose to
use it in voluntary work. We4haye already seen that many
severely mentally handicappedeople enjoy helping and
are able to establish good rapport with elderly people.
Again, certain handicapped people, for instance among
young people with spina bifida, are much more likely to
have spent long periods in hospital than most of the
population. Does this give them insights and advice to
offer which have never been tapped? Because of experience
in fighting large or small battles with bureaucracy for
certain basic requirements (e.g. a purpose-built flat or
the installation of a telephone) others have acquired the
very skills needed by pressure groups and political par-
ties.

This leads to the question of the undOubted ability
of many disabled people to help others with disabilities.
As the Warnock Committee(20) point out (10.128) "few
handicapped people are engaged in helping ether handi-
capped people...With the shortage of social)and welfare
workers of:-all kinds...there should be plenty of scope
for handicapped people to give encouragement'and unpaid
help to others who are facing problems which they them-
selves have had to face and overcome. In addition,
;there should be scope for handicapped people, to do things
for others who are in great need of practical help (for
example those who are paralysed). even if they have not
been through the same experience".

In a moment we will have to consider whether such
help should be paid or unpaid; what we are concerned with
here is the unused -otential of many handicapped people.
In the United States, for example, many disabled people
"hire" others with disabilities as attendants. The late
Donna McGwinn, who was severely handicapped by respirat-
ory polib, unable to breathe without respiratory equip-
ment, or to use hands and arms and needing everything
to be done for her, gave a very vivid account of this
Although able-bodied attendants sometimes had difficulty
in getting her in and out of bed and strapping on the
chest respirator, one of her most competent attendants
was a woman with "moderately severe" cerebral palsy:
"with great concentration and effort she could control
her spasms enough to get me in and out of bed, feed and
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aspirate me, it on my chest respirator and start'the
generator when the power failed. When Phyllis first
began these duties, it would take her a long time to com-
plete them. In time she perfected them and could com-
plete my care and housework routine as quickly as many
able-bodied attendants...Phyllis brought a stability and
dependability to my life that made it possible for me to
do many things besides worry about who was going to help
me. In return she received acceptance as a contributor
to society, rtew confidence in her own abilities, social
contacts and a modest income. We each gained the other
as a friend."(13) In the same chapter Don* McGwinn
also discusses the suitability of many mentally retarded
individuals for attendant positions, and states that in
the United States there is growing acceptance of their
ability to help the physically disabled as more and more
people in both groups attempt employment and independent
living.

So far we have discussed only a few of the ways in
which handicapped people can participate in volunteering.
.Most of them involved the giving of personal help to
other disadvantaged members of the community, and there
is clearly great scope for the more systematic develop-
ment of schemes such as these for handicapped adults who
cannot find employment. Even while still at school many
handicapped as well as non-handicapped pupils could lien-
efit from and enjoy going out:into the community to give
practical help of a great variety of kinds. However,
the scope for voluntary work goes far beyond the offering
of.personal practical and other help. Other types of
voluntary work in which unemployed handicapped people
might wish to become involved include a whole range of
social and civic organisations, political parties, press-
ure groups, and voluntary societies catering for dis-
advantaged,- although not necessarily handicapped people.

Bef9/re leaving the question of volunteering, the
Very complicated issue of payment for "voluntary" work
.must be raised. It could be argued that if, for example,
a mentally handicapped trainee in an Adult Training
Centre copep responsibly with his "voluntary work "" -in
a geriatric hospital, is he not, by definition, "employ-
able"? Should the Centre not be training him to be
fully competitive for employment? Is he not being ex-
ploited, particularly if his voluntary work occupies a
substantial part of the working week? Undoubtedly some
physically and intellectually handicapped individuals
have shown, through "voluntary" work, that they were in
fact alreadyamployable, while for others voluntary work
has provided a variety of "work experiences" which gives
them new skills so that they become employable. If this
is the case, and if employment is their choice, that Is
what society should try to offer them.
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The issue 1s, hoWever, usually:166s Mpsi
volunteers, whether able-bodied or disabled, provide
"services" of a kind which the_statutory sector provides
either inadequately or not at all; lusually, it is argued,
`becaude such services axe not (in terms of the resources
available) priorities, i.e. society cannot afford to
provide them; In helping to meet such needs, disabled
,people are no more being "exploited" than are able-bodied
people who have time to give, and wish to use it in this
way (provided, that is, that safeguards of the kind
already mentioned are followed). In one sense the con-
tribution of severely handicapped people to the volUntary
sector can (as long as it is not misused) thus be looked
on as another indication of their integration into- -o7
ciety.

ADUIT EDUCATION

Another whole area with great and unexplored poten-
tial for people unable to find employment or working
only part-time or for shorter hours than in the ,past is
that of adult education. The term is used here to en-
compass all the ways in which people may, throughout
their lives, develop their intelleotual,_creative, p.; 7
cal and other abilities. In recent years, the concept
of "permanent" or "continuing" education has been de-
veloping quite rapidly in a number of countries. For
example, the U.K. Russell Report on Adult Education
(1973)(2) envisaged a "society in which the whole life-
long learning needs of all citizens would be taken as
the field with which the national educational system is
concerned in its basic planning structures and expen-
diture". A major idea of this report was that there
should be expansion in the field of adult'oducation and
that it should enable people to build on their basic
schooling in a wide variety of ways and in a flexible
programme of courses, part-time, day release, evening,
and so on This was considered of particular importance
in view of the high rate of unemployment

Several of the disabled people who commented on this
monograph believed that adult education offers consider-
able potential for enhancing the quality of life of
people unable to find employment, and with this we are
in full agreement. What must be emphasised however is
that those with responsibility or an interest in devel-
oping opportunities in adult education for severely
handicapped people should try to do this

iwithin
the con-

text of an expansion of adult education fi society as a
whole. Otherwise, there is a danger that, just as
special education has developed in many countries in
segregated settings and groups, the same may happen
where adult education for-handicapped people is concerned.
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This MOMS that everythin possible Should be dome
to facilitate the integration of physically and mentally
disabled young people in local classes and groups, i.e.-
Xnto the ordinary "integrated" adult education sector.
At present, in man countries this is not done. In the
U.K. Russell Report,- concern_ was expressed about "those
people hitherto untouched by adult education. Many of
them are handicapped or disadvantaged in various ways,
discouraged from participating in existing provision by
their own limitations and circumstances, by unsuitable-
premises, by a'sense of their own inadequacy". In
other words, a combination of practical problems (et-
pecially transport, access and lack of information about
what was available) as well as, in some cases, aibiva-.
lent feelings about-joining "ordinary" classes and groups

--of-various-kinds, have meant that adult education has
been least available to those who, in terms of the time
at their disposal could most benefit from and enjoy it.

Higher education, which usually includes the ob-
taining of further formal qualifications, is only one
small area within the adult education field, but is an
area in which technological change has offered exciting
possibilities for many severely physically disabled
people.' For example, for -very severely disabled people
who find-it difficult to travel, or who live in rural
areas, distance teaching through:the mass media (in: 1:
particular in the United Kingdom, the Open University
which makes a great deal of use of the telephone link-
ups) and through correspondence, has opened upoppor-
tunities hich give a new sense of purpose to life.
The Bevel pment of micro-processors, which we referred
to earlie- will accelerate these opportunities. To
quote from a recent Central Policy Review paper, "self-
teaching packages that can be used with a modified
television set.-.are likely to grow steadily in popu-
larity Lnd7 could represent a significant step in the
developMenT of technology for adult education. Their
attraction will depend partly on the increasing amount
of time which the individual will have at his own dis-
posal". Developments in micro-electronics should also
provide the disabled with much cheaper and more port-
able aids which can-be operated even by those with ex-
tremely limited control of movement. One of the prob-
lems of distance teaching-is that it does not solve the
problem of social isolation, and it must be linked to
group work and tutorial sessions, perhaps held on a
short-term residential basis.

For most of the population, including the majority
of handicapped people "higher" education will be only
a very smali., pt of adult education. Muvh current
thinking about the function of "day" and "training"
centres stresses the need for a greater further sou-
cation compcinent than has hitherto been the case.
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-Thie -can include further wok in the basic subjects;'=edu--
cation in social skills; and training .fer independent
living. Stet-opportunities may need to be offered to
young people until well into their twenties, 'as well ae
to older people, especially those moving from-insti-
tutional to community living, and should, of course, in
volve_ the mentally handicapped(3) as well as the physi-.
cally handicapped.

However, "further" education as used in this-ratter
limited sense (i.e. of basic education in literacy-and-
nuteracy, and ©f social education) is only one aspect
of adialt education. In the shert term, especially for
school leavers, it may be- of very great importance in-
deed, but in the long term, we think that of fax
greater importance are the opportunities which need to

be provided -to those living without work for engaging
in a whole range of recreational pursuits. As noted
earlier, improvements in transport, access, modifi-
cations to buildings and equipment and so on must be
made so that handicapped people can use community fa--

cilitieh rather than attend classes in segregated centres,
whether day or residential. Among these "recreational"
pursuits sport is very important: many unemployed handi-
capped people would like to engage in sports on a regu-
lar basis (particularly, if they are severely disabled,
swimming or riding), but either have no opportunity to

do so; or-no klgowIedge of local opportunities Many
would also like greater opportunities to take part in
the creative arts such as pottery, painting, woodWork or
photography. Qther activities which continuing education
should include are a whole range of pursuits (e.g. cook_
cry, gardening, woodwork, simple electrical repairs and
many other "do -it- yourself" skills which would enable
young people and adults to look after and improve or
even simply to pass on to others ideas about improving
their own homes. In some cases skills or interests
might be developed which could enable young people to
'create their own work at home, even if only on a small
scale at first. This is a point we will develop further
when considering a life based on the home.

In thinking about the kind of opportunities which
should be offered, it is essential and also informative
to try and get rid of preconceived ideas about what adult
education should offer (these are often based on min-
ority i.e. middle class preferences) and look at the ways.
in which the majority of non-handicapped people in a par-
ticular culture actually chobse to spend their leisure.
Recent surveys in the United Kingdom(19), for example,
show that this is firstly in "casual ", informal human
intercolIrse",-and secondly, the mass media. These are
followed by "creative and- utilitarian activities centred
on the home". In other words, "popular culture in
Britain is a domestic culture centring--ft.-the house and
garden linked to the world outside by the car and TV".
This may not be equally true of other countries, but-
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those planning adult education opportunities for the
handicapped need to take popular culture more seriously,
especially in view of the increasing trend for disabled
and intellectually impaired people to live as indepen-
dently as possible in the community.

One very important aspect of adult education - and
again, surveys show this is true for non-handicapped as
well as for disabled people - is that the main motiv-
ation behind attending classes is most often social. The
boredom and loneliness of many handicapped young people
make this function of adult education doubly important
for them and strengthens the argument that where possible
handicapped people should use community facilities, or
if this is not possible, that residential and non-
residential institutions which have or are planning to
develop adult education programmes, should consider
opening some of their classes to the community.

ZONE - LASED LIFE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO WORK

an article entitled "A 20 Hour Week"(4) Anatole
Beck pointed out that "the fact that there are now more
available workers than available jobs means we must find

--Of liMiting the length of the Working week, or
most people will find themselves permanently jobless in
ear_y middle age." A solution was a "shortened, even
drastically shortenedwork week." It would, he_con-
eludes, be "vastly preferable to work 20 hours a week
for 40 years than 40 hours a week for 20 years. It
could mean that men and women would have a place in the
world of labour and yet still keep up their home life,
which is one of the genuine and deep satisfactions
which make life worth living."-

In the case of severely disabled people the idea of
"homeMaking" as forming a satisfying alterative to em-
ployment is'.one which, until comparatively recently,
would probably not have been taken seriously or con.-
sidered feasible. Today, however, increasing numbers
of severely physically and mentally handicapped people
are beginning to live in their own homes in the- ,com-
munity, rather than remaining with their families, and
having as the only alternative to this placement a long-
stay hospital, or other institution. For some of these
people a-life centred-on running their own homes (with
whatever help is necessary) and on living as indepen-
dently as possible,- may be more satisfying than going
out every day to some sort of special centre for the
handicapped or other people.

:Homemaking as the central focus of life is particu-
larly likely to be satisfying for disabled people who
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are married, or for those sharing a flat or house with
One or two others. Sus ah Miller(14), for example, in
interviews with married uples one or both of whom were
cerebral - palsied, has found that at least during the
first years of marriage the new status which marriage
confers and the-fact that the young people now have,
perhaps for the first time, all the interests which"a
home of one's own offers, often diminishes the need they
feel to find emplp 'ent. -This,newrfound satisfaction
may, however, be-o y temporary since a household which
has no member in full-time employment cannot improve its
financial situation. This meant,' in her study, that dis-
abled people sometimes felt that Unless one or other
could find work they could not afford to have children.

One solution is for individuals in this situation
to seek out ways of supplementing their incomes by cre-
ating their own work which can be carried out at home.
A very useful account of how'various people - some dis-
abled and some able-bodied - have achieved this,is given
in a recent booklet published by the 'Greater London
Association for Initiatives in Disablement (GLAID)(12).
The initiatives described' -by Micheline Mason range from
those which bring in a little extra money to suppleMent
other sources of income (e.g..benefits) to those which
themselves provide very good incomes: The latter often
began as hobbles and developed into floUrishing busi-
nesses. Mdst of the activities described are crafts-of,
various kinds requiring reasonable hand function
(examples are making children's toys, wooden.plIlleS,
doll's house furniture, clothes, machine -knitting,
patchwork making, model - making, designing in stained
glass and pewter, jewellery-making, restoring furniture,
'clock-repairing, offset lithoprinting and so on) but
examples are also given of very severely disabled people
carrying out business (e.g. accountancy) from home using
electronic aids. The booklet has sections on how to
acquire skills and training, on different ways of struc-
turing work based on the home, on statutory legislation
and'on advisory organisations. While some of the prac-
tical information is, of course, only relevant to the
United Kingdom, many of the ideas are of much wider rel-
evance, and similar booklets could be produced in other
countries.

At present the option of having one's own home is
still, in most countries, open to-only a small minority
of severely handicapped people. Schemes such as ENCOR
in Nebraska(9) or others run on similar lines are open-
ing up this possibility to mentally handicapped people.
In the case of physically and multiply handicapped
people, purpose-built housing and physical care may both
be heeded. SWeden has pioneered the way with it Fokus
scheme, now run by the State. The philosophy behind the
scheme is that the only people who know how the disabled
want to live are disabled people themselves, and that
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the Stdte has the obItgatiOn!to do all it can to meet
these demands. The Fokus flats are purpose-built but-
spattered through normal housing.blocks all over the
country. Staff-are available atIllay time the residents
require help, with housewives paid to come in at the
"peak" morning, evening and lunch =time hours, Sheareri
in an article on housing for the handicapped(lB) notes
that over three-quarters of its tenants were in wheel--
chairs__ and a third needed turning and, every night
in going to the toilet. The existence df such a scheme
has changed the life of many of its tenants: "over a
third of them.are now either married or living together
before they came here the proportion was under 10 per
cent. Only a quarter of the population is housebound:
the rest either work or are completing their studies.
Before they lived here, a third were in their family
home, and the rest in nursing.homes and other insti-
tutions." Other countries have now begun to follow this
lead.

Apart from purpose-built housing,'the other main
need of,severely handicapped people living in their own
homes is for regular physical help. This has to be pro-
Vided on a statutory basis, but there is also considerable
scope for the giving and receiving of informal held).
Relatives and neighbours are one important source of such
help; Miller(14) for instance found that_parents who
were hostile to the idea of a disabled young person get-
ting married frequently changed their attitudes once the
marriage became a fait _accompli, and became extremely
helpful.

Self-help schemes also have an important part to
play. A useful model is the scheme launched by the U.K.
voluntary organisation, Age Concern. Although designed
4or'retired people, many of its ideas could be developed
either through the personal contacts of disabled individ-
uals, or by users of centres for the disabled, for
example day centres. The scheme, which is called Link
Opportunity, enables retired people, in association with
young members of the community to continue using their
skills and knowledge for mutual benefit. Although'Ilink
schemes are locally based, ona-operate differently in
different parts of the country, they are run on the
principle of the barter system, where no money changes
hands. A dressmaker, for example, turns a collar and
has her grass cut in return. The scheme works through
the issue of token stamps. Anyone in the local scheme
can earn stamps by performing some sort of useful ser-
vice and then "spend" the stamps in getting a job done
by someone who is on Linkrs central register. The sorts
of skills exchanged have included baby-sitting, minor
car repairing, care of pets, carpeting, chess, cooking,
correspondence, electrical repairs, house decorating
and repairs, knitting, laundry, music, needlework,
plumbing, reading aloud, shopping, collecting library



-books and prenoriptions,-tax-aid, transport, tuition of
::.aallkinds, typing ,and, visiting`..

The Idea has spread frot:the United Xingdom to:-
Almada, Australia and Belgium4 and Age Concern has _just
produced an "Action Guide* designed taadvise those in-
terested and inVolVed in the setting up of Link job ex-
changing scheMes(1). Whether having token stamps is
necessary or even desirable in any such scheme is a
question that might be examined.

Severely handicapped people leading a li a based on
the hothaare in danger, as are many young hou iVes,
elderly people and others, of suffering from boredom and
loneliness, especially if one of the marriage partners,
or the parents of a young person living in the family
home.,- goes out to work. An advantage of the Link Scheme
is that it can widen social contacts. It must be empha-_
-Eased here that for severely handicapped people telephone-
pottacts are also of very great importance, and it has
been suggested that in the future, with developments in
micro-electronics, it may be possible.to establish con--
/tacts with neighbours and with other disabled people
'through local television networks. Certain facilities
for study, or for creative and recreational activities
could also be provided within the home, for example by
domiciliary craft instructors or adult education tutors
for those Who do not wish to go out, or have great-diffi
culty in doing SO.

Even those who have chosen a life in which the home
is the main interest need to get out regularly.* The
suggestions made earlier about voluntary work and adult
education are of relevance here: a mix of activities
of these kinds can help a home -based individual to build
up. a varied life with a definite structure to it

There is also a need to develop more flexible forms
of day provision than at present generally exists. Most
day training centres or their equivalents offer an "all
or none" service, i.e. users attend for a specified num-
ber of hours per week or not at all Staffing, transport
programmes, meals, etc. are geared to this, and it is
obviously much more difficult to be flexible. However,
the Stone House Cen7-.-e which we are about to describe
shows that it is pos ble to.run a centre-which people
can attend as and when they feel the need to.

A C0f4MUNITY WORK APPROACH - THE STONE HOUSE

a We end this section on ideas: for alternatives to
work with a short account of an innovative approach to
meeting the needs of disabled people within a local
authority centre, which had integration as a central
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part of its policy. The authors-of-the reportaethia
scheme(22), who jointly Set up and managed this centre
for its first five years, sum

e_
d relevance in their

statement: "We do not believe wi found the whole
to the problem- of providing me ful alternatives to
Work, but we think we started something which could go
quite a long way towards doing so.",

The Stone House was originally planned as a "day
centre for the handicapped and elderly" in a small lo
cation of heavy industry (pqpulation 50,000) in the Mid-
lands of England. The soupT6 who eventually took the
responsibility for running it (one a social worker, the
other a teacher, and both with experience of community
work) were able to deVelop innovative practices. Their
philosophy was to concentrate attention on the needs of

----AlkuMblWrIftiple, while having an "open door" policy to
others in the community, for example relatives and
friends of the users, as well as the parents of handi-
capped children, and also other people with special needs,
provided that they were under 60 years old on arrival,,
and "intellectually capable of organising their own
lives" within the context of the centre. This was inter-
preted generously and users included a,few people who-
were mentally ill or who had previously attended' centres
for the mentally handicapped. The "house style" was in-
formal; the aim was that no one, on crossing the
threshold, should feel ahyOnels'"client" or npatiehtll
or anything other than "a person who was able to manage'
his own affairs". Users were given as much independence
as possible, within the limits of their disabilities and
a minimum of organised help, in order to encourage self-
help and to foster a community Spirit.

At the end of-five years there were about 100 people
using the centre in like course of a week (some came
daily, others much less frequently) of whom about 60
were disabled. Most users were under 45 years old and
some were in their late teens and early twenties. There
Were two full -time staff (Manager and Deputy Manager),
two part-time care assistants, two part-time drivers,
as well as a part-time secretary, caretaker and two
cleaners, while a craft instructor came for six hours
each week..

The rationale for the centre was the belief that
disabled people (particularly those who become disabled
later in life) and parents with handicapped children
often find it helpful to share the company and experience
of others with similar problems. An important function
of the centre was the continuing education of both users'
and staff on general developments concerned with the
welfare of disabled people. Users were also given
specific inforivation about,their own disabilities and
the kind of help available to them. Attempts were also
made to educate the local community (both children and



adUlts, including professionals)about disability, so-that
the centre was,a source of expertise.-

While the focus was on disability, the "open door"
policy was considered of equal importance. The majority
of disabled people do not wish tospend most of their
time in the -company of others who are disabled; they want
to meet people who share their individual interests and
preoccupations. For this reason,. provided that. they came,'
as it were, on the termsof the disabled members, non-
disabled people were able to join in the activities of
the centre, while the disabled users were enecuraged to
make a fulfilling life for themselves outside the centre

na, through a very flexible transport system, were
,enabled to do so). The managers were more concerned if a
upor hadjao social life outside the centre than if hd or
she was only areoccesional user of it:

The organiser@ rejected as "exploitation" (the word
expresses their strong feelings) the possibility of sub-

,

contract work, which is difficult to combine with other
activities-. They thought rather of "meaningful and

"pleasurable activity" but had no highly structured pro-
gramme, aiming rather to "cteate a social ambience in
which people felt confident enough to try a wide range
of'activities and to help each other achieve certain
goals ". Same of the activities had an element of what
we described earlier as "volunteering "; users might do
toy repairs for the toy library, make something for the
playgroup,, build a piece of equipment:for the centre,
help an-aphasic user practise his speech or reading, or
help prepaye the midday snack. Other activities were-
more purely 'recreational, for instance, making something
for one's own home. Regular activities, with which some
of the disabled users helped but which benefited or in-
volved other members of the local community included a
telephoile information service on disability, a toy
library for handicapped-children, a mixed play group
anel"a youth club.

An important aspect of the Stone House experiment
was the policy on transport. The main aim was to provide
a service which could meet thd Individuarequirements
over which the ,users themselves had as much control as
possible. To achieve this without increasing overall
costs, planned allocation of resources was shifted frOm
meals to transport (i.e. a midday snack was provided
instead of a large meal). People wereeneouraged and
enabled to come and go as they wished - in terms of when
they were picked up in the morning, when they went home,
and where they went,. from the, centre, during the day.
Although this ideal was never completely realised, as
there were many conflicting needs, considerable flexi-
"bility was achieved and the centre's organisers were
able "to transport any disabled person almost anywhere
at any time of the day".
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Normally, the transport availableconsisted of two
12-seater minibuses (with tail-lifts andi,anchor pointS
for w4delehairs) and two part -time drivers who worked7Up
to 30 hours a week. The buses were also made available
at any time (including evenings or weekends) to any or-
ganisation with disabled members or to disabled individ-
uals who wanted andneeded them and could provide their
own drivers.

The two drivers were key personnel, and were encour-
aged to take instructions directly from their passengers.
AS the number. of users of the centre grew, pressure on
the driverS built up. The scheme's organisers came to
the conclusion that the problems which such a flexible
=system gives rise to would be leuened-if-the-parttithe---
-jobs of the drivers were expanded to full-time, and the
post of driver was combined with that of care-assistant.
This would show the drivers how the driving aspect of the
job fitted in with the general care for people's welfare
which was the aim of the centre.

The scheme's organisers thought two main develop-
ments were most needed in the future. One was an expan-
sion of adult education, through improved links witpi the
local Adult EdueationTepartment and the creation of two
new posts, those of craft-instructor and adult education
tutor, who, would divide their-time between-the-Stone--:
House and domiciliary sits. The other was the setting
up of an assessment un at the centre, to assess the
ever=yday needs of an dividual and his Tamil and the
,problems faced by them within their own con' ity,
together, with an appraisal of the resourc ailable to
them. Such an assessment would involve an e amination
of the full range of interests of the disab =d person,
including both work and leisure and the ties way he or
she could pursue these interests.

f
USING TI-M EXT0TINGFRAFIEWO OF PR OISION

Young handicapped individuals and their families
may wish to explore some of the suggestions made hither-
to and will probably also have ideas and experiences of
vtheir own to add about the ways in which a life without
,work canbe enriched. A more far- reaching question, how-
ever,.is how these kinds of suggestions might be put
into practice withoUt too much difficulty. Anumber of
the guiding principles -which might be follOwed are
suggested below.

There should be much more client participation in
the running of day and residential centres, hostels anA
homes for the disabled; and so-On. All users and staff&
should have the opportunity of participating jointly



the running of the centre and in planning a programme of
activities. Some centres may decide to do this through
committees, while others, particularly small centres,
may hold regular meetings (e.g. on a weekly basis) wAich
all staff'and users attend. At present there appeals to
7'surprisingly-aittle systematically organised oIkeint
participation. In the Schlesinger study(17)., for eAamPle,
SO per cent of those interviewed thought that the work
Centres they attended should have a planning committee
for discussing general principles, details of day-to-day.
anagement, suggestions for improvements, the welfare of
clients and so on) but only 3 out of the 26 centres had
one It has to be recognised that the ability to con-
tribute to or run's. committee and to participate in plan -

ning -a-centre! s-activities- may require both .training and
experience, and that it may be one of the roles of a
centre to provide this.

All those involved in the setting up and running of
centres for particular groups, for instance for physi-
cally handicapped or multiply-handicapped young people,
or for the elderly, should be fully Conscious of the
fact that such centres can, by their very existence and
even if set up with the best of intentions, have segre-
gating effects-, and that everything possible should be
done to counteract this tendency. This will not be
achieved unless-the staff see one of their main func-
tions as being to help clients to make use of ordinary
facilities in the community and to enter as'fully as
possible into its life. This does not mean that all or
even most programmes of training, social education,
further education and creative and recreational activi-
ties within the centre should be discontinued. It does
mean, however, that centres should have an outward-
looking philosophy rather than attempt to provide. within
`themselves all the facilities that their clients might
wish.

This has clear implications for the initial and in-
service training and status and hence the pay of the
staff employed in such centres. The approach we are ad-
vocating will put considerable demands upon staff. It

is much more difficult, although ultimately probably
more rewarding, for staff .to seek continually for ways
of involving their users .in the local community than it
is simply to organise activities within a centre. The
staff will often be-faced-by unsympathetic or stereotyped
public attitudes about handicapped people and will only
succeed if those trying to achieve innovations in exist-
ing practice are clear about their goals and have been
given detailed guidance about how to achieve these.

Staff need also to be prepared for the fact that
many of the clients of a centre will need encouragement
and guidance if they,are to become interested and in-
volved in activities outside the centre. In the
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Schlesinger study(17) although many clienta were able to
bay how they would like to use their time "a large num-
ber had insufficient experieneeto appreciate the possi-
bilities open to them or even to know what their .own in-
tereCs were, or what their handicaps would allow them
to do, and needed guidance and help.." It will thus be
one of the main roles of the staff to help their clients
to discover, to develop and to use their interests and
skills, not only within the centre, but also in the com-
munity outside. If staff are to help them in this they
will need a very detailed knowledge of the facilities
available in that locality and an acknowledged part of
their jobs should be to build up and maintain contacts
with the community. One Way of doing this is to involve
volunteers from the community who share the individual
clients* interests and can accompany them to classes in
the community or support them, at least initially, in
voluntary work.

Centres should play an enabling role in helping
users to engage in a wide range of adult education ac-
tivities of the kinds discussed, earlier. While these
should be provided mainly:outside the centre, certain
activitiesqmay be based within it but staffed at least
in part by teachers and instructors from outside. AC-
tivities based within the centre may,'in particular, in-
clude the training of users in self-help skills which
will enable those who are not already doing so to live
independently in the community, or, if living with their
parents, to do more for themselves at home..

Individual members of a centre should have the free-
dom to choose the activities they:wish to engage in and
to make personal arrangements to take part in activities
outside the centre. If this is to be achieved, and if
substantial numbers-of a centre's users are to be in-
volved in community activities such as adult education
or voluntary service on_ a larger scale than has been
usual hitherto, the te;fttre will need to have at its dis-
posal a very flexibletYstem of trans ort. In every
survey of the ,disables, transpor comes- up as an obstacle
which prevents, many disabled people. from taking part in
voluntary work. day and evening classes, work sharing
schemes, and so on Since it is so crucial, detailed ac-
counts of how a flexible system can be organised, both .

for urban and rural areas, would be valuable.

While'we have laid great emphasis on users going
out into the community from centres, another way of

.

counteracting the segregating effects of centres is to
encourage people from the community to come in. Thus,
although the major focus of a particUlar centre may be
upon a.specific group, such as young disabled adults,
it may also be able to function as a community centre
rather than simply as a centre for the handicapped, i._
it should be open to other users from the community. Who
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these are will Vary according to,local needs, but the
:principle is thatae:manyactivfties a s p olasible should
be integrated, sinot'there are advantages fk_this both
for the disabled soad for the Able-bodied. One danger
Which has been pilited out to us is that if services for
other members of the community with..specral needs, for
example the mentally ill, are inadequate, a centre with
A fairly open policy may become overweighted by a par
tioular "problem group" so that the purpose of opening
it up to other community members, i.e. of making it as
"normalli A place as posej,ble, is defeated. The example
,of the community centre in Corby(3) suggests, however,
that .it is possiblgtAehieve the fight sort of mix,
and also that a sma;YVIin with-a pdpulation of about
50,000 will have int4t-:enough potential users to make a
centre viable.

Finally, and we would like to place great emphasis
on this point, centres should, wherever/this is bpro-
priate, and if it is the .wish of the users, take much
more active steps to prepare the clients for open and
sheltered employment, as welt as helping them to explore
and use local and regional- facilities'for vocational
training. Staff and clients should also systematically
explore local opportunities for part-time paid employ-
ment, shared work and similar schemes'

I LICATIONS FOR SERVICE PROVISION

If, as we believe, increasing numbers : handiOebped
people are likely to spend large parts (if lot all) of
their lives without work, there are major i plications
for what is done at school and after stool to prepare
them for this possibility. At present few special schools
or classes tackle this question in any but the most per-
functory way,,and handicapped adolescents may leave school
totally unprepared for the idea that they may never work
and also without the resources which would enable them to
cope with this reality or to take advantage of the alter-
natives. (A similar situation exists-in the case of those
soon to retire, and many organisations for the elderly now
run pre - retirement preparation schemes or are pressing
for these to be set up.)

One thing, therefore, that we feel Schools s ld be
doing is to prepare young people for th 'idea tha hey
may not be able to find employment and o discuss-with
them, while they are stillat school, possible aisterna-
tives. Such preparation has both practical and psycho-
logical aspects. On the practical side possible alterna-
tives should not simply be discussed theoretically but vis-
its should be male to centres in the community, film and
video-tape used disabled young adults who are living
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Without work invited to the school or college to discuss
their experience with the students, and so on Everything
possible should be'done to interest students in aspects
of the local community in which they might be able to be-
come involved, even if they are unable to find work, and
much mote could be done by schools to identify and de--
velop at an earlier age aptitudes and interests.- Young
people also need guidance while at school in how to
structure their time Even if there is some prospect of
eventual employment, many handicapped young people pass
their holidays, college vacation and periods in which
they may be searching for a job, or be between jobs, in
a state of isolation,:boredom and depression, the ques-
tion of how they might spend such periods having never
been discussed with them or their parents by school
staff, social workers or other professionals.

Preparation for life without work will also, 'in the
case of many pupils, involve group discussions and in-
dividual counselling to help them express and discus
their feelings about the possibility of not being able
to work, so that this does not come as a complete shock
to them after they have left school. Parents will also
need to be closely involved in such preparation. Clearly
it is both unfair and unrealistic to expect young people
'and-their parents to be able to "accept" or "come to
terms" with the fact that they:may be very unlikely to
find work as long as society (and that will include
schools, whether ordinary or special) is still imbued
with the work ethic. Also, many handicapped young people
who appear likely to be unemployable may develop new
skills in their late teens or twenties which may make
them employable; or changing attitudes in society
changing technology may.open up to them new o. * -- unities.
However, the whole issue needs to be aired an discussed
much more openly, both at school, and afterwards, than
has been the case in the past, and the staff of schools
and colleges need training if they are to be able to do
this effectively.

One example of a college for disabled post-16-year-
olds- which is trying to face up to the fact that many of
its leavers will not be able to get employment is Beau-
mont College in Lancaster, England. This College, first
opened in 1977 by the U.K. Spastics Society for slow
learning multi-handicapped cerebral - palsied leavers, has
given a great deal of thought to an innovative curricu-:
lum(6). The curriculuM is concerned with three main
areas: (i) continuity and development of basic skills
of numeracy and language development; (ii) identifi-
cation and development of vocational skills and apti,
tildes: and (iii) delineation and development of social
skills and behaviour, especially in the areas of personal
competencies and interpersonal relationships. The dis-
tinguishing feature of-the curriculum is he emphasis
given to -fie last of these. It recognises that non-
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handicapped people need -"social education" in'their
interaction with the non-handicapped as much as or more
than do the handicapped. However, given that social
barriers do exist, handicapped school leavers need to be
helped to learn how to deal-with negative social.atti-
tudes which may effectively bar them both from work and
from some of the alternatives (e.g. volunteering, ordi-
,nary adult education) discussed in this paper. Students
are thus encouraged to develop strategies and social
skills which will enable them to operate more success-
fully in situations where, because of their visible and
severe handicaps,. they are likely to be misunderstood,
ignored or even ostracised. Preparation at Beaumont for'e'
a life which may be one without work. also includes help-
ing students to acquire an independent status within the
family or institution`; the identification and development
of leisure and recreational aptitudes and interests; the
development of the individual studentts awareness of the
contribution he or she can make -Co society; discussions
of how local facilities and agencies can be used, and so
on. ,

We have mentioned earlier the need which almost-all
of us have for routines and socially imposed expectatiOns
to.helry:structure our lies and focus our activities,
If one is to sustain an activity, to make an effort, to
persist in the face of difficulties or when things get
boring, one requires a goal at which to aim, towards
which to strive. But it is a very rare person who de-
fines his own goals and presses on toward their accom-
plishment irrespective of public opinion or the approval
of others. Most of us are sustained by the support of
family or friends, by the sanctions and rewards of
teachers or employers, and by the examples set by peers
or society in general. A problem which besets those who
plan or take - non-vocational leisure time or edu-
cational courses is how to provide the extrinsic motiv-
ation that will keep the students going when interest
flags. By and large the more abstract or academic the
activity the more remote are the ends fOr which it is
pursued. Practical activities, properly taught, can
bring immediate rewards: after one lesson in carpentry
you can nail two pieces of wood together to make an
aeroplane even though you cannot make a bookcase or a
wooden stool.

In speaking about leisure activities, we have em-
phasised that they should be pursued voluntarily. This
does not mean however that no persuasion should be
brought to bear on those who e -nlist to take them; nor
does it mean that those who are prepared to sit back and
have others do for them thin °s which they could well do
for themselves should not l'-e this pointed out to them.
The doctrine that "if a men will not work neither shall
he eat" is too harsh and too inhuman to be tolerable.
But a necessary complement to the entirely justifiable
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demand of handicapped people that they be given tleir
rights as adults to manage their own lives and be ac-
corded proper respect and consideration is that they
should fulfil the social obligations which such rights
entail.

The suggestions made here about alternatives to
work cannot be implemented without fundamental changes
in the attitudes to and perceptions of-society -as re-
gards its handicapped members and the role they could
lay. There is often a vicious-circle here. Society
e.g. a local authority official, a potential employer,
even a voluntary organisation) is afraid to give a
handicapped person an opportunity to shoulder-greater
responsibility (whether this is in living independently,"
or in using a centre's kitchen unsupervised or in doing
apart-time-fob or, forthat matter, full-time employ-
ment) in case that individual cannot cope, while the
handicapped individual cannot break out of his stero-
typed role because of lack of opportunity or because he
has come-to accept societylsrvaluation of him. A simi-
lar problem exists0.n the case of other groups. For
example, society both at the local authority and the in-
dividual level tends to have stereotyped views about
what activities elderly people prefer, and assigns them N
a much more passive role than is merited. It is thus
often extremely' difficult both for-handicapped people
and for forward-looking (and often badly paid) staff in
the centres which provide for them to make even minor
changes in the directions we have indicated.

Also, as we implied earlier, the very existence of
separate centres for particular groups does,_however
innovative they are (and thoseWhich are innovative are
comparatively few), tend to reinforce societyls'expec-
tations and stereotypes. We have tried, in this report,
to take account of the sorts of structures and insti-
tutions which exist, and to look at ways in which their
role might be developed and their relationship with the
wider community madejmuch closer, but perhaps the whole
concept of "centres" is wrong. Certainly, much more
consumer-oriented research is needed, directed by .or in
close collaboration with disabled people, to find out
exactly what sort of structured day provision is wanted
and needed by those unable to find work as well as those
who choose not to work. In the United States the move-
ment towards self-determination on the part of the dis-
abled has been much stronger than in many European
countries: an example of this is the Center for Inde-
pendent Living (CIL) founded in 1972 in Berkeley, Cali-
fornia. This is an innovative and comprehensive pro--
gramme created and directed by and for prsons who are
severely physically disabled or blind, which aims to
increase, through a wide range of supportive services,
the mobility, opportunities and independence of those
whom*it serves.
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What cannot be denied is. that if handicapped people
Are to lead satisfying and dignified lives withoUt work
they will, like other members of societylwho are not wage
earners, be particularly dependent for their whole well-
being on the quality of the services whiCh society is
willing to provide for them. Service provision haS been
discussed elsewhere but we would underline the particu-
lar importance,:for those living without work, of at--
tractive purpose-built housing, close to public amenities;
of "housekeeping" services, where required; of the avail-
ability throughout life of general help and advice (e,.g,
from a social worker, a health visitor, a neighbour, or
a disability group); of adequate medical and nursing ser-
vices; of improved access to public buildings, especially
education and recreational facilities; and of a carefully
thought -out policy on transport for the disabled. The
other provision whose pros and cons were discussed earlier
but which the authors see as essential, is a disablement'
benefit which is substantial enough to enable a severely
handicapped person to choose not to work without being
penalised financially.
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AN- OVERVIEW OF T PROJECT NOW COMPLETED

The innovations and examples of good, practice de-
scribed in the foregoing chapters have of course been
developed against a background of worsening emplOytent
prospects in almost all developed countries; in/the Ma-
jority, the numbers of unemployed school leavers have
Multiplied with unprecedented rapidity since-l09. It

is widely belieNted too that when the present worldwide
recession eases jobs will not be much more readily avail-
able; many unskilled tasks and redundant skills no longer:,

need to be performed. Clearly all this has serious im-
plications for the employment prospects of those who are
handicapped. Indeed, during the course of the CERI proj-
ect, it has become evident that in many countries even
thoge uffaergoing special work preparation schemes-have
less certain prospects.

By con = sequence of this, the alternatives to work
canvassed in Tizard and Anderson's report have a partic-

ular - and indeed urgent - relevance. Many young people,
whether disabled or not, now in effect receive a govern-
ment "social wage" in return for `socially useful "work" -
rather than proper jobs - in a number of countries.
Equally, voluntary work, particularly amongst women and
those forced to retire early, is becoming an acceptable
substitute in terms,of self-justification and social use-
fulness as well as personal satisfaction. Consequently
it may not be long before the disabled undertake occu-
pations supported by a social wage without thereby feeling
that they are second-class citizens. Nevertheless, it
must always be remembered that the disabled are usually
more dependent,upon work than the rest of the community -
not only for.self-esteem and a secure place in society
but also for friendships, broadening horizons and even
finding a marriage partner.

In any case, for the foreseeable future the norm
for the able-bodied will be a paid job, albeit, perhaps,
with shorter hours or interspersed with periods of un-

employment. As long as that is the norm, it behoves
those responsible for delivering services to the young
handicapped to make preparation foT, and securing, work
in as normal an environment as possible a primary objec-
tive.
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The experiences described in the foregoing schemes
vary considerably, as is fnevitabls given social, econ7
emic and political differences between countries, the
Variety and severity of handicaps and other variables.
Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn as to the I
most effective way to provide for handicapped adolescents

The acquisition of the basic skills of literacy and
numeracy together with personalAeyelgpment which en-
compasses relationships with others are necessary social
skills for those'with and without handicaps alike. Indeed-

--the emphasis on communication may need to be particularly
strong in early-adolescence for young people with particu-
lar disabilities. Yet in no sense must the cux.riculum-be
narrow or restricted" to the bounds of the classroom or
school. Inevitably many adolescents with handicaps have
a more restricted social, life outside school than their.
contemporaries. Therefore it is especially important
that in their final years at school they are given oppor-
tunities to go out into the community and develop confi-
dence in coping with transport, traffic, shopping and so
on Similarly, in the developing countries life is more
sophisticated end complex than ever so the school pro-
gramme often now includes knowledge of a wide range of
welfare and financial procedures such as banking, pen-
sions benefits and social and community, services. per-
haps less universal and less well developed is the
troduction of adolescents who are handicapped to leisure
and recreational activities they can pursue beyond school.
School in many countries provides a bridge so that young
people can continue their interest in a youth or sports
organisation once they- leave it There is frequently a
similar need to extend cultural interests in the immedi-
ate post-school years. This is just one example of corn-.
partmentalised service delivery for the young who are
disabled. So often schools, youth organisations and
other organisations are making provision in relative
isolation from each other, even where their facilities-
are physically adjacent.

The third key aspect within the curricula durihg
the final tvp years at school (which, of course, vary
between countries from the 14-16 to 18-19-year-olds) is
clearly a familiarisation with the world of work. In
recent years, specific vocational preparation at school
has been less well regarded and seen as restricting
possibilities rather than enhancing them, except perhaps
for the severely handicapped. More cpmmon is a programme
designed to introduce the youngster to the discipline's
of the work- place, to ensure he knows what will be de-
manded of-him.and to give him general facilities - in,
for example, motor skills, office practice or whatever.
The importance of careers education aimed at informing'
youngsters of available opportunities in a realistic way
and of individual careers counselling now appears to be

%universally acknowledged.'



Central to curriculum planning in the legit year of
_school and appropriate counselling and guidance is a
Multi-disciplinary reassessment around the time tran-
sition is being planned. At this dtage those concerned
with vocational preparation and with'seeking and se-.
curing employment can comment on:the appropriateness of
the course for the individual and begin to plan their
contribution to transition. This demands staff. inside
74d Outside. schools with knowledge of employment and
community services and ability to assist the social
transition from school to adult life. Careers teachers_
or counsellors will also need to understand the impli-
cations of different disabilities for adult and working
life. The degree of assessment, counselling guidance
and course planning which is possible.in separate special
schools is more difficult-to reproduce in all mainstream-
schools where individuals with disabilities may be placed
and some grouping within selected high schoo often oc-
curs to overcome this However, the availability of
adequate numbers of careers teachers or counsellors is
vital, since all too often lack of appropriately skilled
staff means that counselling my be confined to the final
year before leaving school or to the most urgent cases,:
and subsequent follow-up may be sketchy.

Even i those countries with the most extensive pro-
vision at th .post - school stage and those with the highest-
proportion i- education and training to 18 or 19 yearsof
age, there considerable variation in the availability
and quality of options for the school leaver. Very rarely

--e4 are the needs of the handicapped adolescent assessed in
terms of his adult li e during the key years between 14
and 19 or 20. Still less frequently are there reassess-
ments by multi-disciplinary teams making written pro-
_posals for meeting his needs later employment, resi-
dence, social support, recreational, medical, etc. Yet
there is a widespread, acceptance that this process is
fundamental to adequate service delivery, apart from
everything else it would highlight as never before the
grave deficiencies of support services for the adolescent
and adult disabled in most parts of most countries.

Previous chapters have demonstrated that it is after
the handicapped have left school that the most funda-
mental changes' have occurred in recent years. In many
countries - the United.Kingdom is an outstanding example
provisio1 for-the handicapped school leaver is tra-

ditionally the mast de-_--cient aspect of all educational
provision. But under he stimulus of increasing unem-
ployment, -r.(1 press frp'interest groups, many, more
special work prep on courses have been established.
The examples desc ed earlier in France, Norway, Sweden,

. Italy and the United Kingdom obviously differ inscope,
length and to some extent intention but the basic motiv-
ation is common, to enhance the young personas employ-
ability and to smooth his path into a job.
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It is possible to discern some pre-requisites for
success. Firstly, the scheme must be designed with a
full knowledge of what the youngsters have received at
school. Sometimes post-school curricula are simply a
repeat of the basic educational and lifeland social
skill training which the student may have undertaken
during his last two years at school.

Secondly, progression is most effective, if-gradual,
from college classroom or workshop to a protected work-
ing environment, perhaps within the environs of an edu-
cational establishment, and thence into open employment.
The pace needs to be related to the individual, and
rigidity in course planning must thus be avoided.

Tutors must prepare potential employers to accept
handicapped young people who may need a modif=ied working
environment and may not be able to achieve normal levels
of productivity, at least immediately. Equally, future
workmates will be more ready to accept the disabled on
equal terms if they have had contact with those respon-
sible for the preparation courses.

For some who are severely handicapped open employ-
ment may not, currently, be an option in all countries.
Yet everywhere the pressure!bn sheltered employment
openings becomes more acute. Not only are more pro-
foundly handicapped surviving'to adulthood, biat the in-.
ability of those with more moderate handicaps to secure
employment increases the bids. Often, sheltered work-
shops are criticised because of the restricted and re-
petitive nature of the work and because they do little
or nothing to Inormalisethe living of the disabled.
Yet tliis should not be seen as an argument not to extend
the nber of places or, indeed, to reduce them,but
rather to ensure that for the future sheltered workshops
are more attractive, sociable and have the facility to
provide a general educational and recreational function.
There.is a need for more centres or industrial enclaves
proViding extended employment as nearly as possible on
an economic basis but without turning their workforce
into automatons.

Thert is some ambivalence as to whether positive
discriminatory,policies in favour of employing the dis-
abled are helpful. We have seen that the United States
government'insist, as a condition of letting contracts,
that finis must employ a proportion of disabled people
and the United Kingdom has its quota system. Yet, under-
standably, registration is distasteful to Many disabled
workers who prefer to be regarded as members of the work-
force on their merits. On the other. hand, published
policies by public-Npector employers can be helpful not
only directly to disabled applicants but also in.re-
assuring co-workers and managers.. Various contributions
seem to suggest that a high proportion of employment



opportunities are in the--public sector rather than pri-
vate enterprises in many'countries,

The International Year of the Disabled Underlined
that problems of physical access are universal. New de-
signs for buildings and'street networks sometimes,- but
still not'always, take account of this, but the funda-
mental problem is in trying- to deal with the 'backlog'
ef,centxries of building on the assumption that all
pptential users are sound in wind, limb, mind, sight and
hearing. Much greater public and private investment is
necessary to enhance access to public buildings and
employment.

Throughout the DERI project -.and this is reflected
in earlier chapters - there is a commitment to the im- -

portance of teamwork - among doctors, psychologists,*
special teachers, socialworkers, therapists of all kinds.
Yet intra-professional jealousies are seldom difficult
to discover, often rooted in a conscientious belief that
a particular approach,is 'right' and in the best interests
ref those:who are handicapped. Most of the examples de-
cribed earlier are based upon friditful co-operatiOn'and
planning by multi-disciplinary groups determined to see,
and cater for, the needs of the whole young person.
Nevertheless, perhaps the greatest step forwar4, and one
,which need-not cost money, is to" improve communications.
In 1980 an experienced United Kingdom commentator on
provision for the handicapped; adolescent was impelled to
Write "there is an astonishing ignorance at all levels
of. what other people are doing". It is evident that in'-
thiS respect the United Kingdom is not unique.

Examples of go6d prectice.abonnd throughout, the
. -

world, yet one lesson of the project to date is that so
often-what has been developed remains unknown even to

Itit

those operating in a similar field in the sam -ountry.
Indeed, those teaching 15-year-olds may know - -le of
the workplace to which -the handicapped youngst gradu-
ates and vice versa. Inevitably, only a small propor-
tion of those responsible for managing or providing ser-
vices for the handicapped can be involved'in a project'
of this kind; and it is likely that many outstanding
examples have simply been missed in this survey. The
overriding 'question, therefore, must be, how can the
delivery of services be influenced for the better by.the
dissemination of experience elsewhere? In every country
there is some good provision of some kind,,a sheltered
workshop, a multi-disciplinary team, a'commiUed and.
determined employer, and usually this-excellence depends
upon one person' or a group'of people. -Equally, most if
not all countries have vast Vests of under-provision or
non-existent provision, partilularly in relation to the
immediate compulsory post - school years.. The common
standard cannot be made to approximate to that of-the
outstanding in any country.in-a short-spell,- But groups.
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Within countries and across boundaries must continue to
learn from each other and press for the resources and
investment - and often-the approkiate legislative frame
work - td ensure that all handicapped young people are
able to live the fulle6t.achievablelives in Ihe.11east
restrictive environment'.
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This is the second report on recent developments in the
education of young people with handicaps. The first dealt with
integration in the school; the emphasis of the second Is on the
final years of schooling and the often coMplex problems
experienced by the young handicapped when they enter
working life.
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